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The geomorphology and Pleistocene stratigraphy of a small agri-

cultural watershed on the western margin of the Willamette Valley,

Oregon, was investigated. Soil stratigraphic relationships were

examined using road cuts, soil pits, undisturbed soil cores, and hand

augered holes. Topo-stratigraphic relationships were plotted on a

1:2,400 map of the watershed and geomorphic surfaces were delineated.

Four major geomorphic units were mapped, comprising the Eola,

Dolph, Bethel, and Luckiamute units, from oldest to youngest. The

Eola unit consists of remnants of a relict landscape that occurs above

122 m elevation. The Dolph unit includes the hillslopes that extend

from the Eola surface downward to the Willamette Valley floor. This

unit is characterized by the onlap of Greenback Member sediments over

a truncated paleosol. The Bethel unit consists of toeslopes and

footsiopes of the Dolph paleo-landscape that have been buried by

Irish Bend and Greenback Member sediments. The Luckiamute unit in-

cludes the modern drainages and alluvial environments of the watershed.



The soil morphology, sedimentology, mineralogy, and chemical

properties of the various stratigraphic units were examined and the

results of these studies were used to augment geomorphic interpreta-

tions based on the stratigraphy of the watershed. Particle size

analyses of selected soil samples were performed. Samples from the

Spencer Formation (C horizons) and Elkins Road Paleosol exhibit tex-

tures ranging from sandy loam to clay. Greenback Member samples are

almost uniformly silt loam. A fining trend with decreasing elevation

was observed in Greenback Member samples.

Optical mineralogy, clay mineralogy, and Scanning Electron

Microscope investigations were performed on selected samples. The

results suggest that sediment from two major source areas is present

on Elkins Road Watershed, consisting of the Spencer Formation and the

Irish Bend Member. Detrital grains characteristic of the Spencer

Formation are usually highly weathered, subrounded, and often contain

tuff fragments and other volcanic material. The clay mineralogy of

the Spencer Formation is generally dominated by 1:1 clays, except in

clayey beds of weathered tuff where smectite dominates. Detrital

grains from the Irish Bend Member are relatively unaltered, angular

to subangular, and appear to have a glacial origin prior to lacustrine

deposition in the Willamette Valley. The clay mineralogy of Irish

Bend Member sediment is dominated by smectite and mica, with only a

very weak 1:1 clay mineral component. The Greenback Member contains

materials of both provenances. Spencer-like materials dominate the

Greenback Member near the upper limit of this unit on the watershed.

These materials diminish with decreasing elevation until they are

but a minor component of the Greenback Member on the Bethel surface.



The Greenback Member on the Bethel and lower geomorphic surfaces is

dominated by sediment derived from the Irish Bend Member.

Chemical analyses of selected bulk soil samples were performed

by X-ray spectroscopy (XRS) and Instrumental Neutron Activation

Analysis (INAA). Results of XRS analyses suggest that the Greenback

Member at Elkins Road Watershed maintains a uniform composition

throughout its thickness. A sharp compositional break occurs at the

Greenback-Paleosol boundary. INAA results suggest that trace element

chemical differences are present between materials of the Greenback

Member and the Paleosol, but the interpretation of the results is

limited by the small number of samples analyzed.

The results of the various analyses support the conclusion that

the Greenback Member was deposited by the Missoula Flood about 13,000

years ago. As this flood entered the Willamette Valley it scoured

sediment from both the valley floor and the surrounding foothills.

This sediment was mixed and deposited over the surface of the

Willamette Valley below 122 m elevation. The interpretation of the

geologic history of the watershed was benefitted by the information

gained by detailed soil genetic and sedimentologic studies of the

stratigraphic units of the watershed.
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THE GEOMORPHOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY OF ELKINS

ROAD WATERSHED

CHAPTER I. THE GEOMORPHIC PROBLEM AT ELKINS ROAD

1.1. Introduction

For nearly 100 years geologists and geomorphologists have concerned

themselves with the geologic history of the Willamette Valley. Recent

research has concentrated on the stratigraphic and soil-geomorphic

relationships of the terraces on the valley floor (Balster and Parsons,

1968, 1969; Parsons, et al., 1970; Gelderman, 1970). These studies

have demonstrated the correlation between soils,-stratigraphy, and

geomorphic surface and have helped improve the accuracy and reliability

of soil surveying in the Willamette Valley.

Elkins Road Watershed lies in the foothills of the Coast Range on

the western margin of the Willamette Valley. The area was selected

for study for several reasons: 1) Most of the watershed lies topog-

raphically above the heavily studied landscapes of the Willamette

Valley floor. Previous researchers have concentrated on areas of the

valley below 65 m elevation, leaving the foothills to receive only

perfunctory examination. 2) The watershed included the 122 m (400

feet) contour - the elevation commonly associated with the maximum

level of lake waters that filled the Willamette Valley during the

Pleistocene (Allison, 1935; Baldwin, 1976). Silty surficial sediments

of disputed age and origin (Allison, 1953; Balster and Parsons, 1969;

Gelderman, 1970) occur below this elevation. 3) The accessibility of

the area and excellent cooperation with the local landowners permitted
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the use of detailed soil sampling procedures which facilitated accurate

stratigraphic analysis of the watershed.

The major objectives of this study were therefore: 1) To map

in detail the distribution of geomorphic surfaces on the watershed;

2) To find new evidence for the existence of Late Pleistocene shore-

lines in the Willamette Valley; and 3) To determine the distribution,

nature, and provenance of the silty surficial sediments that occur

below 122 m elevation. An additional objective was to evaluate the

usefulness of a variety of sediment analysis procedures. Particle

size analysis, mineralogical determinations, X-ray spectroscopy,

Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA), and Scanning Electron

Microscopy (SEM) were used to characterize the different sedimentary

units of the watershed and the effectiveness of each method was evaluated.

It is hoped that the evidence gathered by these studies will aid the

reconstruction of the geologic history of the Willamette Valley and per-

mit the correlation of stratigraphic units described elsewhere in the

valley (Balster and Parsons, 1969) with similar sediments found mantling

the foothills.
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1.2 Literature Review

Thomas Condon (1871) was the first to speculate on the geologic

history of the Willamette Valley. In a paper entitled "The Willamette

Sound", he cites fossil and stratigraphic evidence upon which he based

the existence of a sound. He concluded that the waters of this great

sound were 325 feet deep over Portland, 165 feet deep over Salem, and

115 feet deep over Albany. The waters surrounded the prominent buttes

located in the southern Willamette Valley, extending as far south as

Eugene. As Condon poetically states:

One standing on the summit of either of these buttes...
could so easily and vividly imagine those waters recalled,
as to almost persuade himself he heard the murmuring of
their ripples at his feet - so sea-like, the extended
plain around him - so shore-like, that line of hills
from Mary's Peak on the west, to Spencer's Butte on the
south, and only lost on the east among intricate wind-
ings of the extended slopes among the foothills of the
Cascades.

It is generally agreed that the Willamette Valley was once filled

with water. The mechanism of submergence has been much debated (Condon,

1871; Bretz, 1925; Allison, 1935; Lowry and Baldwin, 1952; Treasher,

1942; Glenn, 1965; Balster and Parsons, 1969), as has been the sediment

source area (Glenn, 1965; Balster and Parsons, 1969). Radiocarbon

dating methods have yielded some information as to the time of sub-

mergence and the age of erosional events since the lake waters receded

(Glenn, 1965; Balster and Parsons, 1968, 1969). Each of these three

subjects - the mechanism of valley flooding, the source area of the

sediments that fill the valley, and the age of valley flooding - will

now be briefly reviewed.
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1.21. Mechanism of valley flooding

Condon (1871) thought that submergence of the Willamette Valley

correlated with the Champlain submergence on the Atlantic coast and

could be related to eustatic sea level changes. Diller (1896) con-

sidered cobbles and boulders of foreign composition along the Columbia

River and in the Willamette Valley to be ice-rafted erratics in this

sound.

Bretz (1919) proposed that valley submergence had resulted from

diastrophic crustal movements which were greater east of the Cascades

than west. He believed that the resultant lake was of fresh water,

instead of marine, as Condon had postulated. Bretz also placed the

shoreline of this ancient lake at about 400 feet above present sea

level. This elevation coincides with the upper limit of erratics

found in the Willamette Valley. Later, Bretz (1925) proposed a dif-

ferent mechanism of valley flooding. Investigations into the geology

of the Columbia Plateau and the Channeled Scablands led him to believe

that a gigantic glacial flood had occurred. This flood created many

of the scabland features and brought a large volume of water, sediment

and ice-born erratics into the lower Columbia River and Willamette

River Valleys. Bretz called this flood the Spokane Flood.

Allison (1933, 1935) agreed with the mechanism suggested by

Bretz and went on to suggest that ice jams on the lower Columbia

River had caused Spokane Floodwaters to back into the Willamette

Valley. Allison ascribed erosional features in the Portland area

leading into the Tualatin and Willamette Valleys from the Columbia

River Valley to the entry of a huge flood of water into these valleys.
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He (1935) also described the nature and distribution of glacial

erratics and their associated gray pebbly silts in the Willamette

Valley. Allison thought that this silt was similar to the silt des-

cribed by Bretz (1929 a, b).

Treasher (1942) suggested that more rapid aggradation of the

Columbia River in the vicinity of Portland could have been the cause

of flooding in the Willamette Valley. Lowry and Baldwin (1952) be-

lieved the flooding was accomplished by an eustatic rise in sea level.

Trimble (1963) thought that flooding was the result of hydraulic

damming of the Columbia River below Portland. He calculated that the

gigantic flood proposed by Bretz brought more water down the Columbia

River than could pass through a narrow "constriction" in the lower

Columbia River Valley near Longview, Washington. A temporary back-

water lake was formed which resulted in the flooding of the Willamette

Valley.

Glenn (1965) suggested that the Willamette Valley was the site

of frequent flooding by glacial meltwaters from the Columbia River.

He found stratigraphic evidence in the Willamette Valley which to

him indicated that as many as 40 floods had entered the valley and

deposited silty sediments. He thought that the flood waters probably

gained access to the valley due to the existence of an aggradational

slope from the Columbia River into the Willamette River Valley. A

lake was maintained in the Willamette Valley by more rapid aggradation

in the Columbia Valley than in the Willamette Valley. Glenn also des-

cribed sedimentary structures in the silty deposits found in the

Willamette Valley that indicated zones of turbulent deposition along
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old flood water entry channels, as well as zones of quiet water

deposition.

Baister and Parsons (1969) thought that the mechanism of valley

flooding was unclear, although they tended to favor eustatic sea level

changes, as proposed by Lowry and Baldwin (1952). Baldwin (1976),

however, now agrees with Glenn and favors the multiple Columbia River

flood mechanism over an eustatic flooding model. Baldwin states:

Whereas the Columbia River is large, with a great load

in a relatively small valley, the Willamette River is

a relatively small river in a large valley. Thus, the

Willamette River did not keep pace with alluviation,

but was instead a large fresh water lake, extending...

almost to Eugene.

Baldwin suggested that this lake was in existence during the last

interglacial stage, but was drained as rivers cut downward with the

advance of late Wisconsin glaciation. Following these several floods,

a flood of greater magnitude than any of the previous ones entered

the Willamette Valley and mantled the older lake sediments with "many

chips of erratics and a thin silt that covered the valley below 400

feet" (Baldwin, 1976). This last flood has been termed the Missoula

Flood, equivalent to Bretz's Spokane Flood.

1.22 Sediment Source Area and Description

Disagreement exists over the provenance of the silty sediments

that occur on portions of the valley floor and on the low foothills.

Allison (1933) gave the first description of the "Willamette Silts":

It is shaped like a wedge which is thickest at the north.

Toward the south and about the edges it overlaps older

rocks to elevations between 350 and 400 feet above sea

level. The bulk of the material is silt and fine sand,

but it includes blocks and smaller fragments of foreign
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rocks such as granite and quartzite, that were evidently
brought in by icebergs that came down the glacial
Columbia River.

Later Allison (1953) proposed that the name "Willamette Silt" be

applied to the parallel bedded sheets of silt and associated materials

that covered the greater part of the Willamette Valley lowland. He

noted the foreign composition of the silts and suggested a Columbia

River source for much of the sediment.

Glenn (1965) compared heavy mineral suites of samples from the

Willamette Valley with samples from major tributaries and concluded

that the "Willamette Silts" could not have been derived from the

local valley provenance. He found that sediments mineralogically

similar to the "Willamette Silts" were present in the Columbia Valley,

as well as in the Yakima and Walla Walla Valleys of southeastern

Washington. He observed, in contrast, that the modern Willamette

River floodplain consisted of sediments primarily of Cascade and

Coast Range provenance, with Cascadian input greatly dominated.

Glenn also cataloged qualitative differences between the sediments

from the different source areas. He noted differences in grain

shape, presence of euhedral faces, angularity, color, mineral inclu-

sions, and rimming by volcanic glass. These observations also indi-

cated that modern floodplain sediments differed from the sediments

of the "Willamette Silts".

Glenn (1965) finally concluded that the "Willamette Silt" con-

tained significantly more hornblende, epidote group minerals, garnet,

sphene, and other accessory minerals, such as kyanite, pyrophillite,

staurolite, and sillimanite than samples from the modern floodplain

or Willamette Valley tributaries. The "Willamette Silts" also
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contained significantly less hypersthene and augite than the tributary

and floodplain samples. Glenn notes:

Coast Range streams could have supplied some of the more
abundant minerals -- for example, garnet and epidote
group minerals -- but the available data indicate that
modern Coast Range sediments are masked by a greater
sedimentary influx from the Cascade Mountains. Even if
Coast Range sediments were quantitatively more impor-
tant during the Willamette Silt time, the silt should
contain more augite than is present because no change
in Coast Range source rocks has occurred since the
Willamette Silt was deposited.

Following Glenn's work in the northern Willamette Valley, Balster

and Parsons (1968) published a report on the geomorphology and soils

of the Willamette Valley. Using high-altitude aerial photographs

and field observations, they mapped distinctive geomorphic surfaces

in the valley and demonstrated a definite relationship between geo-

morhpic surface and their associated soils. Balster and Parsons

(1969) later defined the stratigraphy of the sediments which fill

the southern Willamette Valley. Numerous bore holes throughout this

portion of the valley suggested that the "Willamette Silts" described

by Allison (1953) consisted of four depositional units of differing

morphology. Balster and Parsons (1969) redefined the "Willamette

Silts" and named them the Willamette Formation. The four members,

from youngest to oldest, were termed Greenback, Malpass, Irish Bend

and Wyatt. These sediments are underlain by members of the Rowland

Formation, which includes the Diamond Hill Member, a paleosol, and

the Linn Member, the latter being equivalent to Allison's (1953)

Linn gravel.

Whereas Allison (1953) lumped the silty deposits of the Willamette

Valley into one unit, Balster and Parsons (1969) have divided this
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unit on the basis of stratigraphic position and differing physical

characteristics, such as color, texture, structure, mineralogical

properties, and evidence of erosion. They described a minor uncon-

formity between the Irish Bend Member and the overlying sediments.

This unconformity is evidenced by remnants of a truncated soil pro-

file in the upper portion of the Irish Bend Member. Norgren (1962)

described silt coated clay skins in the portion of the Dayton soil

now defined as the Irish Bend Member by Balster and Parsons (1969).

Norgren interpreted this micromorphological observation as evidence

of a more recent stage of soil genesis.

The major evidence cited by Balster and Parsons (1969) for an

unconformity between the Irish Bend Member and the two overlying

members is that the two upper units, the Malpass and Greenback Members,

may be traced "for many miles beyond the zero edge of the Irish Bend

Member." The Malpass and Greenback Members maintain a surprising

uniform thickness over their area of occurrence (Balster and Parsons,

1969; Gelderman, 1970).

Balster and Parsons (1969) also separated the "pale gray silts"

found mantling the higher geomorphic surfaces of the valley from the

sediments of the Willamette Formation. They thought that these pale

gray silts were probably much older than the Irish Bend Member and

belonged to the sequence of events that were associated with the

older Dolph surface. They noted that while bedding and uniform

sorting are characteristic of the Irish Bend Member, the silts on

the Dolph surface are characterized by a lack of bedding features

and a higher percentage of sand. In addition, contorted slump struc-

tures may sometimes be observed in the pale gray silts, but have
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never been described in the Irish Bend deposits. The mica content

of the Irish Bend silts is also much greater than that of the pale

gray silts. Balster and Parsons (1969) noted that the erratic rocks

described by Allison (1935) tended to be more commonly associated with

these pale gray silts than with the Irish Bend Member. They suggested

that the silts of the Irish Bend Member could possibly have been de-

rived from the pale gray silts by complete reworking, resorting and

adding some mineral constituents. They thought that the Tyee Formation,

an Eocene sedimentary unit in the Coast Range, could have been a pro-

lific local source of mica.

Finally, Balster and Parsons (1969) conclude:

Evidence seems insufficient to establish an origin for
silts of the Irish Bend Member. Similar silts may pre-
sently be found as local alluvium derived from the Eocene
sedimentary rocks of the Coast Range. Though they may
have been derived from outside the Willamette River drainage
as Allison (1953) and Glenn (1965) have suggested, they may
equally as well have been derived from weathered Tertiary
sediments of the area after an eustatic rise in sea level
as Lowry and Baldwin (1952) suggest.

As mentioned earlier in this section, Baldwin (1976) now agrees with

Glenn (1965) and considers the silts to be of foreign origin.

The origin of the pale gray silts that lie on the Dolph surface

has also been disputed. Balster and Parsons (1969) do not speculate

on the origin of these deposits, but suggest that they are older than

the Irish Bend sediments. Glenn (1965) thought that these silts repre-

sented sediments deposited by the last great flood which entered the

Willamette Valley. Glenn thought that this last flood - the Missoula

Flood - had brought little foreign sediment into the valley. He

reasoned that earlier floods had stripped the upper Columbia drainage

of most of its sediment mantle. Therefore, the Missoula Flood had
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mainly stripped and reworked sediments that had previously been

deposited on the valley floor. Glenn thought that this last flood

had also carried with it ice-borne erratics that were deposited on

the lower foothills along with these reworked silts. Glenn therefore

thought that the silts mantling the lower foothills (Balster and

Parsons Dolph surface, 1968) were younger than the main body of silts

found on the Willamette Valley floor.

Gelderman (1970) studied the sediments, soils, and geomorphology

of the area around McCoy, in Polk County, Oregon, and concluded that

the Greenback Member was deposited by the Missoula Flood. He thought

that the silts on the higher Dolph surface were probably related to

the Greenback Member. He noted that the grayish brown and dark brown

silts that he identified as Greenback deposits were present in an

uphill-thinning deposit between the elevations of approximately 250

and 400 feet. Gelderman placed the zero edge of the Irish Bend Member

at 250 feet for Polk County.

Gelderman (1970) also speculated on a possible depositional

mechanism for the clayey Malpass Member. He thought that turbidity

currents could have carried materials from topographic highs and

deposited their entrained sediments on topographic lows. Malpass

deposition took place prior to the deposition of the Greenback Member,

but after erosional modification of the Irish Bend surface. The

source area of the Malpass clay is unclear, but is presumed to be

local (Gelderman, 1970).
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1.23. Age of the Deposits

Glenn (1965) gave a date of 34,410 ± 3,450 years as the maximum

age of the Willamette Silts. Allison (1953) assigned the Willamette

Silts to the late Pleistocene. Balster and Parsons (1968) accepted

this age, but also suggested that the silts may be older, possibly

middle Pleistocene. The age of the Missoula Flood has been placed

before 13,000 y.b.p. (Richmond, et al., 1965). Gelderman (1970) placed

the age of the Greenback Member around this 13,000 year date. He sug-

gested that the Malpass Member was younger than 34,000 y.b.p. but older

than the Greenback, to account for its stratigraphic position between

the Irish Bend Member and the Greenback Member.

The relative ages of the different valley terraces are reported

in Balster and Parsons (1968). The ages coincide with periods of

erosion in the Willamette Valley. As the study at Elkins Road Water-

shed dealt primarily with older geomorphic surfaces, the ages of the

local Pleistocene units were of greatest importance. Age correlation

of units at Elkins Road Watershed was based on stratigraphic correla-

tion, as the sediments on the watershed yielded no dateable fossil

remains.
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CHAPTER II. THE GEOMORPHOLOGY OF ELKINS ROAD WATERSHED

2.1. Introduction

Geomorphology is the study of landforms. Classically, the study

has centered on describing landforms and land surfaces, and attempts

to fit the observed topography into an evolutionary model of landscape

development. Since the latter half of the twentieth century, the

science has stressed the quantitative-systems analysis approach with

much more attention being given to the processes that produce a given

landscape.

Tricart (1974) has stated that the moulding of the earth's sur-

face is controlled by the interaction between internal and external

forces. Among internal forces he included geologic factors, such as

structure, lithology, and tectonics. These are the inherited properties

of the parent material. Running water, glaciers, solifluction, wind,

and waves he included in the external forces. Other external forces

he related to climatic factors and the effect of climate on the biotic

and chemical properties of a particular system. The problem that has

faced modern geomorphologists has been one of quantifying these forces

and determining the rate at which a particular portion of the earth's

surface is undergoing change. The problem is further complicated

when it is realized that a given landscape may not have formed in

response to forces that are presently at work, but may reflect condi-

tions of a past environment.

Tricart (1974) has also suggested that structural influences

predominate when an area is viewed on a small scale, but that morpho-

climatic influences dominate when it is seen on a larger scale.
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Therefore, the study of landscapes often proceeds from the greater to

the smaller features, leading hopefully to a better understanding of

how a landscape develops. This has been the general approach of the

study at Elkins Road Watershed.

2.2. The Geologic Setting of the Watershed

Elkins Road Watershed lies on the western margin of the Willamette

Valley in southern Polk County, Oregon. The watershed covers approxi-

mately 320 hectares and is used mainly for the production of grain and

orchard crops, with less than ten percent of the watershed in forest.

The Willamette Valley occupies a structural depression (Baldwin,

1976) that lies between the Coast Range on the west and the Cascade

Mountains on the east. The Cascades have been divided into two physiog-

raphic divisions, consisting of the Weatern Cascades, which is composed

of older Tertiary flows, tuffs, and intrusive rock, and the High Cascades,

composed of the large strato-volcanic peaks and Plio-Pleistocene lava

flows. Rock composition varies from basaltic to rhyolitic, with andes-

ites predominating (Baldwin, 1976). The Coast Range adjacent to the

study area consists mainly of Eocene basalts, sandstones, and shales

(Vokes, et al., 1954). Balster and Parsons (1968) noted that generally

the Coast Range is typified by rocks of relatively low resistance to

weathering that erode to rounded landforms (see Figure 1).

On a small scale, the Elkins Road Watershed is part of an eastward

extension of the Coast Range into the Willamette Valley. The hills are

cut off from the rest of the Coast Range by the Little Luckiamute River

Valley on the west. They extend as far east as Buena Vista, where the

Willamette River forms the eastern boundary. To the north, the hills
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Figure 1: Sketch map of the Willamette Valley, Oregon, showing the
approximate location of the 250 foot contour and several of the major

drainages. General area of Elkins Road Watershed is indicated by
cross-hatches west of Salem.
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gradually merge with the Willamette Valley floor in the vicinity of

Monmouth. To the south, the hills are bounded by the Luckiamute River

Valley (see Figure 2).

The geology of the area has been mapped by Baldwin (1964a). He

indicated that the hills are underlain by rocks of the Spencer Formation,

an upper Eocene formation composed of arkosic sandstones, siltstones,

and shales, with minor conglomerate and tuffaceous members. Hoover

(1963) described the occurrence of the Spencer Formation in the Anlauf

Quadrangle. He noted the friable nature of the sandstone and its great

variability over short distances. He ascribed the variability to a

lateral interfingering of different rock types. Schlicker (1962) sug-

gested that the Spencer Formation represents an upper Eocene strand line

with associated near-shore deposits. The provenance of the unit suggests

that it was probably derived from the Tyee Formation (Hoover, 1963).

Baldwin (1964a) indicated that the structure of the rocks under-

lying the watershed consisted of an eastward dipping, northward plunging

anticline. Poor exposure and the heavily weathered nature of the out-

crops limits the recognition of finer structure detail.

Mantling these Eocene sedimentary rocks on the lower reaches of

the watershed are more recent sediments of the Willamette Formation.

Baldwin (1964a) has mapped these sediments as Willamette Silts. Both

the Irish Bend Member and the Greenback Member have been recognized,

although they appear slightly different from the type section described

by Balster and Parsons (1969). These sediments overlie a paleosol which

developed in the exposed Spencer rocks and earlier Pleistocene sediments.

The sediments of the Willamette Formation have in turn been eroded and

reworked in places and covered by more recent stream alluvium.
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Figure 2: Sketch map of the area around Elkins Road Watershed showing

250', 300', and 400' contours. General area of watershed delineated by

dashed circle.
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2.3. Climate

Climatic factors, both past and present, have left their finger-

prints on the watershed. Weathering in the Spencer formation extends

many tens of meters below the ground surface. In the early and middle

Pleistocene, fluctuating sea levels associated with episodes of glacia-

tion and tectonic uplift promoted cycles of downcutting and sedimenta-

tion in the Willamette Valley. Periods of stability were accompanied

by the development of soils which now may be found as paleosols on

older surfaces or underlying more recent sediments.

In the Willamette Valley, Allison (1953) assigned old, highly

weathered gravel deposits to the middle and Late Pleistocene. The

gravels occur on scattered remnants of high terraces along the valley

flanks (Balster and Parsons, 1968). Allison (1953) named these gravels

Leffler Gravel and Lacomb Gravel where they occur along the east side

of the valley near the North and South Santiam Rivers. Gelderman (1970)

proposed that the red soils of the Eola surface developed between 70,000

and 100,000 years ago under conditions favoring an oxidized, relict

soil. He also thought that the Diamond Hill Member, a red, clayey paleo-

sol that occurs beneath the Willamette formation, represented late

Sangamon to early Wisconsin weathering during a period of warm, dry

climate. Flint (1971) has calculated that mean annual temperatures

were perhaps 2°-3°C warmer during Sangamon time than at present.

Soil development continued during the advance of Wisconson glacia-

tion as lowering sea level promoted downcutting. During the middle

Wisconsin, the Willamette Valley was periodically inundated and a

thick sequence of bedded silts was deposited on the valley floor
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(Baldwin, 1976). After a short period of landscape stability, as

evidenced by soil development in the upper portion of the Irish Bend

Member (Balster and Parsons, 1969), the Missoula Flood entered the

valley about 13,000 years b.p. (Richmond, et al., 1965). This flood

left a thin silty deposit over most of the landscape below 400 feet

(122 m). Erosion since the time of the Missoula Flood has formed the

major terraces of the Willamette Valley floor (Balster and Parsons,

1968). Pollen analyses suggest that the climate gradually warmed as

Holocene time progressed (Hansen, 1947), with oak forests dominating

during the Hypsithermal (ca. 8.500-3,000 y.b.p.). Similar analyses

suggest that the climate has recently become somewhat cooler and more

moist. This change has enabled Douglas Fir to reinvade the oak forests.

The present climate of the study area is characterized by cool,

moist winters and warm, dry summers. The watershed receives about

120 cm of precipitation annually, with about 90 percent of it falling

as rain during the period from October to May. The average January

temperature is 2.6°C (36.7°F). The average July temperature is 18.4°C

(65.1°F) (Johnsgard, 1963).

2.31. Some Recent Developments

Superimposed on this long history of climatic effects on the soils

and landscape of Elkins Road Watershed are the effects of man in the

last 100 years. The original soil survey of Polk County (Torgerson,

et al., 1927) indicated that the population density of the watershed

was higher in the past than at present. A railroad line also crossed

the middle of the watershed. Although this rail line has been removed,

traces of the road bed show in air photos of the watershed and basaltic
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and andesitic road bed gravels occur as man made "erratics" on lower

portions of the south-facing hill slopes. The soil adjacent to the

the old railway has been disturbed.

Stream courses have been straightened or changed completely to

better fit man's uses on the watershed. In addition, several ponds

have been constructed in draws for irrigation water storage. The

watershed was also used as an artillery range by the U.S. Army during

World War II. Although local landowners tell of interesting war-

related discoveries (Peters, personal communication, 1978) it does not

appear that the study area was much affected by this unusual land use

practice as the shells landed on areas further to the west.

2.4. Methods

The watershed was divided into quadrants to facilitate data

correlation (Figure 3). Ten soil pits were dug to ca. 2.25 m depth.

Sites for the pits were selected to represent a range of landscape

positions at different elevations. Profiles were described according

to standard procedures (Soil Survey Staff, 1975). Two sets of samples

were taken from each profile: 1) Bulk samples representing genetic soil

horizons; and 2) Incremental samples taken every ten centimeters.

Incremental samples were sealed in plastic bags while bulk samples

were gathered in large paper sacks. The ten profiles, together with

two roadcuts, served as benchmark soil-stratigraphic sections for

interpreting other stratigraphic observations.

Twenty-one undisturbed soil cores were taken using a Giddings

Hydraulic Soil Sampler. Soil was sampled at ca. 10 cm intervals to

2.5-3 m depth along an east-west transect in quadrant E4. Each core
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was measured and described, noting color, texture, depth to horizon and

stratigraphic boundaries, and other notable features. These descrip-

tions were not as detailed as the profile descriptions because of the

limited size of the sample.

Additional transects of the watershed were made using a soil

auger. Depths to 3.5 m were sampled and color, texture, soil and

stratigraphic boundaries were recorded, along with other important

features. The locations of all sample sites and probe holes are shown

on the 1:2,400 map (Appendix 4).

Geomorphic and stratigraphic boundaries were mapped using air

photographs, field observations, and a 1:2,400 map of the watershed.

The map has a contour interval of five feet, which permitted very

accurate plotting of cross sections. The small interval also facili-

tated the geomorphic interpretation of the relationship between strati-

graphic measurements and topography.

In addition to mapping the surficial geology and geomorphology of

the watershed, laboratory experiments were performed to characterize

the sediments of the various stratigraphic and soil-stratigraphic units.

Particle size analyses were obtained for incremental samples from cer-

tain soil profiles and undisturbed soil core samples. Grain mounts

were made of sand separates and soil mineralogy was determined using

a polarizing microscope. Soil peds were examined using a binocular

microscope. Several thin sections were prepared and described to aid

mineralogical and genetic interpretations. Clay mineral analyses of

selected profiles and surficial samples were performed to compare the

clay mineralogy of soils on different landscape positions. Major

element chemistry of bulk soil samples was studied to determine if
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gross compositional breaks occurred in the soil which could be related

to the presence of soil discontinuities. Scanning Electron Microscope

(SEM) observation of quartz sand grain surface textures was performed

to investigate probable differences in source area or genesis of the

sediments. Trace element chemistry was also investigated by Instru-

mental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA). The detailed methodology

and results of these investigations are reported in the third chapter

of this report.

2.5. Results of Geomorphic Investigations

Four major stratigraphic units and one soil-stratigraphic unit

were described at Elkins Road Watershed. They are: 1) The Spencer

Formation; 2) The Elkins Road Paleosol (a soil-stratigraphic unit);

3) The Irish Bend Member; 4) The Greenback Member; and 5) nlixed alluvium.

The units are listed in order of decreasing age, with the exception of

mixed alluvium, which in places may be relict, representing earlier

episodes of erosion and deposition. The spatial distribution of the

different units is closely related to the geomorphic surfaces present.

Four major geomorphic surfaces were mapped, following the criteria

established by Balster and Parsons (1968) and Gelderman (1970). The

oldest surface mapped was the Eola surface. Below it the Dolph sur-

face was mapped. Two distinct divisions of this unit were identified.

One division extends from the boundary with the Eola surface to an

elevation of ca. 86 m above sea level. The lower part of the Dolph

surface lies between 86 and 80 m. The Bethel surface was mapped

between the elevations of 80 and 61 m on the watershed. The Luckiamute

surface as mapped includes the recent alluvium and stream drainages of
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the watershed. A complete discussion of these surfaces and their

associated sediments follows in section 2.52. A 1:2,400 scale geo-

morphic map of the watershed is provided in Appendix Three.

2.51. The Morphology of the Stratigraphic Units

2.511. Spencer Formation

The sediments of the Spencer Formation show extreme lateral and

vertical variability over the area of the watershed. The interbedded

sandstones, siltstones, clays, and weathered gravels present a marked

contrast to the overlying silts of the Irish Bend and Greenback Members.

In most cases the Spencer Formation at Elkins Road Watershed is

represented by brownish yellow (10YR 6/6) sandstone with strong brown

(7.5YR 5/8), light gray (10YR 7/1), and yellowish red (5YR 4/6) color

zones which follow the bedding planes of the sediment. Color changes

are abrupt and often coincide with vertical textural changes in the

sediment. Typically, loamy beds are strong brown (7.5YR 5/8), yellow-

ish red (5YR 4/6), or brownish yellow (10YR 6/6). The thin-bedded

siltstone and clayey beds derived from alteration of fine tuff are

usually light gray (10YR 7/1), with pinkish gray (7.5 YR 7/2), pale

brown (10YR 6/3), and light olive gray (5YR 6/2) colors also present.

The sandstone is usually extremely weathered and very friable except

where the sediment has been cemented by calcite or iron oxides.

Calcite concretions were sampled to determine the original mineralogy

of the Spencer formation (section 3.321).

Clayey beds were described in profiles from quadrant E4. Hand

lens observation suggested that the clays were derived from the altera-

tion of unstable sediments, possibly tuff, as described by Hoover (1963).
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These clays are underlain by sandy and conglomeritic beds. The

conglomerates occur in lenses and are completely weathered to clay.

The clay maintains the original shape of the gravels, although some

flattening has occurred along the plane of bedding. The clay pseudo-

morphs are possibly derived from basalt and/or andesite. A few pitted

quartz and chert pebbles were also found associated with these conglom-

erates. The gravels were often enveloped in one to two centimeter

thick reddish brown clay skins. This clay also plugged the voids of

the original gravel matrix.

In quadrant E2, thin-bedded siltstones with pronounced horizontal

parting occur. Leaf imprints, thin and discontinuous, impure coal

beds, and concentrations of mica flakes were observed along bedding

planes. Black iron cemented layers 5 to 20 mm thick are present in

places along boundaries of beds of differing texture. Clay skins are

also present along horizontal and vertical fracture faces.

2.512. Elkins Road Paleosol

Relict A horizons were not observed in the paleosol except on the

Eola surface. Typically the paleosol has only B2t and B3 horizons

present, but in places even the B2t has been removed, leaving a thin

B3 separating the Spencer Formation from younger overlying sediments.

The morphology of the Elkins Road Paleosol is highly variable,

reflecting the great variability of the underlying Spencer formation.

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6), dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4), yellowish

brown (5YR 5/6), strong brown (7.5YR 5/6), and dark brown (7.5YR 4/4)

colors were observed on moist samples. Dry colors included strong

brown (7.5YR 5/6), very pale brown (10YR 7/4), and light yellowish
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brown (10YR 6/4). Silty clay loam, silty clay, clay loam, and heavy

clay loam textures were observed. Strong to weak coarse prismatic

structure, parting to moderate medium subangular blocky structure

dominates the paleosol. In places the prismatic structure is not evi-

dent and the soil is massive clay with occasional nearly vertical

fracture faces. Mottles are common, medium, and distinct. Opaque

material often coats ped surfaces in a dendritic network. Portions

of the paleosol are weakly cemented by continuous iron coatings on

ped surfaces in quadrant El. Clay skins are conspicuous in the paleo-

sol over the entire watershed. Normally they are thick or moderately

thick, dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) to strong brown (7.5YR 5/6),

and occur in pores and on ped surfaces, sometimes forming thick rims

around highly weathered gravels. Traces of well rounded, moderately

spherical pebbles of chert and agate were found, usually associated

with the relict gravels of the Spencer Formation which extend into the

paleosol.

The lower boundary of the paleosol is usually wavy or irregular,

with tongues of soil extending down along vertical fracture planes

into the Spencer Formation. Clear smooth, clear wavy, and abrupt

wavy boundaries dominate.

2.513. Irish Bend Member

Balster and Parsons (1969) described the sediments of the Irish

Bend Member as

Faintly bedded, micaceous, silty sediments...that have well
defined upper and lower boundaries.... A minor unconformity
may be postulated at the top of the Irish Bend Member pri-
marily because the remnants of illuviated clay commonly occur
in the upper few feet and reflect development of a soil pro-
file that has been partly removed before deposition of the

overlying sediments.
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They further described the sediments as being pale brown in color,

uniformly sorted, and high in mica. At the type section at Irish Bend

these silty sediments overly the reddish gray Diamond Hill Member,

a clayey paleosol with illuviated clay and prominent soil structure.

The Irish Bend Member is in turn overlain by sediments of the Malpass

and Greenback Members.

At Elkins Road the morphology of the Irish Bend Member differs

somewhat from the description of the type section, although not signi-

ficantly. Colors vary from brown (10YR 5/3) to pale brown (10YR 6/3)

to yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) to reddish brown (5YR 4/3). The last

color was observed in sediments from a hand augered sample taken near

the lower boundary of the silts and probably represents mixing of

paleosol materials with the overlying sediments. Textures vary from

silt loam to silty clay, with clay loam noted in places near the base

of the unit. Weak medium to coarse prismatic structure, separating

to moderate medium subangular structure was observed. Clay skins are

conspicuous along ped surfaces, in pores, and in voids. The clay

skins are thin to moderately thick and continuous. Ped surfaces in

the upper portion of the unit are dusty in appearance, due to the pre-

sence of silt coatings. The lower boundary of the unit is commonly

abrupt smooth or clear smooth, but may appear wavy where mixing of

materials has occurred across the boundary.

2.514. Greenback Member

The Greenback Member at Elkins Road is represented by a thin

layer of surficial sediments that mantle the landscape between the

elevations of 65 and 122 m. Color of the upper 30 cm of the sediment
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ranges from dark brown (1OYR 3/3 and 10YR 4/3) or dark grayish brown

(10YR 3/2) when moist, to pale brown (10YR 6/3) and light yellowish

brown (10YR 6/4) when dry. Below 30 cm the sediment shows strong

brown (7.5YR 5/6), brown (7.5 5/4), dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4)

to light brownish gray (2.5YR 6/2) colors, depending mainly upon the

drainage status of the soil. The texture is usually silt loam in

the surface and in places grades to a heavy silt loam toward the bottom

of the unit. Mottles may or may not be present, depending on the

position of the soil on the landscape and its drainage status. Struc-

ture grades from moderate fine granular to weak medium subangular

blocky. Clay skins were not observed in the sediments of the Green-

back Member, but often thin patchy silt coatings are present in pores

and on ped surfaces in the lower part of the unit. These coatings

are also often present in the upper portion of the paleosol where it

underlies the Greenback Member. Concretions are characteristically

abundant in the lower part of the Greenback. They are usually well

rounded, spherical, or irregular. Sometimes the concretions are bro-

ken and are hollow, showing concentric rings in cross section.

Scattered rock fragments of diverse lithology are present within the

Greenback as well as littering the surface of the ground. Common

lithologies include granite, quartzite, basalt, phyllite, and metamor-

phic rocks. Granite, termed "salt and pepper rocks" by local farmers,

has been found as boulders as much as .75 m across and weighing around

50 kg. Most of the erratics are only slightly weathered and contrast

sharply with the extremely weathered gravels of the Spencer formation,

and also appear younger than the Lacomb and Leffler gravels (Allison,

1953). The erratics at Elkins Road are probably related to the Missoula
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flood and therefore are about 13,000 years old.

The lower boundary of the unit is clear wavy where the Greenback

sediments rest on the Irish Bend Member. Where the Greenback overlies

the Elkins Road Paleosol or the Spencer Formation, the contact ranges

from abrupt smooth to clear wavy.

2.515. Alluvium

The morphology of alluvial materials is related to landscape

position, sediment source area, depositional environment, and the

relative age of the deposits. Landscape position was used as the most

reliable criterion for distinguishing this unit. Sediments of the

main flood plain of the watershed are typically very dark grayish

brown (10YR 3/2) to dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) when moist and pale

brown (10YR 6/3) when dry. Texture of the surface horizon is commonly

heavy silt loam and generally becomes more clayey with dpeth, passing

into silty clay, clay loam, or clay. Lenses of loam textured sedi-

ment are present. These usually have clear to abrupt upper and lower

boundaries, giving the sediment a weakly stratified appearance. Fine

to medium sized distinct mottles are common, often having chromas less

than 2. Such mottles are common up into the plow layer. Structure

of the alluvium varies from medium subangular blocky to coarse pris-

matic to massive or stratified. In places clay skins are present on

ped faces below one meter depth, but it was not clear if they repre-

sented illuviated material or pressure faces. The presence of clay

filled pores suggests that illuviation of clay sized material is a

possibility. Concretions are common throughout the unit. They are

usually of the fine gravel size, rounded to irregular in shape and
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hard to soft in consistency. Boundaries between zones of similar

texture are clear to gradual and wavy. Transitions between zones of

dissimilar texture are normally abrupt and associated with a color

change.

Sediments associated with alluvial fans are usually dark brown

(10YR 3/3) silt loam or heavy silt loam. Where upstream erosion has

cut into the saprolite or paleosol, the fan sediments are dark yellowish

brown (10YR 4/4) to yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) silt loam, loam, or

silty clay loam, and often contain coarse sand sized fragments of

Spencer lithology. In places lighter colored sediments overly darker

alluvium. This color stratification is temporal and may only be

observed in the spring prior to mixing of materials when the soil is

worked for planting. Fan sediments are between 25 and 100 cm thick,

and rest either on thin remnants of the paleosol or pass directly

into the Spencer Formation. One auger hole showed dark brown silt

loam material approximately one meter thick resting on weathered

rock. This probably represents the maximum thickness of alluvial

fan sediments on the watershed.

Drainageways on the higher slopes contain brown (10YR 5/3) to

yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) silt loam to loam sediments. What appear

to be iron cemented fragments of sandstone are occasionally present

in ephemeral stream channels. These fragments, along with coarse

sand sized fragments, are probably derived from the Spencer Formation,

as they are of similar lithology. Very little identifiable paleosol

material is present in these upland draws. The alluvium lies directly

over weathered Spencer sandstone, which appears to be more dense than

does the Spencer on neighboring side slopes, possibly due to weak
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iron cementation. Thickness of the alluvium varies between 30 and

70 cm.

An unusual sequence of moderately thick reddish brown (5YR 5/4)

silty clay to clay loam sediment is present on a hillside above the

flood plain on a north facing slope in quadrant E4. The location is

near a small pond that shows in the 1:2,400 air photo-geomorphic map.

These sediments are similar in appearance to materials from the paleosol,

but have noticeably less compaction and are without the strong struc-

ture or clay skins of a paleosol. The elevational distribution of

these sediments places them in what may have been the mouth of a

stream flowing into the lake that deposited the Irish Bend silts.

It is possible that these reddish brown sediments represent the rem-

nants of a delta that formed when lake waters flooded a portion of

the paleostream course. Sediments on the opposing stream bank have

been disturbed by the construction and removal of an old rail line

and it was not possible to find similar sediments at equivalent

elevations to further support this interpretation. These reddish

brown sediments are overlain by Greenback silts. The alluvium

passes into the paleosol between 1.7 and 1.9 m, suggesting that these

materials were deposited over the paleo-landsurface prior to deposi-

tion of the Greenback Member.

2.52. Geomorhpic Surfaces and Stratigraphy of the Watershed

2.521. Eola Surface

The Eola surface is the oldest geomorphic surface of the watershed.

It is represented by the gently rounded ridge crests and their adjacent

side slopes that extend downward to ca. 122 m elevation. The side
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slopes have gradients less than 20 percent. The lower boundary of

this geomorphic unit coincides with the zero-edge of the Greenback

Member and the glacial erratics associated with these younger silts

that mantle the next lower Dolph Surface.

Balster and Parsons (1968) indicate that the upland ridge crests

of the Elkins Road Watershed belong in the Looney unit, but suggest

that the small scale of mapping prevented the subdividing of small

remnants of older stable surfaces included in the map unit. They

characterize the Looney unit as consisting of "a complex group of

valleys and intervening ridges that compose a completely dissected,

predominantly steeply sloping terrain." They mention that slope gra-

dients occasionally exceed 100 percent.

The rounded hill tops and gentle side slopes of the highest sur-

face of the watershed do not fit within the definition of the Looney

surface, but instead agree with the concept of the Eola Unit. Accord-

ing to Baister and Parsons (1968), the Eola Unit is characterized by

the remnants of the oldest stable geomorphic surfaces in the area.

They also mention that the relief of the unit is moderate and that

the surface includes "remnant landforms [that] have rounded hill and

valley topography with as much as 200 feet of local relief." This

description coincides well with the landscape above 122 m elevation

at Elkins Road.

The stratigraphy of soils across the Eola-Dolph boundary suggests

that the soils of the Eola surface are relict paleosols. Soil auger

transects, supplemented by soil pits at key locations, suggest that

the paleosol buried beneath the Greenback sediments on the Dolph

surface correlates with the B horizons of the relict soils above
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122 m elevation (Figure 4). The color, texture, and structure of both

the buried paleosol and the relict soils on the Eola surface are very

similar, particularly when soils developed in similar strata of the

Spencer formation are compared.

This same paleosol may be further traced beneath the Irish Bend

sediments on the Bethel surface. Gelderman (1970) notes the presence

of a paleosol beneath the Irish Bend Member on the Bethel surface near

McCoy, Oregon. He correlates this paleosol with the Diamond Hill

Member described by Balster and Parsons (1969) and suggests that it

is late Sangamon to early Wisconsin in age. Similar correlation of

the Elkins Road Paleosol with the Diamond Hill Member suggests that

the relict soils on the Eola surface are probably Sangamon to early

Wisconsin age. This date agrees with the middle Pleistocene age that

Balster and Parsons (1968) assign to the Eola surface.

2.522. Dolph Surface

The Dolph surface at Elkins Road Watershed consists of a variety

of landforms between the elevations of ca. 122 and 80 m that are

mantled by an uphill-thinning deposit of Greenback sediments. The

unit is subdivided into two major segments. One subdivision includes

the landscape between 122 and 86 m. This zone is characterized by

the presence of Greenback sediments overlying the remnants of a trun-

cated paleosol. The paleosol lacks evidence of having an A horizon

and usually consists of a B2t and B3t with an abrupt or clear, irregular

or wavy lower boundary. The other subdivision occurs between 86 and

80 m elevation. Here the Greenback sediments rest primarily on weathered

sediments of the Spencer Formation and only a trace of paleosol is
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Figure 4: Cross-section diagram of Eola Surface at Elkins Road Watershed along a northwest-southeast

transect in quadrant E2.
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present (Figure 5). In a few areas, remnants of a B3t horizon are

indicated by the presence of thick clay skins on weathered, fractured

saprolite. A slight break in slope is also evident at ca. 86 m eleva-

tion, and then again at 80 m, where the boundary of the Bethel

surface is mapped. Across this interval from 80 to ca. 100 m elevation,

the thickness of the Greenback Member remains fairly uniform at about

70 cm, and then it gradually thins upslope until the 122 m elevation

is reached. Here identification of the Greenback Member is tenuous

due to mixing of materials in the plow layer.

The landforms of the Dolph unit at Elkins Road consist of rolling

hills, small flats and saddles, and long, fairly uniform slopes that

extend down from the higher Eola surface. Balster and Parsons (1968)

describe the topography of the Dolph unit as being quite variable.

...locally the surface is well above the general level of

the valley floor as extensive flats. Most of these flats

have been dissected to form a complex group of landforms...

Numerous small pediments that grade from the broken topography

of the Looney unit down to the main valley floor are also

included in the Dolph unit...The small valleys and their

sideslopes that have formed by dissection of the flats...

are included in the Dolph unit.

The Dolph surface in the area of Corvallis is characterized by dissected

flats that have a "layer of light gray, massive silt above weathered

gravel" (Balster and Parsons, 1968). Geiderman (1970) considers the

Dolph surface between about 250 and 400 feet (76 and 122 m) to consist

of both buried and exhumed paleo-landscapes that conform to the original

configuration of the landscape, "depending on the thickness of the

materials remaining after more recent erosion." He also suggests that

the sediments burying the paleo-landscape belong to the Greenback

Member.
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At Elkins Road Watershed, the burial of the paleo-landscape by

onlapping Greenback sediments has not altered the original landscape

configuration appreciably. Near complete erosion of the paleosol

between the elevations of 80 and 86 m prior to the deposition of the

Greenback Member has had an effect on the topography within this inter-

val. A slight break in slope is apparent in some places where the

paleosol has been most severely eroded and Greenback sediments rest

on materials of the Spencer Formation. This pre-Greenback erosion

is apparently related to the sequence of events that led to the forma-

tion of the Bethel surface.

Exhumed paleosols are present on sideslopes adjacent to ephemeral

drainages that extend up the Dolph surface. In places, erosion has

completely removed the paleosol from the sideslopes and the Spencer

Formation crops out at the surface where it has been mixed in the

plow layer. The soils here are light yellowish brown in color when

dry and offer sharp contrasts to both the Greenback sediments and

the paleosol. Exhumed or severely truncated paleosols are also pre-

sent on interfluve noses and on a few narrow ridge crests. Farmers

plowing across these areas often turn up fragments of the Spencer

Formation, suggesting that erosion has truncated most of the surface

soil.

Figures 6 and 7 were drawn from soil stratigraphic data obtained

from two transects, one in quadrant El, the other in quadrant E4.

Figure 6, representing a transect across a draw in quadrant E2, shows

the presence of Greenback sediments overlying the Elkins Road Paleosol

on the interfluve. Progressing down the side slope, the Greenback

sediments become thinner and finally disappear. An exhumed paleosol
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is present on the lower portion of the sideslopes adjacent to the

draw. Erosion has also completely truncated the paleosol in places,

exposing light yellowish brown materials from the Spencer Formation.

The draw represents an extension of the Luckiamute surface into the

Dolph uplands. Yellowish brown sediments are present, containing

small rock fragments derived from the Spencer Formation. The same

pattern is repeated on the opposite slope, with Greenback sediments

mantling the summit and shoulder of the interfluve and an exhumed

paleosol present on the sideslope.

Figure 7 is based on data gathered from a Giddings Probe sample

transect in quadrant E4. The transect trends approximately east-west

along an interfluve. Greenback sediments cover a highly variable

paleosol. The paleosol is extremely clayey in places reflecting soil

development in clayey beds of the Spencer. High clay content and sand

relicts of unique morhpology present in the IIB2tb horizons of soils

downslope from the outcrop of the clayey Spencer beds suggest downslope

movement of materials in the soil profile. Weathered gravels of the

Spencer Formation extend into the paleosol IIB2tb horizon. These gra-

vels underly the silts of the Greenback Member and could easily be

confused with Lacomb or Leffler Gravels described elsewhere on the

Dolph surface (Balster and Parsons, 1968). It is important to recognize

that these gravels are Eocene Spencer Formation conglomerates and not

Pleistocene out wash materials. This fact was not discernable in hand

augered samples, but became obvious after excavation of several soil

pits along this transect. It is possible that relict gravels of the

Spencer Formation have been confused with Pleistocene gravels common

on the eastern margin of the Willamette Valley.
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The lower end of the transect indicates that the paleosol is

buried beneath a thick sequence of alluvial sediments on the main

flood plain of the watershed. It is possible that some of these

alluvial sediments may in fact be Irish Bend silts, but the color of

the materials and position adjacent to the flood plain make this

interpretation tenuous.

Balster and Parsons (1968) consider the age of the Dolph unit to

be middle Pleistocene. Gelderman (1970) places the age of this unit

in the late Sangamon to early Wisconsin period during the Bull Lake

stades. This indicates that the Dolph surface is somewhat younger

than the higher Eola unit, which is also presumed to be middle

Pleistocene (Balster and Parsons, 1968).

2.523. Bethel Surface

The Bethel surface is mapped between the elevations of 80 and

64 m on the watershed, although it continues to lower elevations out-

side the watershed until it finally merges with the Senecal surface

at about 60 m above sea level (Senecal mapped by Balster and Parsons,

1968). At Elkins Road the Bethel surface consists of landforms that

have been buried by the onlap of sediments of the Willamette Formation

over the Dolph landscape. This burial has resulted in a general

leveling of the landscape which has subdued the topography of this

surface. Greenback sediments rest unconformably on the Irish Bend

Member. The unconformity is suggested by soil profile development

in the upper portion of the Irish Bend Member (Balster and Parsons,

1969). The Irish Bend Member rests on a reddish brown paleosol that

correlates stratigraphically with the Diamond Hill Member. This
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stratigraphic correlation suggests that the Elkins Road Paleosol,

which is present asa relict paleosol on the Eola surface and as buried

and exhumed paleosols on the Dolph, represents the Diamond Hill Paleosol.

Greenback sediments are slightly thicker on the Bethel surface

than on the topographically higher Dolph surface. Their average thick-

ness on the Bethel surface is ca. 75 cm. This thickness remains uniform

over the Bethel surface at Elkins Road, varying less than 5 cm.

Gelderman (1970) noticed the same uniformity in the Greenback Member

on the Bethel surface near McCoy.

The maximum thickness of the Irish Bend Member on the Bethel

surface is about three meters. Absolute placement of the lower boun-

dary was complicated by the presence of high water tables which ren-

dered deeper auger samples poorly recognizable. The sediments thin to

less than ten centimeters near 80 m elevation at the zero edge of the

Irish Bend Member on the watershed.

The thickness of the paleosol underlying the Irish Bend Member

varies between 30 and 100 cm. It is thinnest near the upper limit

of the Bethel surface, where erosion, probably contemporaneous with

the process of the Irish Bend deposition, has removed much of the

paleo-B horizon. The paleosol (Diamond Hill Member) remains very

thin or is completely absent across the lowest interval of the higher

dolph surface, and then thickens above 86 m elevation (Figure 5).

Weathered, friable sandstones and siltstones of the Spencer For-

mation are present beneath the paleosol at depths of 3.5 m or greater

near the lower boundary of the Bethel surface. At the upper boundary

of the unit, the Spencer Formation lies ca. 85 cm beheath the ground

surface.
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Figures 8 and 9 represent auger transects across the Bethel sur-

face in quadrants E2 and E3. Figure 8, from quadrant E2, shows the

uphill thinning of the Irish Bend Member beneath the Greenback Member.

Irish Bend sediments thin to less than 10 cm at ca. 80 m elevation

and above this elevation only Greenback sediments are found mantling

the paleo-landscape. Approximately two meters of Irish Bend sediments

are exposed in a roadcut that forms the southern end of the transect

shown in Figure 8. Figure 9, representing a transect in quadrant E3

across the main drainage of the watershed onto a lower south-facing

slope in quadrant E2, shows a similar stratigraphic sequence to

Figure 8. Again in this transect, Irish Bend sediments mantle the

landscape to ca. 80 m elevation. These sediments overly the Elkins

Road Paleosol and thicken downslope, where they exceed 2.5 m in places.

Irish Bend sediments are not found on portions of the south-facing

slopes in quadrant E2 below 80 m elevation. The absence of these

sediments, as shown in Figure 9, may be related to a lack of Irish

Bend deposition on these steeper slopes, or their erosion prior to

deposition of overlying Greenback sediments.

Gelderman (1970) defines the Bethel unit as being morphologically

similar to the topographically higher Dolph unit. He further states

that the Bethel surface is composed of "landforms that are erosional

remnants of an older surface cloaked by onlapping sediments." He

mentions that the onlapping sediments are similar to the sediments of

the Irish Bend and Greenback Members of the Willamette Formation. The

Bethel surface mapped at Elkins Road closely parallels this original

description of the type locality stratigraphically, although the topog-

raphy of the watershed differs from the landscape near McCoy. The
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Bethel surface described by Gelderman (1970) is characterized by rounded

hills of moderate relief that merge with the next lower Calapooyia or

Senecal units of the valley floor. At Elkins Road, the Bethel unit

merges upslope with the Dolph unit and downslope with the Senecal

unit, forming the boundary between the other two surfaces caused by

the onlap of Irish Bend sediments over the footslope of the Dolph

landscape.

Gelderman (1970) suggests a late Pleistocene age for the Bethel

surface, placing it about the same age as the Quad surface, and somewhat

older than the Calapooyia surface. This age seems reasonable for the

Bethel surface mapped at Elkins Road Watershed.

2.524. Luckiamute Surface

Balster and Parsons (1968) define the Luckiamute unit to consist

of "flood plains of streams that flow out of terrains composed of

Eola, Dolph, and Looney units." They also include within this unit

small alluvial fans that extend out of small valleys onto surfaces

of the main valley floor. These criteria were used to map the Luckia-

mute unit at Elkins Road.

Segments of the Luckiamute surface are present on the watershed

above the 122 m elevation as small drainages on the Eola surface.

These drainages descend across the Dolph and Bethel surfaces to join

with the main flood plain of the watershed. Alluvial fans are present

at the mouths of several of these small stream valleys where they

intersect the main flood plain. Small benches cut into the toes of

these fans suggest that the sediments have been reworked subsequent

to their deposition. Modern fan sediments, which appeared following
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a storm in November, 1977, are similar in color and texture to materials

from the Spencer Formation. Coarse sand sized particles that are ob-

viously Spencer derived also occur on the fans.

Fan sediments vary in thickness from 25 to 100 cm. Alluvial

sediments of the main flood plain are at least 2.5 m thick and may be

thicker. The strong mottling of the sediments below this depth, com-

bined with contaminated auger samples due to high water tables, hampered

the identification of auger samples taken below ca. 2.5 m. It is not

clear if the paleosol is present beneath the sediments of the main

flood plain. Blueish gray clays present at ca. 2.2 m may be related

to the paleo-landscape, or they may represent clayey beds of the

Spencer formation.

The variability in age and morphology of sediments of the Luckia-

mute surface is also mentioned by Balster and Parsons (1968). The

Luckiamute surface at Elkins Road is subject to seasonal erosional

and depositional events that annually change the landscape. Stream

channels are recut each rainy season and sediments are deposited on

flat or concave portions of the landscape, as well as behind fence

rows, dead furrows, or plugged culverts. Sediment deposition behind

a fence row in quadrant El exceeded 20 cm during one storm on November

26, 1977. These sediments were weakly stratified when observed imme-

diately following deposition, but lost this stratification by mid-

spring of 1978 as the eroded aggregates of silt and clay became compacted

and dried out. Fall cultivation further destroys any stratification

of recently deposited sediments and tends to homogenize sediments of

different color or texture.
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2.6. Geomorphic Interpretation

The general form of the landscape at Elkins Road Watershed is

the result of erosion of poorly consolidated sedimentary rocks of the

Spencer Formation by fluvial processes. This erosion has occurred

since the time of uplift of the Coast Range in Early Pleistocene, and

led to the development of the present topography. Deposition of lacu-

strine sediment on the footslopes and toeslopes of the watershed

modified the paleolandscape during the late Pleistocene. Renewed

erosion of these younger sediments occurred subsequent to their

deposition. A final depositional event then covered the landscape

below 122 m elevation with a thin veneer of silty sediments.

The Eola unit, the highest and oldest surface on the watershed,

is composed of remnants of a relict landscape that formed during the

middle Pleistocene. Erosion of this surface during Sangamon time

resulted in the formation of the Dolph unit, leaving small "islands" of

the Eola surface on stable hilltops of the watershed. The Elkins

Road Paleosol is a soil-stratigraphic unit that reflects soil develop-

ment on this Eola-Dolph landscape. Stratigraphic correlation of this

paleosol with the Diamond Hill Paleosol described by Balster and

Parsons (1969) suggests that much of the landscape at Elkins Road is

at least late Sangamon in age.

Erosion of the paleo-landscape continued into the late Pleistocene.

Then, during early to middle Wisconsin time, the paleo-landscape was

modified by the deposition of the Irish Bend Member on the lower reaches

of the watershed and by partial erosion of the paleosol above 80 m

elevation. Erosion may have been partly the result of shore line
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processes and partly the result of increased runoff associated with

the cooler and moister climate of the period.

The near complete erosion of the paleosol from an interval between

80 and 86 m elevation on the watershed is evidence of lake-shore ero-

sion processes. The paleosol is present below 80 m underlying Irish

Bend sediments, and is also present above 86 m underlying the Greenback

Member. Between these elevations, Greenback sediments occur directly

overlying the Spencer Formation or on a much thinned remnant of the

paleosol. Terrace producing waves along the perimeter of the lake

from which the Irish Bend sediments were deposited was probably the

agent of erosion.

As lake levels fluctuated from the filling and draining of periodic

glacial floods, transgression and regression of the shoreline across

the lower foothills resulted in erosion of the paleosol. Some Irish

Bend sediments that had been previously deposited on the footslopes

of the watershed were also eroded. These eroded materials were re-

deposited in the near-shore environment. Such a process explains the

observed facies change in the Irish Bend Member near its zero edge on

the watershed. This process also explains the presence of the paleosol

beneath the Irish Bend Member and the suggested mixing of paleosol and

Irish Bend materials in the lower few centimeters of the Irish Bend

silts.

Placing the fluctuating paleo-lake shore in the interval between

80 and 86 m also explains the occurrence of unusual thick reddish brown

clayey sediments underlying the Greenback Member on portions of the

watershed. These sediments, which overly the paleosol, occur in areas

where small tributaries would have entered the then flooded main drainage
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of the watershed. Small deltas forming in these stream mouths resulted

from the deposition of eroded paleosol materials. The similarity of

the color and texture of the unusual sediments to the materials of the

paleosol suggest that they were probably eroded from the channel and

sideslopes of a stream cutting into the paleosol. Similar "deltaic"

deposits formed in temporarily ponded water behind fence rows in quadrant

El during a storm in November of 1977 (Plate 1, a, b)

Glenn (1965) related the absence of significant topographic shore-

line features in the Willamette Valley to the effect of fluctuating

lake levels produced by periodic flooding from the Columbia River

drainage. Because lake levels did not remain constant over long periods

of time, prominent bench cutting of the type observed in other glacial

lakes (eg. Lake Bonneville, Utah) did not form in the Willamette Valley.

While obvious topographic evidence of paleo-shorelines is lacking in

the valley, soil and stratigraphic research suggests that a zone of

eroded paleosols on the lower level of the Dolph surface may coincide

with Irish Bend lake levels. This possibility is recognized on the 1:

2,400 geomorphic map provided in Appendix Three, where the map unit,

Dolph-I, corresponds to the paleo-lake shore zone.

Subsequent to the deposition of the last Irish Bend sediments on

the Dolph footslopes of the watershed, a period of relative stability

ensued which led to the formation of the Bethel surface. Clay skins

present in the upper part of the Irish Bend Member are considered

evidence of soil development during this period of stability (Balster

and Parsons, 1969). Erosion of the Irish Bend Member led to slight

modification of the Bethel surface as streams cut into the silts.

Establishment of stream drainages on the flat Calapooyia surface during
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a.

b.

Plate 1. a. Temporarily ponded water behind fence row. b. "Deltaic

sediment."
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this period of time led to the formation of the Senecal surface (Baister

and Parsons, 1968). At Elkins Road, this period of soil formation and

erosion was then followed by the deposition of the Greenback Member

over all the landscape below 122 m.

Deposition of the Greenback Member on the landscape of the water-

shed produced no major topographic changes, but instead mantled most

of the watershed with a uniform thickness of silty sediments. The

deposit averages 65 cm thick over the entire watershed, being slightly

thicker on the lower slopes and slightly thinner as the zero edge of

the Greenback Member is approached near 122 m.

Erosion of the Greenback Member since its deposition around 13,000

years ago (Richmond, et al., 1965) has resulted in some modification

of the Dolph surface, as well as continued modification of the Luckia-

mute surface. Ephemeral drainages have eroded away Greenback deposits

on draws and adjacent sideslopes to expose the paleosol and the Spencer

Formation on small areas of the watershed. Rilling and gullying are

active on parts of the Dolph surface and result in the transport of

considerable sediment to the main flood plain. This erosion has not

resulted in the overall thinning of the Greenback sediments on the

watershed, but instead has led to the complete erosion of these sedi-

ments from small areas. Much of this eroded sediment may remain on

the watershed, deposited in alluvial fans which are prominent in quad-

rants El and E2.

Neglecting erosion of the Greenback Member and taking the average

thickness of the unit to be 65 cm, an interesting sedimentological

problem emerges. The Greenback Member is considered to have been

deposited out of a lake which filled the valley rapidly, then receeded
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over a short period of time. Since higher elevations would have

drained prior to the surfaces of the valley floor, the period of time

these upland areas could have received sediments from this lake must

have been shorter than the surfaces of the valley floor. Consequently,

the volume of sediment deposited on these upland slopes must have been

less, because of the shallower depth of water above them and the presence

of shore currents which would have carried sediment to off-shore loca-

tions.

The Greenback Member, which has been described as being 65-70 cm

thick on the upland sites on the valley margins, has been described

as being commonly only 30-40 cm thick on the valley floor (Parsons

and Balster, 1967; Gelderman and Parsons, 1972). Malpass sediments,

which underly the Greenback Member on portions of the Calapooyia and

Senecal surfaces of the Willamette Valley floor, typically average

40-50 cm thick, although thicker deposits are known (Parsons and

Balster, 1967). The combined thickness of the Greenback and Malpass

Members averaged ca. 75 cm for sites described by Gelderman (1970) in

the area neighboring McCoy. A similar combined thickness is also men-

tioned by Parsons, et al., 1968. The Malpass Member is assumed to

represent a depositional event prior to deposition of the Greenback

Member, but postdating deposition of the Irish Bend Member and soil

development in these older sediments (Parsons and Balster, 1967; Gelder-

man, 1970). The thickness of the Greenback Member on these valley floor

sites represents an apparent sedimentological contradiction. One would

expect the Greenback sediments to be thickest on the stable valley

floor where sedimentation would have accumulated out of a greater

volume of water and over a longer period of time. Instead, the Greenback
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deposit appears to be thinner on the valley floor than it does mantling

the foothills on the valley margins. Further investigation of a more

sophisticated nature is needed to explain this apparent contradiction.

The next chapter discusses the methods and results of some of these

finer observations.
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CHAPTER III. SEDIMENT CHARACTERIZATION AND ORIGIN

OF THE GREENBACK AND IRISH BEND SEDIMENTS AT ELKINS ROAD WATERSHED

3.1. Introduction

This chapter reports the results of investigations into the

nature and origin of the sediments on Elkins Road Watershed. Samples

were gathered from different locations on the watershed chosen to

represent a variety of geomorphic surfaces. These samples were

analyzed to determine their physical, chemical, and mineralogical

properties. The following determinations were made: 1) Particle

size analysis; 2) Mineralogy; 3) Clay mineral analysis by X-ray

diffraction (XRD); 4) Major element chemistry by X-ray spectroscopy

(XRS); 5) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of quartz sand grain

surface textures; and 6) Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis

(INAA) of bulk samples to determine trace element chemistry.

Stratigraphic relationships suggest that sediments of the

Greenback Member occur mantling some of the higher geomorphic sur-

faces on the margins of the Willamette Valley. The light gray

silts mantling the Dolph surface are considered to be older than

the Irish Bend sediments by Balster and Parsons (1969), and there-

fore much older than the Greenback Member. Gelderman (1970),

however, suggests that the surficial silts on the Dolph landscape

below 400 feet probably belong to the Greenback Member.

The results of stratigraphic and sediment morphologic deter-

minations made at Elkins Road Watershed suggest that Greenback

sediments occur on the Dolph and Bethel surfaces on the watershed.

To further support stratigraphic assumptions made in the field, the
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above-mentioned analyses were performed. It was hoped that the

results of these analyses would yield supportive evidence for the

existence of a soil discontinuity between the Elkins Road Paleosol

and the overlying silts. It was also hoped that the investigations

would help determine the relative ages of the deposits on the water-

shed and point to differences in the provenance of the sediments,

should differences exist.

Tests on several samples from the same stratigraphic unit were

compared to determine the maximum variation within a particular

unit. In this way, elevational variations became obvious and the

pattern of variation was used to create a model of sediment deposi-

tion. By combining the results of the six different analyses,

additional information regarding the geomorphic history of the

watershed was obtained.

3.2. Particle size analysis

3.21. Introduction

Particle size analyses are often used in soil and sedimento-

logical studies to indicate differences between soil horizons or

strata, or to suggest certain properties of the depositional environ-

ment of a particular sediment. Hanna, et al., (1975) Ruhe, et al.,

(1971), Nikiforoff and Drosdoff (1943), and Gelderman (1970) have

used soil particle size analysis data to explain the presence or

absence of lithologic discontinuities in various soil profiles. In

the absence of soil development, the geometric mean size of particles

from different soil strata has often been used to identify deposits

of different depositional environments (Ruhe, et al., 1971).
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Particle size analyses of soil samples taken at Elkins Road

Watershed were made to reveal evidence of lithologic discontinuities

in the soils of the watershed. It was hoped that the results of

such analyses would more clearly demonstrate the presence of a soil

discontinuity between the Elkins Road Paleosol and the overlying

Greenback Member. It was also hoped that the results would suggest

the depositional environment of the Greenback Member.

3.22. Methods

Bulk and incremental soil samples were obtained from soil pro-

files and undisturbed soil cores. Incremental samples were taken

at 10 centimeter intervals. Horizon boundaries were not crossed by

the sampling technique, thus preventing the mixing of materials

from different soil and stratigraphic units. Samples were air dried

and then gently crushed with a rolling pin until all the sample would

pass through a two millimeter sieve. Care was taken not to crush

any primary mineral grains. About ten grams of sample were then

placed in a small beaker and hydrogen peroxide was added to remove

organic matter. Following organic matter digestion and heating to

remove excess peroxide, samples were dispersed in a five percent

solution of sodium pyrophosphate. After vigorous stirring and allow-

ing the samples to sit in the dispersant overnight, the samples were

air jetted for five minutes at 25 psi. The sand fraction was then

separated by wet sieving. Silt and clay content were determined by

pipette analysis. The sand fraction was further separated by dry

sieving on a reciprocating shaker. The procedure of analysis followed

is essentially that described by Kilmer and Alexander (1949) as

modified by the 0.S.U. Soil Testing Laboratory.
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3.23. Results and Discussion

The results of particle size analyses for soil samples from

Elkins Road Watershed are listed in Table 1. Figure 10 is a compari-

son of cumulative frequency diagrams from three major soil strata:

the Greenback Member, the Elkins Road Paleosol, and the underlying

saprolite. The diagram also compares the variation within the same

unit over the watershed. Greenback sediments show a high degree-

of uniformity over the watershed, while samples from the paleosol

have greater textural variability, reflecting the texture of under-

lying Spencer formation materials. The uniform texture of the sur-

ficial Greenback sediments stands in contrast with the great variability

of the paleosol over short horizontal distances on the watershed.

The average clay content of Greenback sediments at Elkins Road

is 25 percent with a standard deviation of 3.4 percent. This compares

with an average value of 20.8 percent with a standard deviation of

3.9 derived from the values listed by Gelderman (1970) for the Green-

back Member near McCoy, Oregon. The mean clay content of the paleosol

B2t horizon samples is 34.6 percent with a standard deviation of 7.7

percent. In several of the sites sampled, clay content across the

Greenback-paleosol boundary increases by more than 20 percent in less

than 10 cm. Abrupt changes in clay content of 10-15 percent are

common in most samples across the boundary between the Greenback

sediments and the paleosol.

The sand content of Greenback samples analyzed averaged 19.6 per-

cent. The data indicate that a slightly coarser sediment is present

at higher elevations than is present on the lower surfaces of the

watershed. Greenback samples from near the 122 m upper limit average



Table 1: Particle size distribution data.

Sample
number

Site
number

Depth

Horizon cm vcs cs

Sand
ms fs vfs tot.s

Silt
csi fsi tot.si Clay

JRG-1 E2H1 29-52 0.3 0.3 0.9 9.5 17.3 28.3 20.1 29.3 49.4 22.4

JRG-2 E2H2 0-31 0.3 0.1 0.5 5.7 21.2 27.8 24.9 28.8 53.7 27.8

JRG-3 E2H2 31-49 0.3 0.1 0.6 5.0 18.7 24.7 21.3 28.5 49.8 25.5

JRG-4 E2H2 49-69 0.4 0.5 0.4 4.4 17.8 23.5 20.4 28.6 49.0 27.5

JRG-5 E2H2 69-91 0.3 0.3 0.3 3.5 17.1 21.5 20.6 28.9 49.5 29.0

JRG-6 E2H2 91-105 0.2 0.1 0.1 5.4 23.5 29.3 16.5 22.5 39.0 31.7

JRG-7 E2H2 105-126 0.5 0.3 0.2 1.3 16.3 18.6 23.9 33.7 57.6 23.8

JRG-8 E2H2 126-153 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 19.8 21.4 28.6 32.5 61.1 17.5

JRG-9 E2H2 153-208 0.1 0.1 0.1 2.7 23.1 26.1 24.3 32.7 57.0 16.9

JRG-10 E2H3 0-24 0.4 0.3 0.5 9.4 18.6 29.2 22.8 28.4 51.2 19.6

JRG-11 E2H3 24-42 0.1 0.1 0.4 8.0 18.3 26.9 21.5 26.8 48.3 24.8

JRG-12 E2H3 42-56 0.2 0.1 0.4 7.5 16.8 25.0 19.8 30.0 49.8 25.2

JRG-13 E2H3 56-72 0.2 0.2 0.3 5.9 17.1 23.7 17.8 23.9 41.7 34.6

JRG-14 E2H3 72-105 0.1 0.1 0.2 5.0 13.8 19.2 16.6 24.2 40.8 40.0

JRG-15 E2H3 105-139 0.1 0.1 0.1 8.6 15.7 24.6 21.7 27.2 48.9 26.5

JRG-16 E2H3 139-148 0.1 0.2 0.4 11.3' 15.8 27.7 21.8 27.1 48.9 23.4

JRG-17 E2H3 148-187 0.3 1.8 1.6 31.1 24.1 59.9 13.2 14.6 27.8 12.3

JRG-19 E4G1 0-25 0.5 1.0 1.2 7.1 8.8 18.6 16.1 34.1 50.2 31.2

JRG-20 E4G3 0-20 0.4 1.4 1.4 7.0 8.9 19.1 16.6 34.5 51.1 29.8

JRG-21 E4G4 30-60 0.4 1.1 2.1 8.0 6.6 18.2 16.9 36.6 53.5 28.3

JRG-22 E4G5 22-50 0.3 2.5 3.2 8.6 6.7 21.3 15,4 35.4 50.8 27.9

JRG-23 E4G8 30-50 0.5 1.3 2.1 6.2 5.1 15.2 15.5 36.8 52.3 32.5

JRG-24 E4H12 20-55 0.3 1.0 1.2 7.1 7.8 17.4 17.7 40.5 58.2 24.4

JRG-25 E4G17 55-65 0.7 1.0 1.1 3.5 3.9 10.2 16.9 49.9 66.8 23.0



Table 1: Continued

Sample
number

Site
number Horizon

Depth
cm vcs cs

Sand
ms fs vfs tot.s

Silt
csi fsi tot.si. Clay

STP-32 E4T1 Ap 10-20 0.8 2.7 3.1 8.4 6.1 21.1 17.6 37.8 55.4 23.5

STP-33
-108 E4T1 Al2 25-34 0.8 2.9 3.0 7.7 5.3 19.7 15.0 35.0 50.0 30.3

STP-39
-104 E4T1 A3 34-47 0.8 2.9 3.2 7.8 5.4 20.1 14.6 35.1 49.7 30.2

STP-10
-97 E4T1 47-57

STP-7 E4T1 81 57-63 0.8 3.6 3.6 8.6 5.8 22.4 17.0 31.9 48.9 28.7

STP-46 E4T1 63-70 1.1 3.8 3.9 9.1 6.1 24.0 15.8 35.1 50.9 25.1

STP-26 E4T1 II821t 70-81 0.7 3.1 3.6 8.6 5.9 21.9 13.1 33.6 46.7 31.4

STP-22 E4T1 IIB22t 81-92 0.4 3.5 4.4 8.9 5.7 22.9 8.5 23.2 31.7 45.4

STP-5 E4T1 11823t 92-102 1.2 5.7 5.3 9.3 5.8 27.3 9.9 20.2 30.2 42.5

STP-8 E4T1 IIIB3t 102-108 0.8 2.9 2.7 5.5 3.7 15.6 8.0 14.7 22.7 61.7

STP-57
-119 E4T1 IIIC 108-118

STP-55 E4T1 118-128 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 1.0 3.2 32.5 35.7 63.3

STP-61
-106 E4T1 128-138 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.8 2.0 5.2 29.3 34.5 63.5

STP-62 E4T1 138-148 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.8 1.0 5.0 29.2 34.2 64.8

STP-11 E4T1 148-158 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.2 1.4 7.0 27.4 34.4 64.2

STP-30
-112 E4T2 Ap 4-14

STP-29 E4T2 Al2 18-25 0.2 1.2 1.7 7.7 7.4 17.2 16.5 40.9 57.4 25.1

STP-40
-89 E4T2 A3 25-30 1.0 1.5 1.8 8.4 7.4 18.5 17.1 37.5 54.6 26.9

STP-44 E4T2 30-40 0.5 1.3 1.8 8.3 7.9 19.8 17.8 37.5 55.3 24.9

STP-45
-88 E4T2 40-50 0.6 1.7 2.2 9.9 8.6 23.0 17.6 36.8 54.4 22.6

STP-17 E4T2 IIBlt 50-60 0.9 1.9 2.2 11.0 10.6 26.6 16.5 27.0 43.5 29.9

STP-58 E4T2 60-66 2.0 2.4 2.7 11.9 10.3 29.3 14.7 25.8 40.5 30.2



Table 1: Continued

Sample
number

Site
number Horizon

Depth
cm vcs cs

Sand
ms fs vfs tot.s

Silt
csi fsi tot.si Clay

STP-6
-111 E4T2 IIB2t 66-76 2.9 2.8 2.6 10.9 9.3 28.5 12.4 21.2 33.6 37.9

STP-14
-100 76-86

STP-54
-94 E4T2 86-95 0.9 2.2 3.1 14.5 10.3 31.0 11.1 23.3 34.4 34.6

STP-3
-99 E4T2 IIIB3t 95-105

STP-13 E4T2 105-117 1.2 4.5 4.8 14.5 9.2 34.2 11.6 21.3 32.9 32.9

STP-25 E4T2 IIIC1 117-127 5.4 11.0 6.3 11.8 8.8 43.3 5.5 24.5 30.0 26.7

STP-48
-102 127-137

STP-20 E4T2 137-143 3.7 8.1 6.3 13.5 10.4 42.0 13.5 21.1 34.6 23.4

STP-36 E2T1 Ap 5-15 0.5 1.3 1.0 5.1 10.5 18.4 22.4 37.8 60.2 21.4

STP-35
-90 E2T1 Al2 20-28 0.7 1.3 1.0 4.8 9.7 17.5 23.0 38.6 61.6 20.9

STP-43 E2T1 A3 28-35 0.7 1.2 1.0 4.6 9.2 16.7 24.3 36.7 61.0 22.3

STP-31
-93 E2T1 35-42 0.5 1.1 1.0 4.6 9.2 16.4 22.2 38.3 60.5 23.1

STP-42
-103 E2T1 B2 42-52 0.6 1.2 1.0 4.4 9.2 16.4 22.1 38.5 60.5 23.0

STP-27
-109 52-62

STP-53 E2T1 Al2 62-72 0.9 1.2 0.9 5.3 11.4 19.7 22.6 34.3 56.9 23.4

STP-56 E2T1 IIB21tb 72-81

STP-51
-91 E2T1 81-89 0.4 0.8 0.6 4.2 11.0 17.0 19.9 26.4 46.3 36.7

STP-50
-107 E2T1 IIB22tb 89-99 0.8 0.8 0.5 3.9 11.0 17.0 21.5 26.8 48.3 34.7

STP-21
-92 99-109



Table 1: Continued

Sample
number

Site
number Horizon

Depth
cm vcs cs

Sand
ms fs vfs tot.s

Silt
csi fsi tot.si Clay

STP-60
-98 E2T1 109-119 0.4 0.4 0.3 2.9 10.2 14.2 23.1 28.9 52.0 33.8

STP-49 E2T1 IIB3t 119-130 0.4 0.6 0.5 3.3 9.1 13.9 23.7 28.3 52.0 34.1

STP-19 E2T1 IIC1 130-140 0.5 0.5 0.4 3.1 10.6 15.1 21.4 24.1 45.5 39.6

STP-59 E2T1 140-150 0.6 0.5 0.3 2.4 9.4 13.2 17.7 30.3 48.0 38.8

STP-47 E2T1 IIC2 150-160 0.7 1.1 0.6 1.5 4.7 8.6 25.5 37.5 63.0 28.4

STP-28 E2T1 160-170 0.0 0.2 0.2 1.1 5.4 69 26.4 41.6 68.0 25.1

STP-37 E2T2 Ap 5-15 0.5 1.4 1.1 5.2 10.8 19.0 26.9 32.6 59.5 21.5

STP-38 E2T2 Al2 19-26 0.4 0.7 0.9 6.2 13.6 21.8 23.6 32.7 56.3 21.9

STP-41 E2T2 A3 26-36 0.2 0.8 0.9 5.8 13.1 20.8 22.5 32.9 55.4 23.8

STP-34 E2T2 36-47 0.3 0.8 0.8 5.5 13.6 21.0 23.9 32.6 56.5 22.5

STP-52 E2T2 IIB1 47-57 0.5 1.1 1.1 6.1 13.6 22.4 22.5 34.4 56.9 20.7

STP-68 E2T2 II821t 57-67 0.3 0.7 0.7 5.4 13.6 20.8 24.7 34.8 59.5 19.7

STP-64 E2T2 67-77 0.5 0.8 0.8 5.7 13.5 21.3 23.5 35.8 59.3 19.5

STP-2 E2T2 77-82 0.8 1.2 0.9 5.6 12.4 20.9 25.0 30.1 55.1 24.0

STP-63
-87 E2T2 III822t 82-92 0.5 0.9 0.8 5.5 12.5 20.2 23.3 36.2 59.5 20.4

STP-70
-101 E2T2 92-101

STP-67 E2T2 IIIB23t 101-111 0.4 0.8 0.7 4.3 10.0 16.2 20.6 36.0 56.6 27.2

STP-69
-86 E2T2 111-121 0.5 1.0 0.9 5.0 9.8 17.2 18.5 36.0 54.5 28.3

STP-65 E2T2 121-130 0.5 1.1 0.8 4.5 10.0 16.9 19.9 34.6 54.5 28.7

STP-66
-95 E2T2 130-140 0.5 1.1 0.8 4.4 10.4 17.2 19.6 33.3 52.9 29.8

STP-1 E2T2 140-150 0.5 0.6 0.6 3.8 10.0 15.6 21.9 26.9 48.8 35.6

rc
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Figure 10: Cumulative frequency diagrams for 3 major soil horizons from representative profiles

at Elkins Road Watershed.
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ca. 26 percent sand, while those sampled near 88 m elevation average

ca. 19 percent sand. Gelderman (1970) reports an average sand con-

tent of 4.7 percent for Greenback sediments on the Bethel surface.

Nikiforoff and Drosdoff (1943) report an average sand content of 3.8

percent for the Al and A2 horizons of a Dayton soil. These horizons

have since been shown to represent the Greenback Member (Balster and

Parsons, 1969). Field examination of Greenback sediments on the

Bethel surface at Elkins Road yielded estimated sand contents of

less than 10 percent.

The sand content of the paleosol does not appear to be related

to elevation or surface, but instead appears to reflect the sand

content of underlying Spencer formation. Textural differences in

the Spencer formation are directly related to beds of differing litho-

logy and the effects of in situ alteration. Weathering and clay trans-

locations have increased the clay content of the paleosol above that

of the Spencer formation.

Interpretation of particle size data is complicated by the

problem of incomplete sample dispersion. Later observation of sand

separates revealed that often as much as 60 percent of the total

sand fraction was undispersed soil fragments. Concretions were also

very abundant in Greenback samples. Duplicate samples sometimes

yielded results that varied by as much as 5-10 percent for total

sand content. In general, microscopic observations indicated that

samples from the paleosol and the Spencer formation showed the poorest

dispersion. This incomplete dispersion probably explains the tendency

for the results of lab analyses to be coarser than field textures

for the same sample interval.
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Since it was not certain that all samples had the same degree

of resistance to dispersion, the data could not be compared in any

detail. The trend toward finer sediments at lower elevations des-

cribed for the Greenback Member is probably valid because duplicate

samples from these deposits showed less variability than materials

from the paleosol or saprolite. The greater homogeneity of the

Greenback sediments when compared with the variability of the under-

lying paleosol tends to support the placement of a major soil dis-

continuity at the Greenback-paleosol interface, although the evidence

is not conclusive.

The problem of incomplete soil dispersion was also noted by

Gelderman (1970) and has been a common problem in soil analyses in

the Pacific Northwest (M.E. Harward, personal communication, 1977).

Amorphous coatings and other cementing agents stabilize soil aggre-

gates. A better method of particle separation needs to be developed

to overcome this problem of incomplete dispersion, but the problem

was beyond the scope of this investigation.

3.3. Mineralogy

3.31. Introduction

Microscopic observation of soil morphology and individual mineral

constituents can provide the pedologist with invaluable information

about the genesis of soils on a landscape (Cady, 1973; Brewer, 1976).

Such observations augment soil geomorphic studies by providing addi-

tional information on the events that led to the formation of the

soils on a landscape. For example, the presence of unstable minerals

in the surface horizon of a relict soil overlying an older geomorphic

surface could either be considered evidence of contamination of the
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soil or suggest the presence of a lithologic discontinuity (Cady,

1973).

The microscopic examination of the soils on Elkins Road Watershed

was limited mainly to screened samples of sand and silt particles,

although a few thin sections were also prepared. Mineralogical evi-

dence was sought that would support or refute the presence of a litho-

logic discontinuity between the Greenback Member and the underlying

paleosol. It was also hoped that this investigation would indicate

differences in the state of weathering or alteration of the various

sedimentary units on the watershed that could be related to the

relative ages of the deposits.

Because of the large number of samples involved, quantitative

mineralogical methods were done selectively in order to conserve

time. However, qualitative differences in mineralogy and the degree

of weathering, together with quantitative analyses of a few samples

selected to represent the major stratigraphic units were used to

characterize the various deposits.

3.32 Methods

Sand separates from particle size analyses were observed using

both binocular dissecting and petrographic microscopes. Samples

examined with the dissecting microscope were sprinkled onto a sheet

of paper and observed in reflected light. Grain mounts were pre-

pared for examination with the petrographic microscope. Separate

slides were prepared for each sample representing the medium, fine,

and very fine sand separates. The sand separates were affixed to

a glass slide using Canada balsam. The slide was then heated on a

hot plate to help cure the balsam. A cover glass was attached and
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pressed gently to remove trapped air bubbles. Sand grains were

examined in plain polarized light and with crossed polarizers. The

mineralogy, general shape of the grains, presence of crystal faces,

degree of alteration, presence and lithology of rock fragments and

concretions, and any other unusual features were recorded. Point

counts were made of fine sands from several samples representative

of the major stratigraphic units. Two hundred grains were counted

as they intersected the cross hairs of the microscope. Additional

estimates of mineral quantities were made using percentage estimate

diagrams. By using crossed polarizers, this method of examination

provided a rough estimate of the relative abundance of quartz and

plagioclase feldspar-in the samples.

Thin sections of calcite cemented nodules from the Spencer

formation were prepared to determine the original mineralogy of this

deposit prior to the effects of extreme weathering. The minerals

within the concretions have been protected for the most part from

post depositional weathering which has highly altered the sediments

of the Spencer formation. Soil peds were examined under a dissecting

microscope to determine the distribution of clay skins and lithorelicts.

Quartz grains were selected from sand samples of each of the stratig-

raphic units for further analysis by Scanning Electron Microscopy.

3.33. Results and Discussion

Initial observation of sand separates revealed the incomplete

dispersion of nearly all soil samples. The very coarse and coarse

sand separates are typically 90-100 percent undispersed soil aggre-

gates and concretions. Medium sand separates averaged ca. 50 percent

undispersed aggregates, while fine and very fine sands were dominantly
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composed of discrete mineral grains. Observations are grouped under

four headings: 1) Spencer sands; 2) Paleosol sands; 3) Greenback

sands; and 4) Irish Bend sands.

3.331. Spencer sands

Thin sections of calcite cemented concretions in the Spencer

formation sampled near Helmick State Park show the rock to consist

of moderately well to well-sorted subangular to subrounded grains of

quartz, partially altered plagioclase, large bent flakes of muscovite,

with minor biotite and microcline also present. Calcite has completely

filled the voids in the original sediment and seems to be replacing

feldspar grains in places. Petrographic analyses indicate that the rock

is about 40 percent quartz, 40-35 percent plagioclase, 10 percent

lithic fragments, 5 percent muscovite, with lesser percentages of

biotite, microcline, magnetite or other opaque minerals, heavy miner-

als and unidentified materials. Plate 2 is a photomicrograph of

sample Sp-1 representing the mineralogy and fabric of a calcite

cemented nodule.

Hoover (1963) indicates that the Spencer Formation contains about

70 percent clastic material, consisting of about 40 percent quartz,

10 percent sodic plagioclase, and 15 percent lithic fragments, with

muscovite, biotite, microcline, and magnetite present as accessory

minerals. Schlicker (1962) reports a composition of 40 percent quartz

55 percent plagioclase feldspars, and 5 percent muscovite, biotite,

and chlorite. Both Hoover and Schlicker note that the mineralogy

varies considerably from bed to bed, depending upon the textural and

compositional maturity of the particular strata.
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Plate 2. Photomicrograph of Spencer Formation, plain polarized light.
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Grain mounts from C horizon samples indicate the lithologic

variability of the Spencer formation. Samples derived from clayey

beds in quadrant E4 show the presence of tuff fragments. These are

most abundant in the very coarse sand fraction and show a decrease

with decreasing grain size until finally no fragments are present.

Fragments of relict weathered gravels are present in the very coarse

sand fraction. Feldspar grains are highly pitted along cleavage

planes, and many are white in color and are easily crushed to fine

powder under slight pressure from a probe. This suggests complete

alteration of the original grain, leaving a pseudomorph, possibly

of kaolin after feldspar. Quartz grains are coated with a reddish-

brown material in most samples. This coating probably consists of

iron oxide. Cleaning these grains with boiling HC1 removed this

coating and revealed grains with an etched and irregular surface.

Quartz grains are normally subangular to subrounded. Mica is present

in nearly all samples. Large flakes of muscovite are present in the

coarse fraction, but most of the mica is concentrated in the coarse

silt and very fine sand.

Unusual quartz euhedra are present in many of the tuffaceous

rock fragments. The crystals are commonly prismatic with pyramidal

terminations. They are set in what is probably a weathered feldspathic

matrix. The matrix also shows very fine sand to silt sized voids. The

voids are regular shaped with sharp straight corners and are probably

relicts of mineral weathering.

Table 2 summarizes important qualitative observations for sand

samples from the Spencer sands, as well as the other three stratig-

raphic units.



Table 2: Qualitative properties of sand samples from Elkins Road Watershed.

Feature

Concretions

Tuffaceous
rk. fragments

Gravel relicts

Erratic fragments

Altered feldspars

Unaltered
feldspars

Euhedral quartz
grains

Quartz dominated
by angular
grains

Unaltered heavy
minerals

SAMPLES

Spencer
E4T1 E4T2 E2T1 E2H2 E4T1

X X X X X

X

X X X X

X X

Paleosol Greenback Irish Bend

E4T2 E2T1 E2H2 E4T1 E4T2 E2T1 E2H2 E2RC

X X X X X X X X

X X X X X

X

X X X X

X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X

X X X X
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3.332. Paleosol Sands

The mineralogy of the Elkins Road Paleosol reflects a variability

inherited from the underlying Spencer Formation. The general appear-

ance is that of a soil that has developed in place in weathered

saprolite. Pedestals of saprolite extend up into the lower part of

the paleosol. Lithorelicts of Spencer materials occur in the paleo-

sol. The occurrence of such lithorelicts in the paleosol downslope

from outcrops of similar lithologies suggests that downslope migra-

tion of soil materials has occurred.

Petrographic examination of fine sand separates from site E4T1

shows the sand to consist of about 60 percent subrounded quartz grains,

30 percent altered plagioclase, 5 percent mica, and the rest altered

grains of unknown composition. Included in the quartz were euhedral

crystals that made up about 20 percent of the total amount present.

These euhedra appear similar to crystals observed in the underlying

Spencer formation, where they occur in tuffaceous rock fragments.

Tuffaceous rock fragments are also present in the coarse sand frac-

tion in samples from quadrant E4. Undispersed soil fragments and

lithorelicts account for about 50 percent of the medium sand fraction

in paleosol samples from site E4T1 and E4T2.

Examination of grain mounts from site E2T1 shows the fine sand

fraction consists of 50 percent subrounded quartz, 40 percent altered

plagioclase, 5 percent mica, and accessory amounts of microcline,

biotite, and altered heavy minerals. Site E2T1 is somewhat better

drained than E4T1 and E4T2. Although the feldspars are altered,

the alteration is not so severe as in feldspars from samples in

quadrant E4. Alteration of plagioclase feldspars occurs along
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cleavage planes and spreads along preferred crystallographic direc-

tions, leaving a cellular fabric composed of feldspar and probably

kaolin.

Unaltered feldspars are present in the upper ten centimeters of

profile E2T1, where apparent degradation of the paleosol B horizon is

occurring. Peds from this interval of the profile are coated with

silt and fine sand that extends downward along vertical cracks between

prisms. Clear angular quartz associated with unaltered feldspar indi-

cates that this material coating the paleosol peds represents material

from the overlying Greenback sediments. Unaltered feldspars exhibit

sharp extinction and prominent twinning, while those feldspars that

have been heavily altered show poor extinction and appear fuzzy,

probably due to the formation of clay in the crystal lattice.

Euhedral quartz grains are also present in the paleosol in profile

E2T1, although the associated tuffaceous rock fragments described

in profiles from quadrant E4 are not present.

Observation of soil peds confirms the presence of continuous

clay skins on ped surfaces. Iron oxides are also present coating

ped surfaces and sometimes weakly cementing adjacent peds together.

Clay skins appear laminated in cross section. Thin section observa-

tion of the paleosol was prevented by incomplete impregnation of

the samples. The presence of moderately thick continuous surface

coatings seemed to inhibit the penetration of resin into the peds

and samples often disintegrated during preparation of the billet.

More detailed observations on the genesis of the paleosol await better

soil impregnation procedures.
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3.333. Greenback Sands

Undispersed soil fragments, concretions, and erratic rock

fragments constitute all of the very coarse sand fraction of all

samples observed. Approximately 75 percent of the coarse sands and

50 percent of the medium sands consist of undispersed soil fragments

and broken concretions. The soil fragments are readily crushed

under slight pressure. Concretions are spherical, rounded to irregular,

or broken, and are either black or very dark reddish brown in color.

Typically the concretions are more abundant towards the bottom of the

Greenback.

Scattered rock fragments of granite and quartzite are present

in the very coarse sand fraction. Quartzite grains are polymineralic,

showing interpenetration of adjacent grains and cementing by quartz

overgrowths. Granitic rock fragments are characterized by polyminer-

alic grains of quartz and microcline with small flakes of biotite.

Other lithologies may be present, but alteration has rendered them

anonymous.

The medium, fine, and very fine sand fractions are dominated

by monomineralic grains of quartz and feldspar. Quartz grains are

dominantly angular to subangular, with an occasional subrounded grain.

Euhedral quartz crystals are present in the Greenback of profile

E4T1, but appear to make up only 5 percent of the total quartz in

these samples. Euhedral crystals are also present in Greenback sam-

ples from other locations on the watershed (Table 2 and Table 3).

Both altered and unaltered feldspar grains are present in the Greenback.

Unaltered feldspar crystals with isotropic material adhering to their

surfaces are also present in trace quantities. These probably formed
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in a pyroclastic environment and appear similar to crystals described

by Norgren (1962) in the upper part of a Dayton profile on the Willa-

mette Valley floor.

Mica is present in all samples from the watershed. Anhedral

to subhedral grains of augite, as well as hornblende and hypersthene

are present in trace amounts. These heavy minerals normally appear

pitted and corroded, although unaltered subhedral crystals are

present.

Petrographic analysis of the fine sand fraction from profile

E2T1 indicates a composition of 50 percent quartz (including less

than 3 percent euhedral crystals), 40 percent feldspar (about 50/50

altered and unaltered grains), 5 percent mica, and trace amounts of

microcline, augite,hornblende,hypersthene, magnetite, and possibly

limonite. Greenback samples from profile E4T1 have a higher percent-

age of euhedral quartz crystals in the fine sand, although the total

quartz is about the same (Table 3). Greenback samples from a road

cut in quadrant E2 on the Bethel surface contain 10 to 15 percent

mica and have a higher percentage of angular quartz grains than sam-

ples from higher topographic positions. An analysis of Table 3

suggests that vertical gradations or trends in the mineralogy of the

Greenback exist, with angular clear quartz, unaltered feldspars, and

mica being more abundant on the lower surfaces and gradually diminish-

ing as subrounded and subangular quartz grains, altered feldspars,

and lithic fragments increase upslope.

3.334. Irish Bend Sands

Irish Bend sands were obtained by a slightly different method

than were sands from the previous strata. A large amount of soil



Table 3: Approximate composition of fine sand separates from the Greenback Member and two Irish Bend

Member samples (E2RC. 90 -100. 1.8.3 .

Sample
Depth

Angular

QUARTZ-%

Subrounded to.
subangular Euhedral

FELSDPAR-%

Altered Unaltered

MICA-% OTHER-%

E2T1 5-15 25 22 3 20 20 5 <5

E2T1 20-28 20 25 3 25 15 5 <5

E2T1 35-42 25 25 T 20 20 5 <5

E2T1 52-62 20 25 T 25 20 5 <5

E4T1 10-20 25 20 5 25 15 5 <5

E4T1 25-34 20 25 5 25 15 5 <5

E4T1 57-63 20 25 5 25 15 5 <5

E4T1 63-70 15 30 5 30 10 5 <5

E4T2 4-14 25 25 2 20 20 5 <5

E4T2 30-40 30 20 2 25 15 5 <5

E4G1 0-25 25 25 3 20 20 5 <5

E4G4 30-60 20 25 5 25 15 5 <5

E4G8 30-50 25 25 <3 20 20 5 <5

E4G12 20-55 30 20 <3 15 25 5 <5

E2H1 29-52 20 40 T 20 10 5 <5

E2RC 10-20 35 15 T 10 20 15 <5

E2RC 90-100 35 5 15 25 20 <3

1.8.3 100-200 30 10 10 30 20 <3
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(50 grams) was placed in a dispersing solution of two percent sodium

carbonate. The soil solution was placed in a stainless steel beaker

and stirred using a blender for three minutes. The material was then

transferred into a settling cylinder. After five minutes time, the

mixture was decanted by pouring the liquid through a 200 mesh screen.

Material remaining on the sieve was returned to the cylinder and addi-

tional water was added, the cylinder was shaken, and the process of

decantation continued until predominantly sand and coarse silt remained

on the bottom of the cylinder. This material was allowed to dry and

then was sieved on a reciprocating shaker to separate the sand frac-

tions. This method was not intended to give quantitative particle

size data, but merely to provide sand for mineralogical analysis. About

five grams of sand and silt were thus obtained from the original 50

grams of soil, indicating that the original deposit contained somewhat

less than ten percent sand.

Petrographic studies show that the sands of the Irish Bend Member

at Elkins Road consist predominantly of very fine sand sized angular

grains of quartz and feldspar, with considerable mica in the coarse

silt fraction. Quartz grains show distinct conchoidal fractures.

They are clear, and exhibit both uniform and strained extinction.

Feldspar grains are often rectangular in shape, suggesting that they

may be cleavage fragments. Sodic plagioclase dominates, although micro-

cline is present and accounts for about 3-5 percent of the total feld-

spar. Mica flakes are dominantly muscovite. Some appear altered,

possibly to montmorillonite or kaolin. Some mica was lost in decan-

tation as the flat plates remained in suspension longer than the other

primary mineral grains.
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The approximate mineralogic composition of the Irish Bend sediments

sampled from a road cut along Elkins Road in quadrant E2 is: Quartz,

40 percent; feldspar, 40 percent; mica, 20 percent; with trace amounts

of heavy minerals such as augite, magnetite, hornblende, zircon, and

weathered dark minerals.

Sands obtained from the Irish Bend Member near the type locality

at Irish Bend (Balster and Parsons, 1969) are similarly composed of

angular quartz and feldspars, with approximately the same proporiton

of mica. Concretions are also present in the upper part of the Irish

Bend Member, although not near as abundant as they are in the Greenback

Member. Table 3 summarizes the petrographic data from the Irish Bend

Member.

3.34. Conclusion

Mineralogical observations suggest that the Greenback Member at

Elkins Road Watershed is a mixture of sediment from several source

areas. These source areas include the local area of the watershed, the

sediments of the Willamette Valley floor, and possibly some pyroclastic

additions. The data support the occurrence of a major soil discon-

tinuity at the Greenback-Paleosol interface.

Sediment characteristics of the local watershed include tuffaceous

rock fragments, quartz euhedra, etched, subrounded to subangular quartz

grains, highly altered feldspars, and possibly some concretions. These

are materials that have their origin in the underlying Spencer formation

and occur in the paleosol as well. In these units, the characteristic

sediments are more abundant than in the overlying Greenback Member.

Sediment characteristicsof the valley floor include clear angular

quartz of predominantly fine and very fine sand size, unaltered feldspar,
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and abundant mica, as well as unaltered heavy minerals. Pyroclastic

materials are represented by glass rimmed zoned plagioclase

crystals.

The Greenback Member on the Bethel surface shows a greater input

of the valley floor sediments, as mica content is greater and the

relative amounts of angular quartz and unaltered feldspar are similarly

higher. Mica decreases upslope, as do valley floor-related consti-

tuents, as materials derived from the underlying paleosol apparently

increase. Slight mixing of Greenback sediments across the paleosol-

Greenback boundary is suggested by silt coatings of Greenback material

on degraded upper portions of the paleosol.

The apparent uphill movement of materials characteristic of the

valley floor could have occurred in either of two ways: 1) Loessial

deposition, or 2) Missoula Flood deposition. The presence of erratic

boulders with the Greenback sediments makes the possibility of loessial

origin .unlikely.

Flood waters of the magnitude required to fill the Willamette

Valley to the 122 m elevation would probably have had enough energy

to erode considerable material from the valley floor and the adjacent

foothills. These eroded materials would have settled on the land-

scape as waters receded. The shoreline facies of sediments from this

short-lived lake would have reflected greater mixing of materials with

the underlying paleosol as shoreline erosion cut and reworked the

sediments. Sediments deposited on the valley floor would show pro-

gressively less input from the foothill source area and reflect a lower

energy environment, characterized by a greater component of silt and

very fine sand. This depositional model explains the distribution of
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minerals in the sands of the Greenback Member at Elkins Road.

Pyroclastic materials may represent airborne additions or may

represent sediments brought in by Missoula Flood waters. Their

occurrence in the Greenback Member of the Calapooyia surface has been

noted (Norgren, 1962). To solve this question of origin, surface

soils of the Eola surface should be studied to see if they too have

relatively unweathered pyroclastic additions. This would seem appro-

priate for a late Pliestocene ash deposit. Should they be absent

from the Eola surface and restructed to surfaces below 122 m elevation,

then it would seem reasonable to associate their occurrence with

Missoula Flood sediments.

3.4. Clay Mineralogy

3.41. Introduction

Sedimentological studies can be greatly benefited by the study

of the clay mineralogy of the sediments in question. If it can be

demonstrated that the clay fraction of a sediment is detrital, then

clay mineral analyses may help to indicate possible sediment source

areas. In the study of fine grain sediments, clay mineral analyses

may be one of the only clues available to suggest sediment provenance.

Clay mineral identification was used to suggest major sediment source

areas in a study of the Redwood Creek Watershed, California, by Harward

and Youngberg (1975). Russell (1967) was able to demonstrate a

Columbia River source area for the sediments of the marine Astoria

Fan, and also note a change in mineralogy since the end of the

Pleistocene.

Geomorphic and optical mineralogic studies have suggested the

presence of soil discontinuities in the soils of Elkins Road Watershed.
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These analyses suggest that the sediments separated by these discon-

tinuities are derived from different source areas and have under-

gone different degrees of weathering and soil formation. The clay

mineralogy of these sediments was investigated to determine if major

mineralogical differences existed between the sediments from different

stratigraphic units of the watershed. Differences in clay mineralogy,

if they are present, would further help to characterize and identify

the various stratigraphic units at Elkins Road and have application

to the sediments of the Willamette Valley. In addition, such analyses

would augment the interpretation of the genesis of the deposits on the

watershed and add to the overall understanding of the geomorphic his-

tory of the area.

3.42. Methods

Samples were collected from soil pits, undisturbed soil cores,

and hand auger holes from different locations on the watershed. Samples

from soil pits were air dry at the time of clay mineral analysis.

Auger samples were prepared for analysis while still in field moist

condition. Only soil from the tip of the auger was sampled to mini-

mize possible contamination from the surrounding hole.

Clays were separated for anlaysis following the procedure outlined

by Taskey and Harwardl. All samples were dispersed in a solution of

two percent sodium carbonate prior to separation of sands from the

silts and clays. Sands were separated by wet sieving the sample

through a 200 mesh sieve. Silts were then separated by centrifugation.

1R.D. Taskey and M.E. Harward. Preparation of soil samples for clay

mineral analysis by X-ray diffraction. Mimeographed handout. Dept.

Soil Sci., Oregon State Univ., Corvallis, Oregon.
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Clay samples were split into two subsamples, one receiving KC1 treat-

ment, the other MgC12 to saturate the clays with a known cation. Slides

for clay mineral analysis were prepared by the paste method (Theissen

and Harward, 1962). The analyses were performed using a Norelco X-Ray

Diffractometer with a focusing monochrometer. Copper K-alpha radia-

tion was used at 35 KV and 25 ma.

3.43. Results

The location of all sample sites is shown on the 1:2,400 topog-

raphic map (Appendix 4). Appropriate sample information is listed

in Table 4. X-ray diffraction analyses indicate that major differences

exist between sediments of the various stratigraphic units.

3.431. Greenback Member

X-ray diffractograms of Greenback samples are shown in Figure 11.

The figures are arranged in order of decreasing site elevation. All

sample sites were well to moderately well drained. Clay minerals in

the Greenback Member include kaolinite, mica, vermiculite, and chlori-

tic intergrades. XRD patterns of samples from the lowest surfaces

(Figure lld, e) suggest the presence of chloritic intergrades with

expansive properties, as noted by the increase in d spacing from 14 A

with solvation. The most striking characteristic of the patterns is

the strong 7 A line of the samples on the Dolph surface. This line

progressively decreases in intensity towards the lower elevations until

it becomes relatively weak and flat in samples from the Bethel and

Senecal surfaces (compare Figure llb and 11e). At the same time the

7 A kaolinite peak decreases in intensity with decreasing elevation,

the 10 A mica peak generally grows more intense, reaching maximum

intensity in samples of the valley floor (Figure 11e).
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Table 4: Sample information for XRD analysis of soil clays at
Elkins Road Watershed.

Sample Number Site Number Horizon
Depth
(cm)

Unit

G-1 E4-RC Ap 0-10 Paleosol
G-2 E4-RC IIB2t 45-58 Paleosol
G-3 E4-RC IIB3t 73-91 Paleosol

G-3 c.s. E4-RG IIB3t 73-91 Paleosol
clay skins

G-4 E4-RC IIIC 120-140 Spencer
G-5 E2T1' A3 38-35 Greenback
G-6 E2T1' IIB2t 58-71 Paleosol

G-7 E2H3 A3 24-33 Paleosol

G-8 E3A2 A3 20-30 Greenback

G-9 E3A2 IIC 180-190 Irish Bend
G-10 E2A7 Ap 0-10 Alluvium
G-11 E2A8 Ap 0-10 Greenback

G-12 E1A1 Al 0-10 Alluvium
G-13 E3A10 Ap 0-10 Greenback
G-14 E3A10 IIB2t 60-70 Irish Bend

G-15 E3A10 IIIC 90-100 Paleosol

G-16 E2A14 A3 25-35 Alluvium
G-17 E2A14 C 50-60 Spencer
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Mg 54 RH

Mg 54 RH +
Eth. Gly.

Mg 54 RH +
Glycerol

K 105 +
Dry air

K 105 +
54 RH

K 300 +
Dry air

K 550 +
Dry air

7A 10A 14A 7A 10A 14A

Figure 11: Elkins Road XRD patterns: a) Greenback sample G-11

(left); b) Greenback sample G-5 (right).
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G-13

Mg 54 RH

Mg 54 RH +
Eth. Gly.

Mg 54 RH +
Glycerol

K 105 +
Dry air

K 105 +
54 RH

K 300 +
Dry air

K 550 +
Dry air

7A 10A 14A

14A

7A 10A

G-8

7A 10A 14A

Figure 11, continued: c) Greenback sample G-13 (left);

d) Greenback sample G-8 (right).
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Mg 54 RH

Mg 54 RH +
Eth. Gly.

Mg 54 RH +
Glycerol

K 105 +
Dry air

K 105 +
54 RH

K 300 +
Dry air

K 550 +
Dry air

K-1

7A

10A 14A

7A 10A 14A

Figure 11, continued: e) Greenback sample K-1 from Peoria Road
transect. Used by permission, G.F. Kling.
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The presence of vermiculite is suggested by the collapse of the

14 A peak upon K saturation. The residual ca. 14 A hump indicates

the presence of chloritic intergrades which are resistant to collapse

at low temperature treatments, but tend to collapse to 10 A with heat-

ing depending on the degree of development and stability of hydroxy

interlayers. Generally samples from higher elevations tend to show

a relatively stronger indication of chloritic intergrades, especially

near the upper limit of the Greenback Member on the Watershed (Figure

11a). The vermiculite component is relatively strong on the lower

Dolph surface and on the Bethel surface (Figure lib, c). Chloritic

intergrades are a strong component of the clay minerals of the valley

floor.

3.432. Irish Bend Member

Figure 12 represents XRD patterns from clay samples of the Irish

Bend Member. Clay minerals in the Irish Bend Member include smectite,

mica, vermiculite, chloritic intergrades, and kaolinite. The 10 A

mica peak is usually quite broad and sharp. The kaolinite peak is

weak and flat, especially in patterns from the Calapooyia and Seneca]

units of the valley floor where the thickness of the Irish Bend Member

exceeds several meters (Figure 12b). Towards the zero edge of the

Irish Bend Member at Elkins Road, XRD analyses suggest an increase

in the kaolinite component. This is shown in Figure 12c, which is

a pattern taken near the boundary of the Irish Bend Member and the

underlying paleosol on the Bethel surface at Elkins Road. In this

figure, the 7 A peak is much stronger relative to the 10 A mica peak

than is the 7 A peak in either of the previous two Irish Bend samples.

The sample in Figure 12c also has a stronger vermiculite component
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G-9

Mg 54 RH

Mg 54 RH +
Eth. Gly.

Mg 54 RH +
Glycerol

K 105 +
Dry air

K 105 +
54 RH

K 300 +
Dry air

K 550 +
Dry air

14A
K-2

7A 10A 14A

7A 10A 14A

Figure 12: XRD patterns from Irish Bend Member: a) Sample

G-9 (left); b) Sample K-2 (right) (used with permission, G.F.
Kling).
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Mg 54 RH +
Eth. Gly.

Mg 54 RH +
Glycerol

K 105 +
Dry air

K 105 +
54 RH

K 300 +
Dry air

K 550 +
Dry air

14A

7A 10A 14A

Figure 12, continued: c) Sample G-14.

89
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than do these earlier two samples. Smectite is fairly strong in

samples G-9 and K-2 (Figures 12a, b). Smectite, mica, and chloritic

intergrades may be considered the dominant mineral phases of the clays

in the Irish Bend sediments, based on a comparison of relative peak

intensities.

3.433. Elkins Road Paleosol

Kaolinite, vermiculite, smectite, mica, and chloritic intergrades

are present in samples from the paleosol. Kaolinite peaks are usually

quite strong, although often broader and not as sharp as are corres-

ponding peaks in patterns from the Greenback Member (compare Figure 13

with Figure 11). The intergrade component is also broader and shows

greater resistance to collapse with K saturation and heating. In

addition, expansion upon solvation is an indication of the presence

of smectite. The smectite component is particularly strong in paleosol

samples where the paleosol developed in clayey beds of the Spencer

Formation (Figure 13e) and when the IIB2t horizon is very well developed

(Figure 13a). Clay skins separated from ped surfaces show a strong

smectite component (Figure 130. The 10 A mica peak is weaker in the

paleosol relative to samples from the Greenback Member.

3.434. Spencer Formation

Kaolinite, mica, vermiculite, smectite, and chloritic intergrades

are present in samples from the Spencer Formation. The kaolinite peaks

are broad, suggesting poor crystallinity. The possibility also exists

that dehydrated halloysite could be present, especially in beds derived

from weathered tuffaceous sediments, but positive identification of

this mineral would require other tests. Mica peaks are very weak in

the clay fraction of the Spencer Formation. Apparently, most of the
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G-6 G-1

14A

Mg 54 RH

Mg 54 RH +
Eth. Gly.

Mg 54 RH +
Glycerol

K 105 +
Dry air

K 105 +
54 RH

K 300 +
Dry air

K 550 +
Dry air

7A

I

Figure 13: XRD patterns from Elkins Road Paleosol: a) Sample

G-6 (left; b) Sample G-1 {right).
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Mg 54 RH

Mg 54 RH +
Eth. Gly.

Mg 54 RH +
Glycerol

K 105 +
Dry air

K 105 +
54 RH

K 300 +
Dry air

K 550 +
Dry air

7A 10A
14A

G-3

7A

14A
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7A
10A 14A

Figure 13, continued: c) Sample G-2 (left; d) Sample G-3 (right).
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Mg 54 RH

Mg 54 RH +
Eth. Gly.

MG 54 RH +
Glycerol

K 105 +
Dry air

K 105 +
54 RH

K 300 +
Dry air

K 550 +
Dry air

7A
10A

14A
G-7 7A
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14A
10A

7A 10A 14A
10A 14A

7A

Figure 13, continued: e) Sample G-15 (left; f) Sample G-7

(right).
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G-3, Clay Skins

Mg 54 RH

Mg 54 RH +
Eth. Gly.

K 105 +
Dry air

K 105 +
54 RH

K 300 +
Dry air

K 550 +
Dry air

7A

10A

14A

7A
10A 14A

Figure 13, continued: g) Sample G-3, clay skins.
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mica is silt sized, as optical methods indicate mica is locally abundant

in beds of the Spencer. The poor crystallinity of the Spencer samples

may reflect prolonged weathering of the deposit or the tuffaceous nature

of much of the material sampled. Figure 14 shows two patterns from

the Spencer formation. In Figure 14a the 7 A peak is broader than the

7 A peak in Figure 14b, suggesting that the latter sample is either more

crystalline or better oriented.

3.435. Alluvium

Figure 15 presents X-ray diffraction patterns from samples of

alluvium. The samples were obtained from recent deposits behind fence

rows, in small deltas, and from alluvial fans. Clay minerals in the

alluvium include kaolinite, mica, vermiculite, and chloritic intergrades.

The chloritic intergrade component shows strong resistance to collapse

with K saturation and heating, similar to patterns from paleosol

samples. 10 A intensities are usually quite weak, even after K satura-

tion, suggesting that the alluvium samples do not contain as much mica

or vermiculite as do samples from the Greenback sediment. If vermiculite

were present in the alluvium, K saturation would collapse the 14 A peak

to 10 A and increase the intensity of this peak. This increase is only

weakly suggested in the XRD patterns. Instead, a plateau is present

between 10 and 14 A, an indication of the presence of chloritic inter-

grades. Figure 14a and b show this resistance to collapse particularly

well. The 7 A peak in all samples is strong and sharp, suggesting the

presence of well crystallized kaolinite.

3.44. Discussion

The results of XRD analyses indicate that the same clay mineral

suite is present in all stratigraphic units. This suite consists of
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7A 10A 14A
7A

10A 14A

Figure 14. XRD patterns from the Spencer formation: a) Sample

G-4 (left); b) Sample G-17 (right).
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G-12

7A

Mg 54 RH

Mg 54 RH +
Eth. Gly.

Mg 54 RH +
Glycerol

K 105 +
Dry air

K 105 +
54 RH

K 300 +
Dry air

K 550 +
Dry air

G-10

14A

7A 14A

10A

7A 10A 14A

I

7A 10A 14A

Figure 15: XRD patterns from alluvium at Elkins Road Watershed:

a) Sample G-12 (right; b) Sample G-10 (right).
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Figure 15, continued: c) Sample G-16.
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kaolinite, mica, vermiculite, smectite, and chloritic intergrades.

However, overall differences in the clay mineralogy of the various

stratigraphic units are apparent based on comparisons of the relative

peak intensities of XRD patterns from the various samples. The most

obvious difference in clay mineralogy occurs between samples of the

Irish Bend Member and samples of the Elkins Road Paleosol or Spencer

formation. The latter two units are characterized by the presence

of a very strong kaolinite component, chloritic intergrades, smectite,

vermiculite, and a very weak mica component. Irish Bend samples, on

the other hand, are dominated by smectite, mica, and intergrades, and

kaolinite is a very minor component in all samples, except near the

zero edge of the deposit.

If the mineralogy of the Greenback Member is assumed to be detri-

tal, then the elevational distribution of the relative quantities of

clay minerals is best explained by mixing of Irish Bend sediment with

sediment derived from the soils of the paleo-landscape of the watershed.

The strong 7 A peak characteristic of the. Greenback sediment on the

Dolph surface is probably inherited from the underlying Elkins Road

Paleosol. Similarly, the weak kaolinite component and increased mica

and smectite components characteristic of the Greenback Member on the

Bethel, Calapooyia, and Senecal surfaces are mineral factors inherited

from the underlying Irish Bend Member. As samples from progressively

higher elevations are considered, a gradual change takes place towards

increasing kaolinite and decreasing mica and smectite, further suggest-

ing the mixing of Irish Bend derived material with material eroded

from the paleosol.
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A similar pattern of mixing is evident in the Irish Bend Member

as the zero edge of this unit is approached. The clay mineralogy

of samples taken near the Irish Bend-Paleosol boundary suggests that

kaolinitic rich sediment has been mixed with sediment high in mica

and smectite (Figure 12c). This probably represents the mineralogy

of the "shoreline facies" of the Irish Bend Member, where wave action

mixed eroded sediment from the paleo-landscape with the material of

the Irish Bend Member.

XRD analyses also suggest that the chloritic intergrade component

of the Greenback sediment is not as strong as the intergrade component

of the paleosol. Greenback patterns show less resistance to collapse

than do patterns from the paleosol. Greenback sediment patterns also

generally have sharper 14 A peaks that show little tendency to expand

with solvation. While hydroxy interlayered clay minerals are present

in both Greenback and paleosol samples, the samples from the paleosol

generally show expansive properties in the zone from 14 to 17 A with

solvation and greater resistance to collapse from 14 A to 10 A with K

saturation. This difference in the expression of chloritic intergrades

presents a contradiction to the general trend expected for these miner-

als as reported by Barnhisel (1977). He indicates that the chloritic

intergrade component of soil surface horizons is usually greater than

that of deeper soil horizons. He relates this trend to the effect of

increased degradation of soil clays in the surface horizon accompanied

with the precipitation of hydroxy compounds in interlayer positions.

These interlayer compounds inhibit the collapse and expansion of

expanding 2:1 layer silicates and cause XRD patterns to have a messy

appearance, lacking well-defined diffraction peaks. Sample G-1
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(Figure 13b) is a good example of a sample containing a strong chlori-

tic intergrade component.

Harward (1978, personal communication) notes that soils of the

Coast Range are also characteristically higher in chloritic intergrades

in the surface horizon than in the horizons of the lower soil profile.

It seems then, that the Greenback Member clay mineralogy departs from

what one typically expects for most soils. This contradiction is pro-

bably the result of the origin of the Greenback sediment and reflects

the younger age of this unit with respect to the Elkins Road Paleosol.

Samples from the A horizon of the paleosol from the Eola surface

yielded patterns that have a stronger intergrade component than the

underlying B horizon (Figure 130, suggesting that the relict profile

is consistent with the trend described by Barnhisel and Harward.

The discontinuity between the Greenback Member and the Irish

Bend Member is not as clear as the boundary between the Greenback

Member and the paleosol, or between the Irish Bend Member and the

paleosol. This lack of clarity is especially evident in samples K-1

and K-2, which are from the Willamette Valley floor near Peoria on the

Senecal surface2. This is to be expected since it has been shown

that the Greenback Member contains clay minerals derived from erosion

of the Irish Bend silts. Greenback sediment toward the center of the

Willamette Valley would have even less contamination by clay minerals

derived from erosion of foothill soils and should reflect a mineral

suite that parallels that of the Irish Bend Member.

2XRD patterns courtesy of G.F. Kling, Soil Sci. Dept., 0.S.U.,

Corvallis, OR.
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XRD analyses of the Irish Bend Member permit speculation as to

the source area of these sediments. Data presented by Russell (1967)

indicate that clay minerals in the suspended load of the Columbia

River include smectite, illite (mica), and chlorite. He found kaoli-

nite to be completely absent from sediments of the Astoria Fan and

demonstrated that the clay minerals of the Astoria Fan are derived

from the Columbia River. The clay mineral suite of the Columbia River

suspended sediment load and that of the Astoria Fan are nearly the

same as the clay mineral suite of the Irish Bend Member, the only

major difference being that the Irish Bend Member shows a weak kaoli-

nite component.

If it is assumed that the mineralogy of the Irish Bend Member is

largely detrital, then it appears that the mineralogy is best explaiend

by a Columbia River source area with contamination by local Willamette

Valley provenances, such as the Cascades and the Coast Range. These

latter areascould have provided a source area for kaolinite, which

is common in the suspended sediment load of present day Coast Range

streams. As flood water entered

the Willamette Valley from the Columbia River, sediments rich in

smectite, mica, and possibly some chlorite were brought in and mixed

with a much smaller volume of kaolinitic, chloritic intergrade rich,

and amorphous materials common to tributaries of the valley. This

process explains the mineralogy of the Irish Bend Member and also

agrees with heavy mineral data presented by Glenn (1965) by suggest-

ing a Columbia River provenance for much of the Irish Bend Member.
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3.45. Conclusion

XRD analyses indicate that the clay mineralogy of the Greenback

Member is probably the result of mixing of material derived from the

Irish Bend Member and the Elkins Road Paleosol. The Irish Bend com-

ponent decreases with increasing elevation on the watershed. Clay

mineral genesis indicates that the Greenback Member is younger than

the paleosol. This is suggested by the greater abundance of chloritic

intergrades in the paleosol than in the Greenback Member - a reversal

of the general trend formost soils (Barnhisel, 1977). This mineralogical

evidence supports stratigraphic evidence of a soil discontinuity be-

tween the Greenback Member and the underlying paleosol or Irish Bend

Member. The data further indicate that the light gray silts of

the Dolph surface (the Greenback Member) are younger than the Irish

Bend Member, since they were in part derived from the Irish Bend

Member. The clay mineralogy of the Irish Bend Member suggests a

Columbia River provenance for much of the sediment, if it is assumed

that the observed clay mineral suite is detrital. Slight mixing of

locally derived sediment is indicated by the presence of kaolinite

in the Irish Bend clays. The kaolinite component increases toward

the zero edge of the Irish Bend Member, a further suggestion that

this component may be derived from the soils of the neighboring foot-

hills of the Willamette Valley.
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3.5. Major Element Chemistry of Bulk Soil Samples

by X-Ray Spectroscopy

3.51. Introduction

Rapid determination of major element chemistry of bulk soil

samples is possible by X-ray spectroscopy. Borchardt (1970), Borchardt

and Theissen (1971), and Harris (1973) found X-ray spectroscopy a use-

ful tool in soil genetic and stratigraphic studies. Borchardt (1970)

used this method to look for evidence of compositional breaks in the

Mazama Ash that might represent lithologic discontinuities.

Volborth (1963) discusses the advantages of non-destructive X-ray

flourescent chemical determinations for analyzing the composition of

geologic specimens. He notes the rapidity and accuracy of spectro-

graphic determinations,combined with the ease of sample preparation.

Quick chemical analyses of the different stratigraphic units at Elkins

Road Watershed could present yet another piece of evidence to support

or refute the presence of a soil discontinuity between the Greenback

Member and the Elkins Road Paleosol. If the Greenback Member in fact

represents a younger depositional unit, then this fact should be

reflected by compositional differences related to the different miner-

alogy and state of weathering between the Greenback sediments and

the Elkins Road Paleosol. X-ray spectrographic analyses of bulk soil

samples were performed to determine if major compositional breaks

occurred within the soil profile that could be related to lithologic

discontinuities.
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3.53. Methods

Soil samples were obtained at ten centimeter intervals from soil

pits as described in Chapter II. Oven dried samples were ground to a

fine powder using a diamonite mortar and pestle and then formed into

pellets using a Buehler mold assembly and a Carver hydraulic press.

Soil powder was poured into the mold, followed by a small amount of

Bakelite powder which acted as a support for the sample. The pressure

was raised to 24,000 psi and then released slowly to 5,000 psi. The

mold was then heated to 110°C to polymerize the plastic. Following

this, the mold was cooled, the pressure released, and the sample

pellet removed. The detailed procedure is essentially as stated by

Borchardt and Theissen (1971) and is reproduced in Appendix 2.

The finished pellets were analyzed using a Phillips Norelco

Universal Vacuum X-ray Spectrograph. Chromium radiation was used in

combination with a LiF crystal-scintillation counter or EDDT crystal-

gas flow proportional counter assembly coupled to a pulse height

analyzer.

U.S. Geological Survey standard rock powders G-2, GSP-1, BCR-1,

and AGV-1 (Flanagan, 1967) were used to obtain standard curves for

the elements determined. Errors due to matrix effect and differences

in particle size distribution are minimized by comparing similar

materials. Comparing rock powders with powdered soil samples hope-

fully helped to minimize these sources of error. The chemical com-

position of unknown soil samples was determined by plotting the

unknown count data on the standard curve and reading the composition

off the graph.
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All samples were counted three times for either 200 or 400 seconds,

depending on the intensity of the element and counting statistics.

The final composition plotted is the average of these three counts,

expressed as a ratio of sample over BCR-1 to account for drift.

3.53. Results and Discussion

Table 5 lists the percent elemental composition of the samples

analyzed for Al, Si, K, Ca, Ti, and Fe. Figure 16 shows the depth

distribution of major elements in four soil profiles. Percentages

indicated show only the relative change, not the absolute concentra-

tion. The diagrams represent profiles E2H3, E2T1, E4T1, and E4T2

respectively.

Profile E2H3 lies approximately 145 m above sea level in the

northwest corner of the watershed. It is located on a pastured convex-

convex hilltop. This sample site represents the paleo-landscape of

the Eola surface at Elkins Road Watershed. Figure 16a indicates that,

with the exception of the plow layer, the major element chemistry of

the profile varies continuously with depth. Silica decreases continu-

ously throughout the upper 80 cm of the soil, as do K and Ca. Al and

Fe generally increase with depth in the profile, showing a maximum in

the B2t horizon. Ti remains fairly constant in the profile.

No significant compositional breaks occur in the upper 80 cm of

the soil of profile E2H3. In contrast to this profile from the Eola

surface, profile E2T1 shows an abrupt change in composition at about

75 cm, the depth corresponding to the field-described soil discontinuity.

Similar abrupt compositional changes are evident in the depth distri-

bution diagrams from profiles E4T1 and E4T2. Here again, the change

occurs across the narrow boundary separating the Greenback sediments
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Table 5: XRS chemical analyses of samples from Elkins Road Watershed.

Sample Depth %Si02 %Al2 0
3

%K
2
0 %Ti02 %Fe

2
0
3

%Ca0

SX-1 E2T1 5-15cm 70.0 15.9 2.3 1.4 6.5 0.5

SX-3 E2T1 28-35cm 66.7 16.2 2.3 1.5 6.6

SX-4 E2T1 35-45cm 66.8 16.2 2.3 1.5 6.8

SX-6 E2T1 52-62cm 67.2 16.5 2.2 1.5 6.6 0.5

SX-7 E2T1 62-72cm 67.5 16.2 2.1 1.5 6.6

SX-9 E2T1 81-89cm 62.0 21.5 1.6 1.3 8.4 0.5

SX-16 E2T1 140-150cm 56.9 23.1 1.8 1.3 10.0 0.7

SX-19 E2H3 7-17cm 70.4 16.4 2.3 1.2 4.2 0.7

SX-20 E2H3 24-33cm 70.5 15.7 2.1 1.4 4.6

SX-21 E2H3 33-42cm 67.5 18.8 2.2 1.4 5.4 0.3

SX-23 E2H3 49-56cm 58.2 22.5 1.6 1.4 7.5

SX-24 E2H3 56-64cm 57.7 23.5 1.5 1.2 8.2

SX-25 E2H3 64-72cm 55.5 26.7 1.4 1.3 7.3 0.1

SX-33 E2H3 148-157cm 55.8 15.3 2.1 0.8 16.8 0.1

SX-40 E4T2 4-14cm 67.2 14.8 2.4 1.6 7.2 0.8

SX-41 E4T2 40-50cm 65.7 17.2 2.2 1.7 8.0 0.6

SX-42 E4T2 60-66cm 59.9 16.8 1.2 1.7 15.1 0.6

SX-43 E4T2 143-150cm 56.1 18.8 1.4 1.5 13.7 0.8

SX-44 E4T1 10-20cm 65.0 16.0 2.0 1.9 10.0 0.5

SX-48 E4T1 25-34cm 62.5 17.0 1.9 1.8 10.5

SX-49 E4T1 34-47cm 62.5 17.2 2.0 1.8 10.5

SX-45 E4T1 57-63cm 63.5 16.4 2.0 1.8 10.6 0.4

SX-50 E4T1 63-70cm 63.5 16.8 1.9 1.9 10.6

SX-46 E4T1 81-92cm 56.5 19.3 1.4 1.5 13.8 0.4

SX-47 E4T1 148-158cm 59.5 23.1 1.0 1.2 9.0 0.6
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from the underlying paleosol (Figure 16b, c, d). Profiles E2T1

and E4T1 show a particularly homogeneous surface layer. This implies

a deposit of uniform composition that has undergone minor trans-

location of major elements since deposition.

It is unclear why the silica content of the plow layer is generally

about two percent greater than the average silica content of the re-

mainder of the Greenback Member. Prolonged accumulation of plant

opal or the addition of volcanic glass to the immediate surface of

the soil could result in the greater concentration of silica in the

plow layer. Volcanic ash is present in some Greenback samples in

trace amounts on the Elkins Road Watershed. The deposition of Mazama

ash over the Willamette Valley just over 6,000 years ago could have

increased the silica content of the surface soil.

The potassium content of the Greenback Member is typically greater

than that of the underlying paleosol. In addition, the potassium

content of the Greenback Member remains fairly constant throughout

the thickness of this unit, contrasting to the greater variability of

the relict soil represented by profile E2H3. If it is assumed that

the potassium content of the samples represents potassium fixed mainly

in mica, then the difference in percent K20 between the Greenback

Member and the Elkins Road Paleosol is largely due to the greater

mica content of the Greenback Member, a fact indicated by XRD analyses.

This assumption is probably valid, since potassium feldspars are pre-

sent in only trace quantities in both the Greenback Member and in the

paleosol.

The concentration of TiO
2
normally remains constant throughout

moderate weathering in soils developed from homogeneous parent material.
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Samples from the Greenback Member indicate that the vertical distribu-

tion of TiO
2
varies less than one half of a percent throughout this

unit. A sharp break in titanium concentration occurs at the boundary

of the Greenback Member and the paleosol, where the percent TiO2

is one to two percent lower in the paleosol than in the Greenback.

Changes due to weathering would normally lower the TiO2 content of

the surface horizon relative to the B horizon due to the effect of

leaching. This is evident in the data from profile E2H3.

Calcium concentrations are so low that changes in concentration

with depth are not meaningful. There are no free carbonates in the

soils of the watershed. Addition of agricultural lime may increase

the surface lime concentration

3.54. Conclusion

The presence of a major soil discontinuity between the Greenback

Member and the Elkins Road Paleosol is indicated by the results of

X-ray spectrographic analyses. Greenback sediments show surprising

vertical compositional homogeneity, although the composition from

site to site shows slight variation. The major element chemistry of

the paleosol, as suggested by profile E2H3, shows a lack of vertical

uniformity. The uniform vertical composition of the Greenback Member

suggests that this unit has not had significant major element transfers

since it was deposited over the paleo-landscape at Elkins Road Watershed.

This chemical evidence supports morphological evidence which suggests

that weathering and clay eluviation have been minimal in the Greenback

Member at Elkins Road Watershed.

The greater concentration of potassium in the Greenback Member

samples with respect to the paleosol samples probably reflects the
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greater mica content of the Greenback sediment. XRD analyses suggest

that the increased mica probably originated in the mixing of material

from the Irish Bend Member as these sediments were carried up onto

the foothills by the flood water that deposited the Greenback Member.

In contrast to the three lower profiles examined from the Dolph

surface, the upper site, E2H3, lacks a chemically uniform surface

layer. The depth distribution of major elements in this profile coin-

cides with the classical model of a soil developed in place from bed

rock. There is no chemical evidence of a major lithologic discon-

tinuity in this profile that could be related to the occurrence of

Greenback sediments, or other materials.
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3.6. Quartz Sand Grain Surface Morphology by

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

3.61. Introduction

Analysis of quartz grain surface morphology can be an aid to soil

geomorphic and genesis studies. Recently, Douglas and Platt (1976)

have shown that the surface morphology of quartz sands from glacial

sediments may be used to estimate the age of a soil relative to the

glacial periods in the Quaternary. Krinsley and Doornkamp (1973) sug-

gest that "grain morphology is diagnostic of the environmental history

of the deposit from which the grain has come." Different sedimentary

and depositional environments leave different "fingerprints" upon

quartz grain surfaces due to the variations in physico-chemical pro-

cesses which act on the grain.

Krinsley and Doornkamp (1973) also suggest that quartz grain

surface feature recognition depends on the observation of several

basic morphological structures:

1) The presence or absence of conchoidal breakage patterns;

2) The presence or absence of flat cleavage plates and their

expression;

3) The presence of upturned plates on cleavage or crystal

faces;

4) The degree and nature of the alteration of these features.

Alteration features include solution and precipitation features,

scratches and pits from mechanical abrasion, and other features which

may be diagnostic of a particular environment.

Soil discontinuities are believed to be present in the soils of

Elkins Road Watershed. These discontinuities represent time-
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stratigraphic boundaries, separating sediments of widely different

ages. Sediment source area may also vary across the discontinuities.

SEM analysis of quartz grain samples from the various stratigraphic

units of soils on the watershed was undertaken to see if morphological

differences existed which could be related to differences in age,

genesis, or source area of the deposits. Grain surface features were

interpreted by comparing Elkins Road samples with electron micrographs

published and described by Krinsley and Doornkamp (1973).

3.64. Methods

Individual quartz sand grains were selected from particle size

separates of different stratigraphic units of the watershed with the

aid of a fine-tipped paint brush. Fifteen to twenty-five grains were

selected to represent each stratigraphic unit sampled from a particular

profile. Profiles sampled were chosen to represent the different

geomorphic surfaces of the watershed. By sampling the same stratig-

raphic unit at different elevations it was hoped that the range of

grain morphologies of a particular unit would be sampled to avoid a

biased interpretation.

Sand grains were boiled in concentrated hydrochloric acid to

remove surface coatings. Previous treatment with 30 percent hydrogen

peroxide had occurred as part of the particle size analysis procedure.

Following the cleaning procedure, grains were rinsed with distilled

water, dried, and inspected again under a microscope. If coatings

were still present, the cleaning process was repeated.

The cleaned sand grains were then mounted on metalic microscope

stubs using "double sticky" tape and sputtercoated with gold in a

vacuum evaporator. Analysis of surface textures was performed on an
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I.S.M. Mini SEM operated by the Botany Department at Oregon State

University3.

3.63. Results and Discussion

Over 140 photographs were taken of sand grains from the various

stratigraphic units. Thirty of these plates are presented to show

the major morphological differences between sand grains of the differ-

ent units on the watershed.

3.631. Spencer Formation

Electron micrographs suggest that the Spencer Formation sands

have undergone considerable diagenesis and modification by solution

and precipitation since deposition.

Plates 3, 4, 5, and 6 represent the range in grain morphologies

observed in samples from the Spencer Formation. Subangular to subrounded

grains are present whose surface morphologies are dominated by solution

and precipitation features. Small quartz crystals occur on the surface

of grains in Plates 3, 4 and 6, although in Plate 6 the crystals have

been masked by a later precipitation of silica over the grain surface,

with solution of silica also evident in portions of the photograph.

Stepped cleavage surfaces are apparent in Plate 3 and are magnified

in Plate 3b to show silica deposition over these exposed "steps".

Grain rounding due to solution is evident in all Spencer samples.

Mechanical grain rounding is also present, suggesting a fluvial trans-

port history or high energy depositional environment, based on com-

parison with Krinsley and Doornkamp (1973). Mechanical "V" pits are

present on some grains, as chemical etch pits. Plates 4b and 5b

3Assistance provided by Al Soeldner and Jane Knopper, SEM Lab, Botany

Dept., OSU.
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a. 50pm

b. 1011m

,

Plate 3: SEM micrograph of sandgrain from Spencer formation at Elkins

Road Watershed. a. 200x, showing general grain morphology. b. 1000x,

showing solution and precipitation features, stepped cleavage plates,

and grain rounding.
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a. 50pm

b. 10um

Plate 4. SEM micrograph of sand grain from Spencer formation at Elkins

Road Watershed. a. 200x. b. 100x, showing euhedral quartz present on

grain surface formed by precipitation of silica.
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a. 50pm

b. 10um

Plate 5: SEM micrograph of sand grain from Cr horizon, profile E2T1,
150-160 cm deep. a. 200x, showing large flat cleavage plate and sur-

face disintigration. b. 1000x, showing deep corrosion of grain surface.
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6. 5um

7. 3.3um

Plate 6: Silica precipitation on sand grain from Cr Horizon, profile

E2T1, 150-160 cm deep. 2,000x.

Plate 7: Silica precipitation in the form of crystal euhedra on grain

surface of paleosol sand grain, profile E2H3, 56-72 cm deep. 3,000x.
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suggest high energy chemical weathering has occurred, as grains are

deeply pitted with corrosion channels and surface disintegration

features.

3.632. Paleosol Sands

Grain morphologies of paleosol samples closely parallel those of

the underlying Spencer formation. Plates 7-10 are from the buried

paleosol on the Dolph surface, while Plates 11 and 12 are from the

Eola surface and represent sand grains in the A horizon of the relict

paleosol.

Comparison of Plates 8, 10, and 11 with micrographs from the

Spencer Formation quickly demonstrate this similarity. Solution and

precipitation features are the dominant grain modification. These

features may largely be inherited by paleosol grains from the parent

material. Grain rounding due to solution and precipitation is more

pronounced in the paleosol than in the Spencer Formation. Plate 10

shows the complete rounding of protrusions, leaving a fairly smooth

surface (Plate 10b). Plate 9 shows a quartz crystal, probably derived

from a volcanic source as suggested by its shape and occurrence of

similar grains in tuffaceous sandy beds of the Spencer. Chemical

solution pits are present om the surface of the grain (Plate 9b),

although the crystal shows less modification than other detrital

grains. Crystal plates are exposed in the small valley features in

Plate 9b. The valley is probably the result of differential growth

of the crystal as it formed, as its shape does not suggest mechanical

fracturing. Plate 12 shows a grain that has indications of mechanical

grain rounding. Mechanical "V" pits occur on the grain surface, al-

though a small dished portion shows relatively little pitting, suggesting
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a. 50pm

b. 51.1m

Plate 8: SEM micrograph of sand grain from profile E2T1, 81-89 cm,

Elkins Road Paleosol. a. 200x. b. 2,000x, showing stepped cleavage
plates, precipitation and solution features. Note similarity to

Plate 3.
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b. 5um

Plate 9: SEM micrograph of paleosol sand grain, profile E2T1, 81-89 cm.
a. 100x, euhedral quartz crystal derived from tuffaceous rock fragment.
b. 2,000x, solution pits and crystal discontinuity with debris in bottom
of channel.
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a. 50um

b. 3.3um

Plate 10: SEM micrographs of paleosol sand grain from profile E2T1, 81-
89 cm. a. 200x, large flat cleavage plate, rounded grain surface due
to silica solution and precipitation. b. 3,000x rounded smoothed sur-
face due to solution and precipitation.
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a. 50um

b. 10um

Plate 11: SEM micrographs of sand grain from paleosol, profile E2H3,

0-24 cm deep, Eola surface. a. 200x. b. 1,000x. Compare with plates

3, 5, and 7.
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a. 50pm

b. lOurn

Plate 12: SEM micrographs from paleosol sand grain, profile E2H3,
0-24 cm deep. a. 200x. Rounded grain surface with recent fracture.
b. 1,000x. Mechanical etch pits and stepped cleavage plates.
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that this area was protected from grain to grain collisions. The

grain has been fractured subsequent to rounding with the development

of conchoidal fractures showing stepped cleavage plates. Solution

has rounded the sharp edges of the fracture.

3.633. Irish Bend Member

Irish Bend sands show surface morphologies that suggest a glacial

provenance. This interpretation follows the comparison of Irish Bend

sands with sand surface morphologies of grains of known glacial environ-

ments (Krinsley and Doornkamp, 1973). Sharp edges produced by the

intersection of conchoidal fractures, upturned plates, silica plastering,

and general grain angularity are features commonly associated with

glacially modified sand grains. These features are all present on

sand grains sampled from the Irish Bend Member (Plates 13 and 14).

Grain morphologies similar to the Spencer Formation or the Elkins

Road Paleosol were not observed. The predominance of silica solution

and precipitation features, so common to grains of these units, is

only slightly evident on sand grains from the Irish Bend Member.

Slight modification by solution has occurred on some grain edges and

has caused slight rounding (Plate 14a), but overall the grains seem

relatively unaltered by diagenesis. Euhedral crystals were not ob-

served in samples from the Irish Bend Member.

Comparison of the Irish Bend electron micrographs with those of the

previous deposits suggests that the Irish Bend sands are quite distinct

and of different provenance than the Spencer or paleosol sand grains.

Balster and Parsons (1969) have suggested that the Irish Bend sediments

could have been derived largely from erosion of the Tyee formation

which occurs in the mountains of the Coast Range on the western side
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a. 50um

b. 10um

Plate 13: SEM micrographs of sand grain from Irish Bend Member, at type

location at Irish Bend. a. 200x. General shape, conchoidal fractures,

grain angularity. b. 1,000x. Conchoidal fracture, stepped cleavage

plates, adhering quartz plates.
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b. 3.3um

Plate 14: SEM micrographs of sand grain from Irish Bend Member at type
location. a. 200x, shows slight softening of edges by solution.
b. 3,000x. Random oriented v pits and solution features.
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of the Willamette Valley. It is doubtful that glaciation was that

widespread in the Coast Range to have produced the great volume of

sediments of the Irish Bend Member with these characteristic grain

morphologies. Also, the Spencer Formation is believed to have been

derived from erosion of the Tyee Formation, and grain morphologies

from the Spencer are quite different from Irish Bend sands. It there-

fore seems unlikely that the Irish Bend sediments represent Coast

Range provenance.

3.634. Greenback Member

Quartz sand grain surface morphologies from samples of the

Greenback Member suggest that this unit is a mixture of sediments de-

rived from sediments similar to the Irish BendMember and the Spencer

Formation. Crystal euhedra and grains showing significant surface modi-

fication are present that appear similar to grains identified in the

underlying paleosol and Spencer Formation (Plates 15, 16 and 17).

Angular grains with conchoidal fractures, upturned plates, and possibly

some silica plastering are also present and appear similar to quartz

grains just described in the Irish Bend Member (Plates 18, 19 and 20).

Silica precipitation is evident on grain surfaces (Plates 15 and 18)

and grains showing solution pits are present (Plate 17). Profiles sam-

pled near the zero edge of the Greenback Member generally contain more

grains of Spencer origin while Greenback samples from the valley floor

appear to be dominated by quartz grains similar to those of the Irish

Bend Member.

Ash fragments are present in the Greenback amd Malpass Members

of the valley floor and feldspars of pyroclastic origin are present

in the Greenback Member at Elkins Road. Electron micrographs show
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15. 25um

16. 50um

Plates 15 and 16: Sand grains from Greenback Member, sample site E4G5,

10-20 cm deep. Quartz euhedra similar to Plate 9 from paleosol.
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a. 50pm

b. 10um

Plate 17: SEM micrographs of sand grain from Greenback Member, site

E4G3, 0-20 cm. a. 200x, showing grain solution on lower left corner.
b. 1,000x, stepped cleavage plates on conchoidal fracture.
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18. 50pm

19. 14.3um

Plate 18: SEM micrograph of sand grains from Greenback Member, profile
E2T1, 5-15 cm deep, showing conchoidal fracture, clean, relatively un-
altered surface.
Plate 19: SEM micrograph of grain from Greenback Member, profile E2T1,

5-15 cm. 700x. Silica precipitation in small dished area. Chemical

v pits on flat surface on right.
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a. 501.0

b. 101.1m

Plate 20. SEM micrographs of sand grain from Greenback Member, profile

E2T1, 5-15 cm. a. 200x, sharp angular grain formed by intersecting con-

choidal fracture. b. 1,000x, stepped cleavage plates, adhering silica

plates, slight solution modification.
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these feldspars to be less altered in the Greenback on the Dolph

surface than they are on the surfaces of the valley floor. Quartz

grain samples at Irish Bend on the Willamette River where a meander

is eroding the Calapooyia unit were very hard to clean and showed

greater indication of solution and precipitation features. The

poorer drainage of the soils of the valley floor probably results

in conditions which favor more rapid alteration of grain surface

textures. This has also been noticed by Douglas and Platt (1976)

who demonstrate that surface modification by solution and precipita-

tion increases with increasing wetness or moisture holding capacity

of the soil.

3.64. Conclusion

SEM analyses of sand grain surface textures indicate that an

important soil discontinuity exists between the Greenback Member and

the Elkins Road Paleosol. Evidence of this discontinuity is pre-

sented by the occurrence of quartz sand grains with surface morpholo-

gies similar to the morphologies observed in both the Irish Bend

Member and the Elkins Road Paleosol. This observation suggests that

the Greenback Member contains sediment derived from both the Irish

Bend Member and the Elkins Road Paleosol.

Sand grains from the Spencer Formation are characterized by

strong solution and precipitation features. Silica precipitation

commonly occurs in the form of small euhedral crystals or in uniform

coatings. Solution v pits are present. These same chracteristics

are present on grains from the paleosol, but here grain surface

degradation is more severe. Grain modification is at a maximum in

the paleosol B2t horizon.
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The Irish Bend Member is characterized by sand grains whose surface

morphologies suggest relatively little modification by solution and

precipitation processes. The surface morphologies generally suggest

a grain shape produced by glacial grinding, an interpretation made by

comparing Irish Bend grains with grains from known glacial environments

(Krinsley and Doornkamp, 1973). Slight rounding of corners and edges

by solution has occurred. Visual comparison of Irish Bend micrographs

with those from the Spencer formation or paleosol quickly suggests that

the Irish Bend sands represent a different depositional environment.

Both greatly modified Spencer-like sand grains and unmodified

Irish Bend-like sand grains are present in the Greenback Member samples.

Samples from higher elevations are dominated by Spencer-like grains,

while samples from lower elevations have a greater Irish Bend-like

component. This suggests a vertical mixing of sediment from two dis-

tinct provenances, similar to the mixing suggested by the results of

clay mineral analyses.

Greenback sand grain samples from somewhat poorly drained to poorly

drained sites on the Senecal surface show greater surface modification

by solution and precipitation processes than do sand grains from well

drained sites on the watershed. However, the small euhedral crystals

common as precipitation features in Spencer Formation samples were not

detected.

The results of SEM analyses suggest that this method of analysis

is useful for separating deposits of widely different age and source

area. The effects of soil genesis are discernable and the interpreta-

tion of grain morphologies adds to the understanding of the geologic

history of a particular deposit and its associated geomorphic surface.
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3.7. Soil Trace Element Chemistry by Instrumental

Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA)

3.71. Introduction

Previous authors (Borchardt, 1970; Dudas, 1973) used INAA to

demonstrate the presence of discontinuities in soils derived from

Mazama Ash. Data presented by Flanagan (1967) indicate that igneous

rocks of differing mineralogy have different Rare Earth Element (REE)

suites. Soils derived from rocks of different lithologies should

inherit a REE composition similar to the composition of their parent

materials.

The surficial dark brown silts at Elkins Road Watershed may repre-

sent younger sediments mantling an older landscape. It was hypothesized

that the REE composition of this presumably younger material would dif-

fer from the underlying paleosol or bedrock. REE composition might

also be a useful property for correlating deposits or suggesting sedi-

ment source area lithology. An experiment was conducted with the aid

of R.A. Schmidt and Vern Smith of the Oregon State University Radiation

Center to test these hypotheses.

3.72. Methods

Soil samples were oven dried and ground to fine power using a

glazed diamonite mortar and pestle. About one gram of dried soil pow-

der was then sealed into one cubic centimeter polyvials. Sample

weights were recorded to 0.0001g. Samples and standards were irradiated

in the Oregon State University TRIGA reactor for one megawatt hour. The

method of Gordon et al., (1968) for gamma-ray spectroscopy was used in

this experiment. Samples were counted with a 60 cc Ge(Li) Drift detec-

tor having 15% efficiency coupled to a Nuclear Data 2048 channel analyzer.
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Samarium was counted after six days decay time. All other elements

were counted after 11 days. Count data were transferred to magnetic

tape and sample composition was calculated using the Q.S.U. 0S3 com-

puter program developed by Borchardt (1970).

3.73. Results and Discussion

Informaton regarding sample location, depth, and sample number

is presented in Table 6. REE composition and trace element chemistry

of the samples are listed in Table 7. Elemental ratios, calculated

to compare samples from different soil horizons to determine the effect

of soil genesis, are listed in Table 8.

The results of INAA investigations suggest that there is consider-

able compositional variability from sample to sample. Samples from

the Greenback Member (Sx-1, Sx-37, Sx-38, and Sx-39) show a range of

23.6 ppm for La, 56.4 ppm for Ce, and 437.3 ppm for Ba. Although the

sample size is very small, the results tend to support X-ray spectrog-

raphic analysis results, which also suggested a lack of compositional

uniformity in Greenback samples.

Samples from the paleosol B2t horizon taken from two different

locations (samples Sx-9 and Sx-25) show most similar REE composition.

Profile morphologies of each of these sample sites (Appendix 1) sug-

gest that they were developed in similar beds of the Spencer formation,

characterized by laminated silty sandstone. The compositional uni-

formity of these two samples may be inherited from the parent material,

or it may reflect soil genetic processes associated with the paleosol

B horizon. Interpretation of the data is tenuous due to the small

number of samples analyzed.
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Table 6: Sample number, profile, and depth of INAA samples from
Elkins Road Watershed.

Sample No. Profile
Depth
cm

Sx-1 E2T1 5-15

Sx-9 E2T1 81-89

Sx-168 E2T1 140-150

Sx-19 E2H3 7-17

Sx-25 E2H3 64-72

Sx-33 E2H3 148-157

Sx-36 Spencer Quarry on old Rt. 99

Sx-37 E4G5 22-50

Sx-38 E4G8 30-50

Sx-39 Greenback Member from Irish
Bent type section 20-30



Table 7: REE and trace element composition of samples from Elkins Road Watershed by INAA. Values

are ppm except where otherwise noted.

Element
Sample No.

Sx-1 Sx-9 Sx-16 Sx-19 Sx-25 Sx-33 Sx-36 Sx-37 Sx-38 Sx-39

La 60.4 44.5 52.5 54.8 50.1 77.1 46.7 36.8 44.9 42.1

Ce 120.4 101.5 111.2 114.0 100.0 173.6 77.2 64.0 76.5 96.1

Nd 36.9 25.1 32.1 33.6 45.0 38.9

Sm 6.6 5.9 5.7 6.0 5.5 9.1 5.0 4.5 11.7 8.4

Eu 2.1 1.8 1.9 2.1 1.6 2.1 2.4 2.3 2.8 2.1

Tb 1.2 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.4 0.8 1.0 1.6 1.0

Yb 5.6 4.2 4.1 4.9 4.1 7.5 2.8 4.0 4.6 3.5

Lu 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.3 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.6

Sc 20.3 22.6 28.2 15.2 24.8 26.2 11.2 22.1 23.3 15.2

Hf 18.5 14.9 35.7 9.8 10.0 9.8 8.1

Ta 2.1 1.3 1.4 1.7 1.9 3.3 1.0 1.5 1.3 1.3

Rb 175.2 125.2 164.7 163.3 135.0 117.8 123.0 100.4 113.6 151.7

Ba 1008.1 759.5 815.9 985.6 643.1 852.0 1090.5 596.8 570.8 799.4

Co 27.8 32.9 10.4 13.4 7.1 4.9 4.5 22.3 23.5 36.6

U 3.9 3.3 3.1 3.6 3.6 6.7 1.9 2.2 2.0 2.1

Th 18.3 14.5 15.5 17.2 21.4 42.2 12.4 8.9 9.8 10.8

Fe
2
0
3
% 8.33 9.45 11.88 5.32 8.93 11.69 2.58 8.69 8.55 6.56

Na
2
0% 1.67 1.22 1.20 1.05 0.56 0.98 4.29 0.90 0.90 1.78
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Table 8: Elemental ratios of INAA samples from Elkins Road Watershed.

Sample Na/Fe Na/Co La/Sm Sc/Fe Th/Sm Sc/Co

Sx-1 0.20 0.06 9.11 2.44 2.76 0.73

Sx-9 0.13 0.037 7.54 2.39 2.45 0.69

Sx-16 0.10 0.116 9.19 2.37 2.70 2.72

Sx-19 0.20 0.078 9.11 2.85 2.86 1.13

Sx-25 0.06 0.079 9.05 2.78 3.86 3.52

Sx-33 0.08 0.202 8.47 2.24 4.64 5.38

Sx-36 1.67 0.951 9.31 4.33 2.47 2.47

Sx-37 0.10 0.040 8.19 2.54 1.98 0.99

Sx-38 0.11 0.038 3.84 2.73 0.84 0.99'

Sx-39 0.27 0.049 5.03 2.32 1.29 0.42
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Spencer Formation samples (Sx-16, Sx-33, and Sx-36) show consider-

able compositional variability. This variability is probably related

to mineralogical variations associated with different beds of the

Spencer Formation.

Borchardt (1970) indicates that comparison of elemental ratios

of samples from different deposits can suggest similarities between

deposits. He suggests that the Na/Fe and Na/Co ratios are very sensitive

to weathering. Low values indicate leaching of a sample and high values

suggest a lack of weathering and leaching. He also suggests that La/Sm,

Sc/Fe, Th/Sm, and Sc/Co ratios are not as sensitive to weathering and

tend to remain constant through moderate weathering. Following these

criteria, elemental ratios were calculated for the samples analyzed

and compared to determine if differences existed which would be related

to differences in the state of weathering of the samples. Comparison

is limited to vertical changes in two profiles, E2T1 and E2H3.

Profile E2T1 has elemental ratios that are in every case higher

in the A horizon than in the underlying B horizon. The Na/Fe and Na/Co

ratios of the soil from the Greenback Member are nearly twice as large

as the ratios from the paleosol. The variation between the Greenback

Member and the paleosol is less when the La/Sm, Sc/Fe, Th/Sm, and Sc/Co

ratios are compared, with higher ratios common in the Greenback. This

pattern suggests that the Greenback sample is less weathered than the

paleosol sample, since its ratios are higher relative to the underlying

deposit. It may also suggest an inherited compositional difference due

to differences in parent material. Separation of these two different

possibilities is limited by the small sample size. Other data pre-

sented in this chapter suggest that the Greenback Member is a deposit
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of mixed provenance which has undergone little chemical modification

since deposition. The data provided by INAA tend to support this

conclusion.

Data from profile E2H3 contrast with profile E2T1 in that the

elemental ratios suggest the possibility that the A horizon is more

weathered than the B horizon. The ratios indicative of moderate weather-

ing show lower Th/Sm and Sc/Co values in the A horizon, and La/Sm and

Sc/Fe ratios are very close. The elemental ratios do not show a con-

sistent pattern as is the case in profile E2T1. The addition of recent

material to the surface of profile E2H3 could have altered the composi-

tion of the A horizon. X-ray spectrographic analyses suggest the pos-

sibility of mica additions to the surface horizon of this profile, in

that the percent potassium is unusually high. The addition of silt

sized particles of loessial origin, blown up from the Willamette Valley

floor could rejuvenate the A horizon chemically. Such contamination

may be the cause of the inconsistent elemental ratios in profile E2H3.

3.74. Conclusion

Initially it was hoped that INAA might show that the Greenback

Member had a compositional uniformity over its range of occurrence

that would permit absolute identification of this deposit on different

geomorphic surfaces. The few samples investigated quickly indicated

that this depositional unit was characterized by a lack of chemical

uniformity from site to site on the watershed, suggesting that absolute

REE composition might not be a useful fingerprint for the sediments.

The depth distribution of REE at a particular profile and the compari-

son of elemental ratios are useful for distinguishing chemical changes

across soil discontinuities. Future investigations of this type should
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use a greater number of samples taken on an incremental basis to better

document chemical trends as a function of depth. The comparison of a

relict soil profile (E2H3) with a profile from the Dolph unit (E2T1)

suggests that the lower profile on the Dolph surface is characterized

by possibly less weathered materials in the surface horizon. These

materials represent the Greenback Member. Test results suggest that

the Greenback Member is different compositionally from the underlying

paleosol although further interpretation is limited by the small number

of samples analyzed.

3.8. Overall Conclusions and Postlude to the

Geomorphology of Elkins Road Watershed

The physical, mineralogical, and chemical properties of the various

stratigraphic units at Elkins Road Watershed were investigated by a

variety of methods. Of the six different analyses performed, the re-

sults of each analysis either support or suggest the presence of a major

soil discontinuity between the Greenback Member and the Elkins Road

Paleosol (Table ,9). The data supports the positioning of this discon-

tinuity at about 70 cm over most of the Dolph surface, as indicated by

field stratigraphic observation.

The data gathered by these different analyses show that the

Greenback Member is composed of a mixture of sediment of at least two

different provenances. One source area is the Elkins Road Paleosol

and underlying Spencer Formation on the watershed. Another source

area is the Irish Bend Member on the Willamette Valley floor. Materials

from these different deposits were mixed and deposited as an uphill

thinning unit over the paleo-landscape at Elkins Road Watershed. The

presence of Irish Bend-like materials in the Greenback Member above the
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Table 9: Comparison of the results of the different analytical
procedures used to determine the presence of lithologic
discontinuities in the soils at Elkins Road Watershed.
X indicates how the results are classified.

Analysis Supportive Suggestive Non-supportive

Particle
size analysis

Optical
mineralogy X

Clay mineralogy X

Bulk chemistry X

SEM analysis X

INAA X

X
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zero edge of the Irish Bend Member suggests that these materials were

somehow carried up onto the higher elevations. Loessal origin is

excluded by the presence of cobbles and boulders in the Greenback

Member on the watershed. The possibility that the Greenback Member

could be in large part pedisediment is also excluded by the uphill

presence of Irish Bend-like materials and erratic boulders. Stone

lines are also absent from the boundary of the Greenback Member with

the Elkins Road Paleosol, where they would normally be expected if the

Greenback sediment was a pedisediment. Deposition of the Greenback

Member apparently coincides with the occurrence of the Missoula Flood

in the Willamette Valley about 13,000 years ago. As flood waters

entered the Willamette Valley, materials were eroded from the valley

floor and carried up onto the foothills where they were mixed with

materials eroded along the shoreline of this last Pleistocene lake.

Coarser materials were first deposited, and the sediment was winnowed

as lake water receded, carrying fine particles to lower elevations.

This depositional mechanism best explains the data from the various

analyses made at Elkins Road Watershed.

The results of the investigations discussed in this chapter also

suggest the provenance of the materials of the Irish Bend Member.

Clay mineralogy suggests that the sediments are similar to the modern

suspended sediment load of the Columbia River and the clays of the

Astoria Fan (Russell, 1967). SEM investigations suggest active glacia-

tion in the original source area of the Irish Bend Member. Glenn

(1965) thought that the "Willamette Silt" was derived from sediments

of the Columbia River provenance brought into the Willamette Valley

by glacial flooding on the Columbia River. When Glenn's data are
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re-evaluated after careful screening of his data to exclude samples

from younger geomorphic surfaces, a Columbia River source is still

indicated.

While Glenn (1965) suggests that Coast Range streams could have

supplied some of the more abundant heavy minerals in the Willamette

Silt, he concludes that the heavy mineral ratios are improper for a

Coast Range source. SEM analyses tend to exclude the Coast Range as

a prolific source of sediment on the basis of the glacial character

of the quartz sand grains. Evidence of active glaciation in the Coast

Range during the middle and late Pliestocene is limited and probably

would not have resulted in the great volume of sediment that occurs in

the Willamette Valley. While the Cascades were actively glaciated

during the period of time represented by the Irish Bend sdeiments,

Glenn's mineralogical data and the abundant mica of the Irish Bend

Member exclude this provenance.

The possibility that the Irish Bend silts were derived from

"complete reworking" of the pale gray silts on the Dolph surface as

suggested by Balster and Parsons (1969) is also eliminated, since it

has been shown in this chapter that the pale gray silts represent

the Greenback Member and are in part derived from the Irish Bend

Member.

Combining the results of clay mineral and SEM analyses with the

reworked data presented by Glenn (1965) indicates that the Irish Bend

sediment was most likely of Columbia River provenance. Sediment de-

rived from glacial outwash, drift, and possibly loess was eroded from

areas of the Columbia Plateau by gigantic glacial floods on the Columbia

River and deposited in the Willamette Valley as lacustrine sediment.
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About the margins of the Willamette Valley near the zero edge of the

Irish Bend Member a facies change occurs where the sediment of Columbia

River origin is mixed with locally derived sediment of the foothills.

This facies change is evident on the Bethel surface at Elkins Road and

shows as an increasing component of 1:1 clay and Spencer-like sand grain

morphologies. The location of this nearshore facies in the Irish Bend

Member and the presence of other shoreline features discussed in Chapter

II suggests that the dominant shoreline of the Irish Bend age lake lay

between 86 and 75 m.

The results of the investigations presented in this chapter show

the usefulness of detailed mineralogical and chemical analyses in solv-

ing soil geomorphic problems. In the past, improper conclusions have

been made by relying solely on stratigraphic and soil morphologic ob-

servations. Much of the confusion concerning the origin of the sedi

ments underlying the Calapooyia, Senecal, Bethel, and Dolph surfaces

can be eliminated when investigations similar to those performed in

this chapter accompany stratigraphic observations. In addition,

genetic information may be obtained that increases the understanding

of the geomorphic history of the area in question.
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APPENDIX IA

SOIL PROFILE DESCRIPTIONS

(Abbreviations available in Appendix IB)



Soil description: Profile E2H2 (abbreviations from Appendix IB).

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

Ap 0-31 10YR 6/5 10YR 3/3 sil 2tgr vh, ss, sp pH 5.5; as

7.5YR 6/5

Blt 31-49 7.5YR 5/6 lsil 2m, fsbk vh, s, sp 1 n (7.5YR 4/4) pf
(vert & hor), po; 2 mk
(10YR 3/3), coprogenous
material in pores;
pH 5.4; gs

821t 49-69 10YR 4/6 lsicl 2msbk h, vfi, s, 2 n (7.5YR 4/4) pf

with p (vert & hor), po; 2 mk

7.5YR 6.8 (10YR 3/3), coprogenous

in thin material in pores; 12d

bands 10YR 7/4 & 5YR 5/8
variegation; pH 5.4; cw

B22t 69-91 10YR 4/6 lsicl 2msbk h, vfi, s, 2 mk (7.5YR 4/4) pf

with p (vert & hor), po; 2 mk

10YR 8/8 (10YR 3/3), coprogenous

lamillae material in pores; few
med 7.5YR 6/8 & 7.5YR
2/8 variegAtion & con-
cretions; pH 5.4; cw

B3t 91-105 10YR 5/8 sil lvcabk fi, s, p 3 mk (7.5YR 4/4) pf

with many (vert & hor), po; pH
5.4; as (dipping

7.5YR 6/6 north

2.5YR 3/4



Profile E2H2 (continued)

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

IICrl 105-126 10YR 6/6 sil m with fi, s, p 3 mk (7.5YR 4/4) ff

with many tendency (vert), po, upper 10

variegations cm having sil well

and 1-10mm indurated (2.5YR 3/4),

bands of 2-10 mm hard, irregular

7.5YR 5/8 but nearly continuous,

10YR 4/4 11 to dip; pH 5.3; cs

2.5YR 3/4 dipping north

Soil description: Profile E2H3

Ap 0-24 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/3 sil 2 csbk-, sh, ss, sp trace angular, fresh
3 m, fgr basalt g; pH 5.4; aw

A3 24-42 7.5YR 4/4 sil 1 mpr h, ss, sp cmn ctgs (mk) of
3 m, fsbk coprogenous mat'l (10YR

3/2) in pores; trace
angular, fresh basalt g;
pH 5.3; cs

IIBlt 42-56 7.5YR 4/4 bsil 1 mpr-* h, ss, sp 2 npf (vert & hor) po,

7.5YR 4/6 3 msbk (y.SYR 4/4); trace
black fg & s size con-
cretions; few mk ctgs,
coprogenous mat'l in
pores; color ch. 7.5YR
4/4 rubbed; pH 5.3; cs

C.



Profile E2H3 (continued)

Horizon
Depth
cm

Color
dry moist Texture Structure Consistence

II821t 56-72 7.5YR 5/6 lsicl 1 mpr--0- vfi, ss, sp
3 msbk

IIB22t 72-105 7.5YR 5/4 lsicl 1 cpr vfi, ss, sp
2 csbk->
3 msbk

IIB3t 105-139 2.5YR 2/4&
7.5YR 5/8
in thin
(2-5 mm)
laminae

sil m (lami-
nated),
parting
along
bedding
planes &
scattered
vertical
cracks

fi, ss, sp

Other

3 mk, n pf (vert & hor),
po (7.5YR 4/4); few mk
coprogenous mat'l ctgs
(10YR 3/3) in pores;
color ch. 7.5YR 4/4
rubbed; pH 5.3; cw

4 k pf (vert & hor), po
(7.5YR 4/4 & 7.5YR 4/3);
few mk coprogenous ctgs
(10YR 3/3) in pores;
color ch. 7.5YR 5/6
rubbed; mottles cl, 2d
5YR 5/8 & 10YR 6/6 var;
pH 5.3; ai

1 mk (7.5YR 4/4) on vert
ff in hor. laminae, and
plugging f, of tp; cmn
ctgs, 1-2 cm diam, tend-
ing to be vert & to
laminae, some partially
plugged w/clay films,
all w/k (7.5YR 4/4);
color ch. 2.5YR 6/4
rubbed; mottles f2d 5YR
4/6 var; pH <5.2; cs
dipping north



Profile E2H3 (continued)

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

IICrl 139-148 7.5YR 5/0
5YR 4/6
7.5YR 4/4

IICr2 148-195 7.5YR 5/8
5YR 4/6
10YR 5/6
var. in
thin
(1.3 mm)
laminae

IICr3 -195-330

sil m (lami- fi, ss, sp 2 mk, k (7.5YR 4/4) ff
nated) (vert and 11 to bedding);

parting few crotovenas 7.5 cm

on bedding diam. filled w/mat'l
in a few resembling sfc horizons;
areas mottles f2d, 10YR 7/4,

5YR 6/2, var; color ch's
7.5YR 5/6 rubbed; pH
<5.2; cs dipping north

vfsl m (lami-
nated)
parting
along
bedding
planes

fr, ns, np Upper few cm has well
indurated 2-10 mm con-
tinuous bands 11 to dip
(2.5YR 3/4); 1 mk (7.5
YR 4/4) on vert. frac-
tures, po, generally
much smaller than po;
color ch's 7.5YR 5/8
rubbed

10YR 6/6 sil Hand augered
7.5YR 5/8
10YR 7/1



Soil description: Profile E2H4

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

Ap 0-13 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/3 sil 2f, vfsbk h, ss, sp fine powdered charcoal
dispersed & mixed in
horizon; mottles f/d
5YR 5/8 and 2.5YR
5/6 burn spots; color
ch's 10YR 3/3 rubbed;
pH 5.2; cs

Al2 13-34 10YR 3/3 1 1 csbk÷ fi, ss, ps f/d 5YR 5/8 mottles,
2m, fsbk fl, 2, 3d 2.5YR 5/6;

colorch's 10YR 3/3
rubbed; pH 5.3; aw

B2 34-61 10YR 4/4 sil 2msbk fi, ss, ps of 1, 2d black concre-
tions & ctgs; In 10YR
5/3 silt ctgs po; c2d
2.5YR 5/6 mottles;
color ch's 10YR 4/4;
pH 5.4; cw

A'2 61-91 2.5YR 5/2 1 2msbk vfi, ss, ps, fld black concretions;
sw brittle 3mk po 10YR 5/3; lnpf

10YR 5/3 silt ctgs;
c2d 7.5YR 5/6 mottles;
color ch's 10YR 4/3
rubbed; pH 5.6; gw



Profile E2H4 (continued)

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

IIB'x 91-146 10YR 4/4 1 2msbk fi, ss, ps, fld black concretions
brittle w/1-2 mm 5YR 3/4 outer

rims; 3mkpo 1OYR 5/3,
2npf 10YR 5/3 silt
ctgs; vert. streaks 7.5
YR 6/0 @ -40 cm inter-
vals, more or less con-
tinuous from top to
bottom of horizon, 2-7
mm thick bounded both
sides by 7.5YR 5/6 zone,
2-7 mm thick; c2d mottles
2.5YR 7.2, cld 2.5YR 5/6;
color ch's 10YR 4/4;
pH 5.7; gw

IIIB"2 145-171 10YR 5/4 1 2msbk fi, ss, ps f2d black concretions;
lmkpo 10YR 5/3; 2mk po,
pf silt ctgs 10YR 5/3;
c2d 2.5YR 7/2, cld 2.5
YR 5/6 mottles; color
ch's 10YR 4/3 rubbed;
pH 5.7; gw

IIIB"3 171-200 1OYR 4/4 1 lcsbk fi, ss, po f2d concretions 1OYR 2/1
w/5YR 3/4 rims, distinct
outer boundary; 2mkpo
10YR 5/3 silt ctgs& clay
films; c2d 7.5YR 5/8 m2d
10YR 6/2 mottles; color
ch's 2.5YR 4/4 rubbed;
pH 5.7; cw



Profile E2H4 (continued)

Horizon
Depth
cm

Color
dry moist Texture Structure Consistence

IVCrl 200-215

215-243

2.5 YR 5/6
&10YR 8/1
in alter-
nating
laminae

10YR 4/4
7.5YR 5/8
10YR 6/1
w/minor
5YR 4/6

1

1

m w/slight
tendency to
part on hor.
bedding
planes

fi, so, po

vh, so, po

Soil description: Profile E2H5

Ap

Blt

0-22

22-34

10YR 6/3
10YR 7/5

10YR 3/3

7.5YR 5/6

sil

sil

3f, msbk

lmpr÷
3msbk

vh, ss, ps

vh, ss, ps

Other

thinly bedded-laminated
very fine grained ss &
si-s; abundant mica;
color ch's 7.5YR 5/6
rubbed; pH 5.7; cw

augered under water;
thinly laminated
(laminae 1-10 mm thick),
moist but not wet, wi/
cl fine micaceous ss;
pH 5.6

fld 7.5YR 5/6 varigations
(relics?); pH 5.6; as

3mk coprogenous mat'l
(7.5YR 3/2) po, pf; 2mk
5YR 4/4 pf (vert&hor),
po; fl, 2d 5YR 5/8 vari-
gations (relics?);
color ch's 7.5YR 4/4
rubbed; pH 5.6; cw



Profile E2H5 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

B2t 34-50 7.5YR 5/6 sicl

3msbk
h, ss, p tongues protruding down

from this horizon thru
horizons below 40-100
cm apart, extending as
deeply as 85 cm below
sfc; lmpr-t2msbk in
tongues; 4k, mk 5YR
4/4 pf (vert & hor), po,
sw less pronounced and
less red in tongues;
2mk coprogenous mat'l
7.5YR 3/2 po; trace of
fine, 'dark red, soft
concretions; c2d 5YR
5/8, 1OYR 6/3 variega-
tions; color ch's
7.5YR 4/4 rubbed; pH
5.6; ci

IIB3t 50-68 7.5YR 5/8 sicl lcpr-+ fi, ss, ps 3mk pf (vert & hor), po
&10YR 6/3 lcsbk 5YR 4/6; 2mk coprogenous

mat'] 7.5YR 3/2 po; color
ch's 1OYR 5/4 rubbed;
pH 5.5; cs-b dipping
north



Profile E2H5 (continued)

Horizon
Depth
cm

Color
dry moist Texture Structure Consistence

IICrl 68-80 10YR 5/4 sil m w/slight
tendency
to part on
hor. bed-
ding planes;
few widely

fi, ss, ps

(20-40 cm)
separated
vert. ff's

IICr2 80-87 7.5YR 5/8
&5YR 5/8
w/lesser
2.5YR 6/4
all in 2-
12 mm hor.
bands

1 m w/slight
tendency
to part on
hor. bed-
ding planes;
occasional
(20-60 cm
separated)
vert. ff's
extending
through
horizon

fi, ss, ps

IICr3 87-112 5YR 6/2
2.5YR 5/4
7.5YR 5/8
in 0.1-5
cm laminae

sil m w/tenden-
cy to part
along hor.
bedding
planes,
occasional

fi, ss, ps

(20-60 cm
separated)
vert. ff

Other

3mk clay films & silt
ctgs (10YR 5/4) on vert
ff's; 3mkpc (7.5YR 4/6);
cld 7.5YR 5/8, c2d 10YR
5/8; c2d 2.5YR 6/4
mottles; pH 5.4; as-f
dipping north

having 2 to 4 hor bands,
5-10 mm thick each, 2.5
YR 3/6, vfi & sw cemented
rel. to surrounding
layers; 3npo 7.5YR 4/6;
3n silt ctgs & lesser
clay films (10YR 5/4)
ff; pH 5.4; as-f dipping
north

2npo (7.5YR 4/6); 3n
silt ctgs & lesser
clay films (10YR 5/4)
ff; pH 5.2; gs



Profile E2H5 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

IICr4 112-200 5YR 6/2 1 m w/ ten- fr, ss, ps occasional (5-20 cm
2.5YR 5/4 dency to apart), 1-5 mm thick
7.5YR 5/8 part "Fe-pan" (2.5YR 3/4)
in 0.1- along hor. bands parallel to bed-
5 cm laminae bedding ding, usually but not

planes always continuous;
grayer colors dominating
more below -140 cm; bed-
ding planes parallel
except for some irre-
gularities giving a
slightly undulatory
appearance to some beds;
between 160 & 200 cm,
few 1-10 mm thick 7.5YR
2/0 laminae (Mn?) more
or less continuous hori-
zontally, and inter-
connected by vertical
veins; pH 5.2



Profile E2H5 (continued)

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

200-335 varying
vertically
1, vfsl,
sil

Hand augered; colors
similar to 112-200 cm
horizon, but becoming
even more dominated by
grayer colors w/depth,
particularly below
-315 cm, where color
becomes 5YR 5/1 (cl,
2p 7.5YR 5/8); darkens
to 5YR 4/1 (fl, 2p
7.5YR 5/8) @ -230 cm;
also sw better indurated
at this depth; perching
difficult to assess w/
auger; some layers
seem wet, others moist;
apparently a series of
perched water tables
over relatively dense
and/or well



Soil description:

Depth
Horizon cm

Profile E3H1

Color
dry moist Texture Structure Consistence'

Ap 0-22 10YR 6/3 10YR 7/2 hsil 3f, msbk h, ss, ps

A3 22-59 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/2 hsil 2cpr± h, ss, ps
2fpr&
2msbk

A2 59-76 2.5YR 6/2 10YR 4/2 hsil 2f, msbk h, ss, ps

Other

trace of fg-size, rounded
black concretions; color
ch's 10YR 3/2 rubbed;
pH 5.4; as

more roots along vert.
fracture planes; few fg-
size, rounded, black
concretions; c2d 7.5YR
5/6, f2d 2.5YR 3/4
mottles; color ch's 10
YR 3/2 rubbed; pH 5.4;
cw

many fg-size, rounded,
spherical or irregular,
black and 2.5YR 2.5/2
hard and soft concre-
tions; c2f 10YR 3/3,
c2d 7.5YR 5/6, f2d
5YR 5/8 mottles; color
ch's 10YR 3/3 rubbed;
pH 5.8; as

C
4



Profile E3H1 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

IIBlt 76-96 10YR 6/3 10YR 4/2 1 lmsbk
(almost
massive)

II821t 96-123 10YR 4/3 cl

vh, ss, ps lnpf & on occasional
fracture faces (2.5YR
4/2); very dense in
places; 2.5YR 5/2 m
(2.5YR 7/2 d) "mottles"
are distinctive, appear
to be ghosts or relics;
common fg-size, rounded,
spherical or irregular,
black and 2.5YR 2.5/2,
hard and soft concre-
tions; 31f 2.5YR 5/2,
c2d 5YR 5/8 & 7.5YR 5/8
mottles; color ch's
10YR 4/3 rubbed; pH 6.2;
gw

lmsbk± vfi, ss, ps 3mkpf-3.4mkpf at lower

2mpr- depth (2.5YR 4/2); few
in lower fg & s size, rounded,
part of spherical or irregular,
horizon, black and 2.5YR 2.5/2
-0-2-3msbk hard and soft concre-

tions; 2.5YR 5/2 "mottles"
(2.5YR 7/2 d) are dis-
tinctive, appear to be
ghosts or relics; 31f
2.5YR 5/2, cld 10YR 5/8,
c2d 5YR 5/8 & 7.5YR 5/8
mottles; color ch's
10YR 4/4 rubbed; pH 6.6;
gs



Profile E3H1 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

IIB22t 123-185 10YR 4/2 vfi, s, p 3-4mkpf (may be pressure
2msbk faces of prisms, on vert
w/ & hor faces, 4-3mkpose
2mabk (2.5YR 4/2); trace of s
in lower & fg size, black & dark
part brown, rounded concre-

tions; f1,2d 2.5YR 5/2,
c2d 7.5YR 5/8, f2d
5YR 5/8 mottles; color
ch's 10YR 3/3 rubbed;
pH 6.6

IIC1 185-270 10YR 4/2

II1C2 270-315 10YR 4/2

fi, s, p

fi, s, p

trace of s & fg size,
black & dark brown ctgs
& concretions (auger);
c2d 7.5YR 5/8, c3d
2.5YR 5/2, f2d 5YR 5/8
mottles; color ch's
10YR 4/2 rubbed; pH
6.6

few s & fg size, black
& dark brown ctgs &
concretions (auger);
c2d 7.5YR 5/8, fld 5YR
5/8, c2d 5YR 5/1 mottles;
pH 6.6



Profile E3H1

Horizon

(continued)

Depth Color
cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence

IVC3 315-338 2.5YR 4/2 fi, s, p

Profile E2T1

Ap

Al2

131

0-20

20-28

28-42

10YR 6/3

10YR 6/3

10YR 5/4

10YR 3/3

10YR 3/3

sil

sil

sil

weak, fine
granular

weak
struct,
massive

mod. fine,
subang,
blocky

friable,
hard, sp,
ss

very hard,
s, p

firm,

s, p

Other

common fine to coarse
black & dark brown ctgs;
2mkpo (10YR 3/1); vfld
N 6/0, fld 7.5YR 5/8,
fld 5YR 5/8 mottles;
pH 6.8

straw accumulation;
pH 5.4; as

roots concreted along
fracture faces & in
larger tubular pores;
plow pan; pH 5.4; gs

discontinuous silt coats
in mod. tubular pores,
trace of angular (x3 cm)
channers, unweathered,
gray, aphanite; pH 5.4;
gs



Profile E2T1 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

B2 42-62 10YR 5/6 10YR 4/4 sil weak, fine firm, few distinct, black
10YR 6/4 subang, s, p concretions discon-
varigations blocky tinuous silt coats in

med. tubular pores;
increase toward bottom
of horizon; pH 5.6; cs

A'2 62-72 10YR 7/2
10YR 5/4
ped
interiors

IIB21tb 72-88

light
sicl

weak, fine loose,
subang, friable,
blocky hard,

ss, sp

peds coated w/light
10YR 7/2 d silt;
interiors darker 10YR
5/4 d; silt can be
blown off dry peds;
many 2-5 mm diam black
concretions; very few
thin clay skins (10YR
4/4) in tubular pores
& underlying silt coats
on ped surfaces; pH
5.5; aw

7.5YR 4/4 sicl strong, ext. firm, continuous, med thick
with med. s, sp clay skim 7.5YR 4/4 on
7.5YR 5/8 prismatic, ped surface & vert prism
intervals parting faces; thick clay skins

to strong in pores, 7.5YR 4/4;
med & fine common black 2-5 mm diam
subang, concretions; black stains
blocky on prism faces between

peds; pH 5.6; cs



Profile E2T1 (continued)

Horizon
Depth Color
cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

IIB22tb 88-135 7.5YR 4/4
on prism
faces,
variegated
10YR 6/6 &
10YR 6/4
ped
interiors

IIC1 135-150

sicl

variegated sil

2.5YR 7.6&
7.5YR 7/2

mod. med.
prismatic,
parting to
strong med
subang,
blocky

very hard,
s, p

parts very firm,
along ss, sp
horizontal
bedding
of strata

10YR 4/4 moderately
thick clay skins on ped
faces & in tubular
pores; ped faces are
darker than ped inte-
riors (7.5YR 4/4 vs.
10YR 6/6), few dendritic
black strains on prism
faces, few small black
concretions; pH 5.8;
abrupt irregular 117-
140 cm

area where pores found
are clayey & gray in
color (chroma = 2),
when broken along this
horizontal surface, a
dendritic mat of very
fine pores is found, at
150 cm, a 4 mm thick
black iron pan is pre-
sent; it is continuous
along the lower boun-
dary; pH 5.8; as



Profile E2T1

Horizon

(continued)

Depth Color
cm dry moist Texture Structure

IIC2 150-160 2.5YR 7/6
7.5YR 7/2

1 horizontal
bedded

Profile E2T2

Ap 0-19 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/3 sil lmsbk-

Al2 19-26 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/2 sil 2mabk±
10YR 3/3 2vfsbk

A3 26-47 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/3 sil 2fsbk.+

10YR 3/2

IIB1 47-57 10YR 3/3 hsil 2msbk
10YR 4/4

Consistence Other

very firm, weathered silt stone
ss, sp w/pockets of 5YR 6/8

weathered sandstone
which is also laminated
but lacks parting
characteristic of
silt stone

h, fr, s, p v/fd 7.5YR 5/8 mottles;
pH 5.3; as

h, fr, s, p v/fd 7.5YR 5/8 mottles;
color ch's 10YR 3/3
rubbed; pH 5.4; cs

sh, fr, s, p color ch's 10YR 3/3 m
rubbed; pH 5.6; as

h, fr, ss, p few thin 10YR 3/2 ctgs
in pores and on ped
faces; trace of sand-
size black concretions
or wxd rk fragments;
pH 5.8; cw



Profile E2T2 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

II821t 57-82 1OYR 4/4 hsil 2msbk fr, s, p few thin 10YR 4/4 clay
films & silt ctgs in
pores & on ped faces;
trace of cs or g size
concretions or wxd rk
fragments, mostly black
or black w/black or
strong brown interiors
when crushed; fld 7.5YR
2/0 black stains; flf
7.5YR 5/8 in lowermost
5 cm of horizon; color
ch's 1OYR 4/4 rubbed;
pH 5.8; aw

IIIB22t 82-101 10YR 4/4 sicl 2cpr-)-

2msbk
fi, s, p many mod, thick sil

ctgs on prism faces;
many moderately thick
clay films (10YR 4/4)
on ped faces and in
pores; trace of fine
pebbles & concretions;
fld 7.5YR 5/8, 7.5YR
2/0 mottles & stains;
color ch's 10YR 4/4
rubbed; pH 5.8; aw



Profile E2T2 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

1111323t 101-145 10YR 4/3 hsicl 2cpr+
lmabk

fi, s, p few mod. thick silt ctgs
on prism faces; continu-
ous mod. thick clay
films on ped faces & in
pores (10YR 4/3 & 4/4);
trace of wxd g & fine
concretions; trace of g
& fg, subang & ang hard
pebbles; cld 10YR 5/6,
5YR 7/3, 2.5YR 2/0,
7.5YR 5/8 mottles &
stains; color ch's
10YR 4/4 rubbed; pH
6.1

Profile E4T1

Ap 0-25 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/3 sil 2f, vfsbk

Al2 25-34 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/2 sil 2msbk
10YR 7/4 10YR 4/4

A3 34-57 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/2 hsil 2msbk
10YR 7/4 10YR 4/4

vh, fi, s, pH 5.6; as
sp

vh, fi, s, color changes 10YR 3/3
sp m rubbed; pH 5.8; cs

vh, fi, s, p trace of -1 cm diam.
subrounded pebbles,
chert, agate; color
ch's 10YR 3/2m rubbed;
pH 5.8; cw



Profile E4T1 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

Bl 57-70 10YR 7/4 10YR 3/3 hsil 2m, fsbk h, fi, s, p color changes 10YR 4/4m
10YR 6/3 10YR 4/4 rubbed; pH 5.8; cw

IIB2lt 70-81 10YR 5/6 cl 2 msbk h, fi, s, p sand subang.to mod well
rounded; mostly light
colored, but some dark,
very few thin (7.5YR
5/6) clay films in
pores and on ped face;
lfd 7.5YR 5/8 variega-
tions; color ch's
10YR 5/6 rubbed; pH
5.8; cw

IIB22t 8192 10YR 5/6 cl 2 msbk h, fi, s, p sand subang to mod well
rounded, mostly light
colored, but some dark;
few mod thick (7.5YR 5/6)
clay films on ped faces
and in pores; clf 7.5YR
5/6 variegations color
ch's 10YR 5/6 rubbed;
pH 5.8; cw



Profile E4T1 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

IIB23t 92-102 1OYR 5/4 hcl 2mabk h, fi, s, p trace of well rounded,
mod spherical-mod wxd
fine pebbles; sand
grains similar in
shape & lithology;
trace of black/strong
brown irregularly-
shaped pebble-size
concretions; many mod
thick clay films (7.5
YR 4/4) on ped faces
and in pores; c2d
7.5YR 5/8 varigations;
color ch's 10YR 5/6
rubbed; pH 5.8; as

IIIB3t 102-108 2.5YR 4/4 c m with fi, s, vp many mod thick 10YR 5/4
1OYR 5/6 occasional clay films on fracture

nearly faces; c2d 7.5YR 5/8,
vertical f2d 5YR 6/2 mottles;
fracture color ch's 10YR 5/4
faces rubbed; pH 5.8; cs



Profile E4T1 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

IIIC 108-151 2.5YR 5/2 m fi, s, vp common bands (7.5YR 5/8)
in roughly horizontal
arrangement, 0.5-2 cm
thick & 3-15 cm apart;
few thin clay films
(5YR 6/2) on fracture
faces; c2f 5YR 5/2,
c3d 10YR 5/6, c2d
7.5YR 5/8 mottles;
color ch's 2.5YR 5/4
rubbed; pH 5.8

Profile E4T2

Ap 0-18 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/2 sil 2fsbk h, ss, sp pH 5.3; as

Al2 18-25 10YR 3/3 hsil lmsbk vh, s, p plow pan; larger pores
commonly having accumu-
lations of coprogenous
mat'l (dark and bridged
together by 10YR 3/2
ctgs); pH 5.5; cw



Profile E4T2 (continued)

Horizon
Depth
cm

Color
dry moist Texture Structure Consistence

A3 18-50 10YR 3/3 hsil 2m, fsbk fi, s, p, vh

IIBlt 50-66 10YR 5/4 sicl 2msbk fi, s, p

IIB2t 66-95 10YR 5/6 lsic lcpr+ fi, ss, p
2msbk

Other

larger pores commonly
having accumulations
of coprogenous mat'l
(dark and bridged to-
gether by 10YR 3/2
ctgs); color ch;s 10YR
3/2 ctgs in tp & on
-50% of pf; pH 5.5; cw

many 10YR 3/3 mod thick
clay films on ped faces
& in pores; few 10YR
3/2 thick ctgs in
tubular pores & on
ped faces; trace of
1-10 mm rounded &
subang mod spherical
g; cld 2.5YR 5/8
mottles; pH 5.4; cw

continuous 10YR 4/4
thick clay films on ped
faces & in pores; common
thick 10YR 3/2 ctgs in
pores; few fine black
(10YR 2/0) ctgs; trace
of s & fg-size tuffaceous
mat'] & cg & k-size
variegated fragments
resembling IIIB3t



Profile E4T2 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

IIB2t (continued) horizon, & hard, buff
colored g
ml, 2d 7.5YR 5/8, fld
2.5YR 6/2 mottles;
pH 5.4; gw

IIIB3t 95-117 5YR 4/6 htl lc, msbk fi, s, p many 10YR 4/4 thick
7.5YR 5/8 clay films on ped
variegated faces & common thick

10YR 3/2 clay films in
pores; -5% wxd fg, well
rounded to subang, mod
spherical, some tuffa-
ceous, the rest beyond
recognition; fld 2.5YR
7.2 mottles; pH 5.4;
cw

IIIC1 117-143 10YR 5/6 1

5YR 5/8
2.5YR 7/4
variegated

m fi, s, sp few fine black ctgs;
highly wxd fg &
mod well rounded, mod
spherical, well graded;
lithology including a
large portion of tuffa-
ceous mat'l; possible
wxd rock (Cr) or sg (C);
-5% hard fg; color ch's
10YR 5/6 rubbed; pH
5.6; as



Profile E4T2 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm, dry moist Texture Structure Consistence Other

IVC2 143-150 7.5YR 5/6
10YR 6/4
variegated

m fi, s, sp few fine black ctgs;
wxd well-graded ss w/
large proportion of
tuffaceous mat'l; color
ch's 1OYR 5/6 rubbed;
pH 5.5; gs

Profile E4G1
Clay films Other

Ap 0-25 10YR 6/3 1OYR 3/3 sil boundary a

B2 25-55 7.5YR 5/6, sicl 3mk pf common s-size black
7.5YR 5/6r concretions; fld 5YR

5/8, 10YR 6/6 variega-
tions; g

1183 55-70 5YR 4/6 sicl 3mk pf, po common s-size black
7.5YR 4/6r concretions; c2d 10YR

6/3, 5YR 5/8 variega-
tions; c

IICrl 70-100 7.5YR 5/6 cl 2nff, po occasional evidence of
bedding; many variega-
tions 7.5YR 2.5/0,
5YR 6/1, lOYT 5/4,
5YR 5/8; g



Profile E4G1 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Clay films Other

IICr2 100-160 2.5YR 6/4 sicl strongly variegatedWith
grayish & reddish colors

IICr3 160-200 2.5YR 7/4 1 common Mn oxide black
ctgs in beds & vert
ff's; strongly varigated
with grayish & reddish
colors

Profile E4G2

Ap 0-20 10YR 3/3 sil boundary c

I1B2 20-45 7.5YR 4/4 sicl 2mk pf common variegations of
reddish & grayish color,
largely soft relics of
ms -*cs; c

IICrl 45-65 7.5YR 5/6 1

5YR 4/6,
7.5YR 5/6r

3mkff & mtpo many fine variegations
10YR 6/6, largely soft
relics of ms -acs; g

IICr2 65-100 7.5YR 4/6 1 very many variegationsof
ms4.cs size soft relics
10YR 7/4; common vari-
gations of red, brown
& gray



Profile E4G3

Horizon
Depth
cm

Color
dry moist Texture Clay films

Ap 0-20 10YR 3/3 sil

IIB2t 20-50 7.5YR 5/6 sicl 3mkpf, po

IICr

Profile E4G4

Ap 0-30 10YR 3/3 sil

A3 30-60 10YR 3/3 sil

B21t 60-75 7.5YR 4/4 sil 2npf, po

IIB22t 75-115 7.5YR 5/6 cl 3mkff, po

IICrl 115-145 10YR 7/1 cl 2mkff, po
10YR 5/4r
7.5YR 5/8r

Other

boundary c

alternating thin & thick
bands of strong brown &
light gray sandstone &
siltstone

boundary a

boundary c

c2dvariegations 7.5YR
5/8, 7.5YR 2/0; c

2f, and variegations of

yellowish red & black;
3fd ms4cs 10YR 7/4
relics; c

highly variegated w /black

brown & with 10YR 7/4
ms-*-cs wxd soft relics



Profile E4G4 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Clay films Other

IICr2 145-190 10YR 7/1& cl lmkff fld 10YR 7/4 soft relics;
7.5YR 5/8

10YR 6/3r

IICr3 190-265 7.5YR 5/6r scl gravelly ss saprolite;
s soft; pebbles gen-
erally hard; "
of laminated weathered
siltstone clasts

Profile E4G5

Ap 0-22 sil boundary a

A3 22-50 sil boundary c

IIBlt 50-90 7.5YR 4/4 1 lnpf, po variegated w/s and few
fg grains 10YR 7/4,
7.5YR 5/8, mostly soft,
some hard; g

IIB2t 90-140 7.5YR 4/4 ci 3mkpf, po
10YR 5/4r

sand quite fresh, but
varies soft to hard;
many variegations
7.5YR 5/8, 7.5YR 2.5/0,
10YR 7/4, largely wxd
s grains; g



Profile E4G5 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Clay films Other

HIGH

IIICr2 180-250

IIICr3

2.5YR 6/2 sil, lmkff, po
10YR 4/4 sicl

10YR 5/6 sicl, 1
2.5YR 6/2
7.5YR 5/8
occasional
7.5YR 2/0

5YR 6/2 sic

strongly variegated w/wxd
sand of 10YR 7/4, 2.5
YR 6/2, 7.5YR 5/8,
5YR 5/8; many black Mn
oxide stains; g

loam variegated w/10YR
7/4 & 7.5YR 5/8 s par-
ticles; c

many mod thick pressure
faces, mostly on hori-
zontal ff; many bands,
lamillae & variegations
of 5YR & 7.5YR 5/8,
10YR 6/6, 7.5YR 2/0

Profile E4G6

Ap 0-30 10YR 3/3 sil boundary a

A3 30-50 10YR 3/3 sil boundary c

A2 50-70 2.5YR 7/2 10YR 4/4 sil 2n silt ctgs po; flf
10YR 7/3 10YR 5/6 (6/4d)M; a



Profile E4G6 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Clay films Other

IIB2t 70-150 10YR 6/3 10YR 4/4 sic pr÷3mabk; 4mkpf, po cld 2.5YR 7/2v & m3d
7.5YR 2.5/0 ctgs on
peds; lower part has
cld 10YR 7/6v, c2d
7.5YR 5/8M, 10YR 5/2M;

9

IIICrl 150-190 7.5YR 5/6 cl 2n, mkff weakly laminated sapro-
lite; m2d 2.5YR 6/2,
fld 7.5YR 2.5/OM, c2d
2.5YR 8/2 & 10YR 7/4v,
ms-size; g

IIICr2 190-280 2.5YR 6/2 cl mld 10YR 7/4v (ms -cs
5YR 5/8 soft relics)
10YR 5/4
laminated

Profile E4G7

Ap

A3

0-25 sil boundary a

25,-50 7.5YR 4/4 sil 2n silt ctgs on ped
10YR 3/2 faces; c



Profile E4G7 (continued)

Horizon
Depth
cm

Color
dry moist Texture Clay films

IIB1 50-85 7.5YR 4/4 sicl 3mkpf, po

IIB2t 85-155 7.5YR 4/4 c 3mkpf, po

IIICr 155-250 5YR 5/8& hsil 2mkff
5YR 6/2
gray becoming
more dominant
with depth

Other

c2f 10YR 4/3 M, cld
7.5YR 2.5/0 concre-
tions; fld 10YR 7/4
ms size relics; d

3fd 10YR 7/4 & 7.5YR
5/8 ms±cs wxd relics;
cl, 2d 5YR 5/8M,
2.5YR 5/2M, 7.5YR 2.5/0;

9

varigated w/very weak
laminations

Profile E4G8

Ap 0-30

A3 30-50

sil

10YR 3/3 sil,

lsicl
boundary g



Profile E4G8 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Clay films Other

IIB2t 50-105 7.5YR 5/6 c 3n, mkpf, m2d 2.5YR 6/2M, cld
po; some 5YR 5/8M, c2d 10YR
hard, well 7/4, ms÷cs relics, most
rounded s soft; g
or fg size
concretions

IIICr 105-250 5YR 6/2 c clay decreases to -55%
w/depth; ln, mkpo
(1OYR 4/4) in upper
part; many pressure
faces; c & m 3p 7.5YR
5/8v

Profile E4G9

Ap 0-20 7.5YR 6/3 7.5YR 3/2 sil

A2 20-40 2.5YR 7/2 10YR 4/4 sil

IIB2t 40-86 10YR 4/4 c

boundary a

2n silt ctgs po; flf
10YR 5/4m (6/4d); a

4mk, kpf pr-)mabk; c2f 10YR 5/6M,
cld 1OYR 7/4 &'7/6 ms-
size R; c



Profile E4G9 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Clay films Other

IIICrl 85-105 laminated sic 3mkpp, po fld 10YR 7/4 ms-size

10YR 5/6, R; g

2.5YR 6/2,
7.5YR 5/8

IIICr2 105-230 well hl fld 10YR 7/4 ms R
laminated
10YR 5/6,
5YR 6/2,
7.5YR 5/8

Profile E4G10

Ap 0-30 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/2 sil

A3 30-50 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/3 sil

A2 50-65 10YR 7/3 10YR 4/3 sicl

boundary a

2n silt ctgs po; f2d
7.5YR 2.5/0, fld 10YR
5/8M; c

2n silt ctgs po
apparently interfinger-
ing into horizon below
along ped faces; lower
part of horizon has 3
mkpf, po (10YR 4/3);
c2d 2.5YR 6/2, 10YR 5/8M;
fld 10YR 7/4 ms R; c



Profile E4G10 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Clay films Other

IIB2t 65-95 7.5YR 4/4 hcl pr±3mabk 4mk, kpf, po 7.5YR 4/4;
few black vcs size con-
cretions; f2d 7.5YR
5/8M; mid 10YR 7/6 &
8/2 ms4cs R; g

IIICrl 95-145 finely hl 3kmtpo 3kmtpo fl, 2d 7.5YR 2/0; d
varigated 2mpt 2mpt

10YR 5/6
2.5YR 6/2
5YR 5/8

IIICr2 145-300 5YR 6/2 texture varies from
10YR 5/4 11 to hl to 1 to sic
5YR 5/8 & a few small bands of
well-laminated
saprolite

Profile E4G11

Ap 0-25 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/2 sil boundary a

B21 25-95 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/3 sil 2n silt ctgs pf (10YR
3/3m-6/3d); found piece
of Fe-cemented ss (?) at
-80 cm-fg size, irreg,
subang; fl, 2d 5YR 5/8,
5YR 4/2; c



Profile E4G11 (continued)

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Clay films

11822 95-130 10YR 4/4 cl 3npo, 2npf

IIICr 130-190 10YR 5/4
7.5YR 5/8
5YR 6/2

Other

c2d 5YR 5/8M, cld
10YR 7/4, 5/8 ms-÷csR; c

Interbedded saprolite of
gss and fine ss; texture
varying from sl (15, 10,
15) to 1 (45, 40, 15);
abundant well rounded,
low to moderate spheri-
city fg & vcs of basalt
or mudstone, soft to hard;
mid 10YR 8/2, 7/4 ms-÷cs
R, f2d 2.5YR 3/4

Profile E4G12

Ap 0-20 10YR 5/3 10YR 3/3 sil

A3 20-55 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/3 sil f2d 10YR 5/6

IIB2t 55-80 10YR 4/4 cl 3mkpf, po c2d 7.5YR 5/8M, c2, 3d
7.5YR 2.5/OM, cld 10YR
7/4, 8/2 ms4-csR

IIB3t 80-170 10YR 4/4 cl 2mk, kpo, ff m3d 5YR 5/8M, c3, 2d
7.5YR 2.5/OM, mld 10YR
7/4, 8/2 ms -*csR



Profile E4G12 (continued)

Horizon
Depth Color
cm dry moist Texture Clay films Other

IIICr 170-240 5YR 5/8
7.5YR 5/8
10YR 4/3
2.5YR 4/2
5YR 5/1 &
bluer

sl, 1,
sil

bedded saprolite; sandy
beds often containing
well rounded vcs & fg;
wood sample collected
from 220-230 cm depth;
many black v

Profile E4G13

Ap

A3

B11

0-25 10YR 5/2

25-50 10YR 5/2

50-105 10YR 6/3

10YR 3/2 sil

10YR 3/2 sil

10YR 3/3 sil

I1B12 105-190 10YR 6/3 10YR 4/3 sicl

IIB2t 190-240 10YR 4/4 sicl 3mkpf, po

boundary a

boundary c

2n silt ctgs pf, po;
fl, 2f 7.5YR 4/4 mottles;

9

2n silt ctgs pf, po, 1

mkpf (10YR 4/3); c2d
7.5YR 5/8M, fld 7.5YR
2.5/0M; g

In Mn ctgs pf; 3mk Mn
ctgs mtp; c2f 10YR 5/4M;



Profile E4G13 (continued)

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure CW, films Other

1183 240-280 10YR 7/4 10&R 4/4 sicl lnpo s coarser than in hori-
zon above; 2n silt ctgs
pf, po; f2d 5YR 5/2M,
few red & yellowish red
v associated w/trace of
wxd to well wxd fg & s;

9

IIICr 280-290 7.5YR 4/4 cl possible but unverified
Spencer; c2d 5YR 5/2M in
interconnected streaks
bounded by 1OYR 5/8
border; cld 10YR 5/8,
7/6 ms÷csR

Profile E4G14

Ap

B1

0-20 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/2 sil boundary a

20-55 10YR 3/2 sil 3pr.÷3sbk 3mk silt ctgs pf, po
(1OYR 3/2); trace of fg
& s; fld 10YR 6/4 &
7/6R; g



Profile E4G14 (continued)

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Clay films Other

B21t 55-80 10YR 6/3 10YR 4/3 hsil 2pr-0-2sbk lower part of horizon
extends into horizon
below as 2-5 cm long
fingers along pf or ff;
c2d 10YR 5/6M, c2f 1OYR
4/2M, fld 10YR 8/2, 7/4
ms -*csR; ai

IIB22t 80-105 10YR 4/4 cl 3mkpf, po 2fsbk in upper part,
fading w/depth; trace of
fg, fine grained;
strongly w/

5YR 5/8; 7.5YR 2.5/0,
2.5YR 5/2; cld 1OYR 8/2,
7/4R; a

IIICr 105-290 5YR 6/1 c Mn ctgs becoming more
pronounced & including
some concretions, with
depth; below -200 cm:
color 10YR 4/4 w/ctgs
of 7.5YR 5/8 on ff &
f2d 5YR 6/1M; cmn vcs
& fg R of 10YR 8/2,
2.5YR 7/2 & 5YR 8/4;
clay decreasing some-
what; m3p 7.5YR 5/8M,
c2d 7.5YR 2.5/OM,
10YR 8 /OM



Profile E4G15

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Clay films Other

Ap 0-30 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/2 sil boundary a

1182 30-50 10YR 7/4 10YR 4/4 cl lnpo 5% mod well rounded fg
10YR 6/3 10YR 3/3 & vcs, with trace of

broken g; cld 10YR 7/6R;

IIICrl 50-100 10YR 6/4-* 10YR 4/4÷ cl strongly varigated w/
5YR 5/8 5YR 5/8 weakly expressed lamina-

tions; 5% g; mld 10YR
8/2, 7/4R; c2d 2.5YR
3/4, 7.5YR 2.5/0v; c

IIICr2 100-220 5YR 5/8

IIICr3 220-260

stratified texture vary-
ing from hsl to sl to
gsl to 1; 15% fg, mostly
well rounded & fine
grained; many variega-
tions of 2.5YR 3/4,
7.5YR 5/8, 10YR 4/3,
10YR 7/6, 5YR 6/2,
7.5YR 2.5/0; a

well stratified mat'l;
20 cm of thinly banded
(1410 cm bands) 2.5YR
5/2 & 7.5YR 5/8 silt-
stone over 2.5YR 4/2
c (10, 25, 65) w/many
varigations of 2.5YR 3/4,
10YR 5/8, & blue reduced
ff's.



Profile E4G16

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Clay films Other

Ap 0-25 10YR 5/2 10YR 3/2 sil boundary a

A3 25-50 10YR 5/2 10YR 3/2 sil 2n silt ctgs pf, po
(10YR 3/2); g

B1 50-80 10YR 6/3 10YR 3/3 sil 2n silt ctgs pf, po
(10YR 3/3); sparse but
distinctive crystalline
s grains apparent w/hand
lense; fld 7.5 &R 5/8M;

II821t 80-105 10YR 7/2 10YR 4/3 hsil 2mkpf, po trace of fg-size rounded
black concretions (or. g?);

2n silt ctgs on pf, po
(10YR 4/3); fld 7.5YR
5/8M; c

IIIB22t 105-145 sicl 4mkpf, po trace of s-size black
concretions; fld 7.5YR
5/8, 2.5/OM; c2d 2.5YR
4/2 ped ctgs, nearly
continuous in upper
part of h6rizon, be-
coming sparse, then
absent with depth;c

IIIC 145-175 cl very few dark grayish
brown ctgs; cld 10YR
7/4, 5YR 5/8M; g



Profile E4G16 (continued)

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Structure Clay films Other

IVCr 175-200 10YR 4/4 cl 2mkff 5% fg, well rounded
apparently part of wxd
rock; strongly varie-
gated w/7.5YR 5/8,
7.5YR 2.5/0, 2.5YR
6/4; mld 10YR 8/2 &
7/4 ms4-csR

Profile E4G17

Ap 0-30 10YR 5/3 10YR 3/2 sil c2d 2.5YR 4/6M in upper
5 cm (from burning?); a

A2 30-75 10YR 7/3 10YR 4/3 sil 2n silt ctgs po, pf (10
YR 4/3); cl, 2d 7.5YR
5/8M; a

II821t 75-105 10YR 5/3 10YR 3/3 lsicl pr --sbk 2mkpf, po fld 7.5YR 5/8M,
mid 2.5YR 5/2M (8/2d)
v (?), widely dispersed
on many peds; c

IIB22t 105-135 10YR 5/3 10YR 3/3 c pr+sbk 3mk, k few black, rounded, hard

pf, po concretions; fl, 2d ctgs
of 2.5YR 5/2M (7/2d), on
peds; fid 10YR 5/8M; c



Profile E4G17 (continued)

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Clay films Other

IIIC1 135-190 10YR 4/3 sici c2d 7.5YR 5/6M, f2d
10YR 4/2M; g

IVC2 190-240 10YR 5/4 hsil vf2d 10YR 8/3v, c2d
2.5YR 5/2M tending to
be in more or less
vertical streaks 1-6 mm
bounded by c2d 7.5YR
5/8 borders of similar
thickness

Profile E4G18

0-35

35-100

100-280

10YR 3/3 sil

7.5YR 5/4 cl 2-3mkpo, pf

2.5YR 6/2

boundary c

-15%>2mm R; a

clay saprolite



Profile E4G20 (continued)

Depth Color
Horizon cm dry moist Texture Clay films Other

IIB2bt 90-145 cl 3mkpf, po many >2 mm relicts
flattened, rounded
pebbles; g

IIB3bt 145-180 7.5YR 4/6 c boundary a

III 180-280 10YR 6/2 c saprolite, micro xlln
bodies of 2.8 m, pos-
sibly calcite

Profile E4G21

II

0-95
at bottom

boundary g

95-160 paleosol

160-265 weathered siltstone;
no clay as in E4G5



Profile E4G19

Depth Color

Horizon cm dry moist Texture Clay films Other

0-50
50-100 75-85 cm 3mkpf, po 10YR

prismatic struc÷3msbk;
1dM 5YR 5/1 seem to be
in interconnected bands,
dendritic pattern on
ped faces, bounded by
reddish (7.5YR 5/6)
border area on either
side

100-130 relicts of saprolite; g

130-260 weathered siltstone
14c1±sic; variegated
2.5YR 7/2 & 7.5YR 5/6;
no clay as in E4G18

Profile E4G20

Ap 0-30 sil boundary a

30-55 sil

II 55-80 sicl sand relicts, lnpf, po

A'2 80-90 10YR 7/3 silt coats on pf (10YR
5/4), ped interiors (7.5
YR 5/6)
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APPENDIX IB

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN APPENDIX I, SOIL PROFILE DESCRIPTIONS

These abbreviations are fashioned largely after Soil Survey

Staff (1951), p. 139 - 140, -and USDA-SCS, Definitions and Abbreviations

for Soil Descriptions, Berkeley, California, October 1966, 20 numb.

leaves.

Color: Munsell R notations

Texture: 1 loam
sl sandy loam
fsl fine sandy loam
is loamy sand
sil silt loam
cl clay loam
sicl silty clay loam
c clay
sic silty clay

g gravelly
k cobbly
st stoney
bo bouldery

Structure: "parting to"

grade: 1 weak
2 moderate
3 strong

size: of very fine
f fine
m medium
c coarse
vc very coarse

form: gr granular
sbk subangular blocky
sg single grain (structureless)
m massive (structureless)
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Consistence:

dry: lo loose
so soft
sh slightly hard
h hard

moist: lo loose
vfr very friable
fr friable
fi firm
vfi very firm

wet: so nonsticky
ss slightly sticky
s sticky
vs very sticky

po nonplastic
ps slightly plastic
p plastic
vp very plastic

smeary "thixotropic" (soil Survey Staff, 1970)

Other:

coarse fragments

% percent coarse fragments by volume
g gravel [pebble(s)]
k cobble(s)
st stone(s)
bo boulder(s)

mottles - abundance

f few
c common
m many

mottles - size
1 fine (<5 mm)
2 medium (5-15 mm)
3 large (>15 mm)

mottles - contrast

f faint
d distinct
p prominent

color: Munsell R notation

m moist

variegations and Mn, Fe coatings same notation as mottles
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clay films - frequency

vi very few (<5% of designated surfaces)
1 few (5-25%)
2 common (25-50%)

clay films - thickness

n thin

mk moderately thick
k thick

clay films - morphology

pf on ped faces.
po lining pores
ff on fracture faces

Horizon boundary distinctness: topography:

a abrupt s smooth

b clear w wavy

g gradual i irregular

d diffuse b broken
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APPENDIX II

SAMPLE PREPARATION PROCEDURE FOR X-RAY FLUORESCENCE

OF POWDER SAMPLES

1. Soil was sampled at 10 cm intervals to a depth of 180 cm. Horizon

boundaries, when abrupt, were bracketed by samples so that materials

from different horizons were not mized.

2. Samples were air dried, then approximately 20 grams of soil were

ground with`a glazed diamonite mortar and pestle. Samples were

ground until all of the material would pass through a U.S. Standard

Sieve #230 stainless steel sieve.

3. Powdered soil samples were pelletized using a stainless steel mold

assembly and a Carver hydraulic pressl (Fig. A).

a. Part #1 is placed into-part #2 and a brace spacer, part #3,

is fitted tightly to the top of part #1.

b. About 1 gram of sample is placed into the die (about 1-3 mm

deep) and is then smoothed out with the end of a glass bottle.

c. Part #3 is then removed and Bakelite powder is poured down

the sides of the die until it is about 1/4" deep after smooth-

ing with the glass bottle.

d. An index finger is then used to push part #1 to the top of

the die at which time part #4 is placed on the Bakelite and

then pushed into the die until part #1 is again at the bottom

of part #2.

e. A metal support (part #5) is placed on the hydraulic press

and the heater is placed around it.

1

G.A. Borchardt and A.A. Theissen (1971) (see Literature Cited).
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Figure A. Schematic of Carver Hydraulic Press and Mold assembly for
making pressed pellets.
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f. The die assembly is then placed on part #5, the thermometer

is aligned and placed through the upper part of the press

and into the die.

g. Twenty-two thousand psi is applied to the press. The pressure

is released gradually by gently tapping the right side of the

pressure release valve with the press handle. The valve is

tightened once again when the pressure is down to 5,000 psi.

h. The heater is then lifted upward around the die and supported

by a metal rod (part #6). The die is heated to approximately

110°C.

i. The heater is then lowered and a cold air gun is used to cool

the die.

j. When the temperature is less than 60°C, the pressure is released

and the heater plus part #5 can be set aside and the thermometer

is removed.

k. The die is then turned upside down and placed in the press.

Part #7 is placed on the die and pressure is applied to remove

part #1 and the sample. Further pressure can be applied to

remove part #4.

4. Samples were analyzed using a vacuum X-ray spectrograph equipped

with a chromium target, a pulse height analyzer, a flow-propor-

tional counter, scintilation counter, EDDT crystal, and a lithium

flouride crystal. Al, Si, K, Ca, Ti, and Fe were analyzed and

results were compared to U.S. Geological Survey Standards BCR-1,

AGV -1, G-2, and GSP-1. Table A lists spectrograph settings for

major element analysis.
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Table A. Panel settings for spectrograph analysis.

Essentials Al Si K Ca Ti Fe

Need vacuum yes yes yes no no no

Crystal crank EDDT EDDT EDDT Lif Lif Lif

position :2 2 2 1 1 1

Input selector gas gas gas gas gas scint.

flow flow flow flow flow

Counter
position

coarse

2

1.6

2

1.6

2

1.6

1

1.6

1

1.6

2

.6

Detector voltage
fine 280 280 280 280 280 880

base level 120 190 445 460 630 110

window 250 300 235 460 340 266

29 112.63 78.03 20.28 113.22 86.21 57.51

Tube KV 40 40 40 40 40 25

Tube MA 25 25 25 25 25 15

GAIN 256 256 256 256 256 256


